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CAUCUSES.
Falmouth.
fllHE Republicans of Falmouth are requested tc
House, Thursday, February
■M.n
aoth “,e?t„^t,th?l0WQ
at 4 o clock to nominate town officers.
Per Order
TOWN COMMITTEE.
February 20.1885.
febaidtd
Windham.
Republicans of Windham are requested to
meet at the Town
House, on T hursday the
z*ilh day of February, 1886, at 2 o’clock
p. m.lito
nominate candidates for Town
Officers, also to
choose Town Committee.
Per order of
TOWN COMMITTEE.
Windham, Feb. 19,1886.
feb21dtd

THE

__

INDICATlbNB.

WEATHER

Washington, Feb. 21.
The indications for New
England are fail
weather, westerly winds, and slight rise in
temperature.
METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
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DR. E. B. REED.
Botanic Physician located
at No. 692 Congress Street,
Portland, Maine.
Dr. Reed treats old Chronic and Complicated diseases, also he treats Female Debility, Blood Poison,
Kidney Complaints, Liver Complaints, all Throat
and

30.23
Charleston... ...30.22
Jacksonville, Fla. 30.17
Savannah Ga.30.19
Cincinnati, Ohio.. 30.36
Buffalo, N. Y.... 30.26
Alpena, Mich.30.17
Chicago, 111. 80.20
Duluth. Minn.30.29

Marquette,Mich..
Milwaukee, Wis..

Rise.

CITV

ADrEKTINEiHENTI.

STATE OF MAINE.

TO

THE

ELECTORS OF THE
CIT1T OF PORTLAND.
duly qualified electors

of said
their respective Ward Rooms on the
city to
first Monday ot March next, being the second day
of said month, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, to
give
in their votes for Mayor of the city, and one Aiderman, three Common Councilmen, Warden, Clerk
and two Constables (except that each Island Ward
may eleot one constable) residents of the ward. Also In Wards two, four, six and seven for a member
of the Superintending School Committee, resident
of the Ward.
The polls on such day of election to remain open
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall
be closed.
I also give notice to said
electors, that the Aldermen of said city will be in open session at the
Aldermen’s Room, in City Building, from !) to 12
o’clock In the forenoon,-and from 2 to 6 o’clock in
the afternoon, on oach of the four secular
dayB
next preceding such day of election for the purpose
of receiving evidence of the qualification of voters
whose names have not been entered on the lists of
qualified voters in and for the several wards and
for correcting said lists.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
warn
meet ai

February 19th, 1885.

feb20dtd
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For One Week Only.

school

wear.

These bargains we offer exclusively for cash.

M.G.

PALMER,
Brown Block.

No. 541 Congress St.,
feb9

dtf
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Fall.

Farmington,

Feb. 20.—Dr. John L. Blake,
an old and reepected citizen of this
place, fell
in his house Wednesdav and BArinnalw ininrn/1
one o! his legs. He is
suffering much pain
and unable to move the iimb, though no bones
were broken.
The doctor is nowin his 93d
year, and otherwise than his injury he enjoys
very good health.
Fell from His

Eagine.

(Special to the Press.)
Farmington, Feb. 20.—Arthur

Beedy, fireLewiston train, fell from the engine
tender at Crowley’s yesterday while takiDg on
coal. The engine started without notice and
he fell upon the track, striking his head on
man on

the rail.

He was taken to Lewiston, where he
received medical aid, and was brought home
last night. The scalp was badly cut, and it is
feared the skull is cracked.

Terribly Scalded.
(To the Associated Press.)

BroDBF-RD, Feb. 20.—Eleazer O. Additon, a
dyer on the York corporation, stepped into a
vat of boiling black dye, while at work in the
dye room this morning. He fortunately kept
his feet and had the presenco of mind to at
once

himself

from his dangerous and
frightful position. The hot dyo water was
about two and a half feet deep, and Mr. Addirescue

severely burned that the flesh

was

taken off

his limbs ou the removal of his
Both legs were burned to about six
inches above the knees.

boots.
A

One lot French Kid Button Boots, square toe, W.
& G. make, $5.00; former price $7.00.
One lot Patent Leather Button Boots, W. & G.
make, $4.50; former price $8.00.
One lot French Calf Cork Sole Button Boots, W.
& G. make, $4.60; former price $6.50.
One lot Wax Calf Goat Top Button Boots, for
school wear, $3.50; former price $4.50.
One lot Fine Cnracoa Kid Button Boots, $2.50;
former price $4.50.
One lot American Button Boots, $2.00; former
price $2.60.
One lot American Glove Top, for $1.50;
former
price $2.' 0.
One lot Pebble Goat Button Boots, for $2.60;
former price $3.00.
One lot Pebble Goat Button Boots, for $2.00; former price $2.50.
One lot Cloth Ton Button Loots, for R3.00- former
price §5.00.
One lot Serge Button Boots, odd sizes, $3,25: former price $4.00.
One lot Curacoa Kid Low Cut Slippers with velvet
bow, $1.00; former price $1.60.
One lot Best CuraCoa Kid ia>w Cut Slippers, for
$1.25; former price $1.75.
One lot French Kid Oxfords, Cloth Top.for $2.50;
former price $5.00.
One lot Patent Leather Oxfords, Kid Top, for
$3.00; former price $5.00.
One lot French Kid Langtry Slippers, for $3.00;
former price $6.00.
One lot French Kid Sailor Ties, for $2.60; former
price $3.75.
One lot French Kid Low Cut Slippers, Patent
Leather trimmed for $2.00; former price $3.50.
Several lots Misses’ and Children’s Boots for

N

Case in

Pnr land Parlies Are
Interested.
Dover, N. H., Feb. 20.—The Supreme Court
has been occupied since Monday with a suit of
interest to business men. Three years ago
Theodore King, a dry goods dealer of Taunton,
Mass., removed to Great Falls, N. H., opening
a dry goods store there.
He failed December
Which

12,1883, aud attachments were levied in favor
of his uncle, Hiram King, his father, Otis R.
King, and his brother, Cromwell King, all of
Raynham, Mass.; Jordan, Marsh & Co., of

Boston,

and others.
were John F. Rand

Among

other creditors
and A. Little & Co. of
Portland, Me., who learning of King's failure,
put on attachments. Little & Co. and Rand
replevined the attached goods from Sheriff
■Wentworth, entered their suits at the February term, 1884, and bad King arraigned in ths
Great Falls Police Couu for obtaining goods
under false pretences. He was committed to

jail

to await the action of the grand jury, who
retnrned two bills agaiDSt him. By agreement
the replevin suit will be first decided. In A.

Little & Co.’s snit the jury returned a verdict
for the defendant, which was set aside by the

jndge as contrary to law and the evidence. On
Mondaj the case was resumed, but with John
F. Rand as plaintiff. The case was given to
the jury at 6 o’clock to-uight. The general
opinion is that the case will end in a disagreement or

a

verdict for

King.

BIDDKFORD.

The

other evening
sturgeon came up
through a hole in which Chas. Allen was fishiug for smelts. Mr. Alien easily captured him
with a gaff. He weighed 26 pounds.
a

BANGOR.

Ex-Collector Smith of Bangor appeared at
the Treasury Department in Washington this
week with a mass of affidavits and statements
to demonstrate the falsity of the charges made
against him. Mr. Smith filed theBe papers with
the Secretary of the Treasury, intending by
tbns doing to clear his reputation from the
clond cast npon it.
BETHEL.

The statement that Hilliard, who was shot
by Carpenter the 8th inst., is in a critical condition, is not known to the people here, writes
a Bethel correspondent.
One of the physi-

cians told him that he did not think there was
aDy ball in his neck, or that but one ball entered the side of his face and came oat the
back side of his neck.
BRUNSWICK.

CDSTIS

CHARLES
493
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WALL PAPERS.
We
new

daily receiving

are

patterns of Wall Pa-

per in all

grades.

Those
contemplating the use of
them, will do well to select
early, before the rush and
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when our paper hangers
will he overworked.

LOttING. SHORT & HARMON.
feb!8
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Choice in IllinoisTwo Changes iHade in the Vot-

Three Ballots and Ifo
One

or

ing.
Springfield, 111., Feb. 20.—The legislature
met in joint convention today and proceeded to
vote for U. S. Senator.
The ballot stood:
Total vote.204
Necessary for a choice.103
John A. Logan.100
Wm. R. Morrison (Dem.).
E M. Haines (Dem.).

Ward.

Scattering.

95
2
2
5

SECOND BALLOT.

On the second bollot Mr. Streeter made the
first break and voted for Mr. Morrison.
This
was rocaived with applause.
Mr. Streeter was
received with applause. Mr. Streeter wa3 followed by Mr. Murphy who now cast bis vote
for Mr. Morrison. The vote then jstood:
Total vote

204
Necessary for a choice.
103
Logan had.100

Morrison.
Haiuee.
Scattering....,.

97
2

5

THIRD BALLOT.

lu the third

and

last ballot Mr. O’Shea
Mr. Mcrrison Jand Mr. McMillan voted for Mr. Logan. Both of which
votes were received with great applause.
The
vote then stood:
Total vote. 204
Necessary for a choice.103
Logan had..

changed hia

vote to

Morrison.
Scattering.

Adjourned.

98
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__

The movement of freight eastward from Chicago
is practically at a standstill. Very few of tlie roads
are attempting to contract for freight at any rate
whatever and they are still refusing to receive dead
tonnage troin western roads. The short spell of
mild weather a few days ago simply loosened the
to let it fall into cuts where it has
snow enough
frozen solid. Some of the roads are in a worse condition than they were during the storm.
In the lower House of the Illinois {legislature
yesterday, the Joint resolution passed by the Senate urging Congress to place Gen. Grant on the
retired list was laid on the table. A resolution te
refer the matter ton committee of 6 with instructions to insert the name of Fitz John Porter as
well as Grant’s was carried.

The Wentworth Spring and Axle company,
will make shipments this week to Los Angeles
and San Francisco, Cal., and are at work on a
number of orders for export; one going to the
Sandwich Islands.
The February term of the Supreme Judicial
Court will commence In Houlton next
Tuesday
with Judge Emery on the bench.
lubec.

The Eastport Standard publishes a shocking
story of cruelty io Lubec. Annie Huckins, 24
is not very bright and has been
compelled to
do the work for her stepmother and
stepbrother with whom ehe lives.
The other morniDg,
her stepbrother Robert McFadden,
aged 22,
called her to get up. As she did not rise at
once, he beat her with a broom and turned
her out of doors where both her feet were frozen. They will have to be
Mcamputated.
Fadden is in Machias jail.
PERRY.

A fire at Perry, Saturday
night, destroyed
the house occupied by Ferdinand McPhail.
Considerable of the furniture was saved. A
barn, connected with the house was also
burned.
PARIS.

Mr. Alva Hersey who for 35 years has had
charge of the G. T. R. R. station, is very sick
with pneumonia. Mr. H. has had
charge of
this station ever since the road was built.
Barnham & Morrill have commenced to
manufacture cans for their fall cauoing. They
propose to do about the usual amount. Last
season, they put up 500,000 cans.

The Pythian Knights of Brunswick had a
very pleasant lime, together with their friends,
at Lernont Hall, Thursday evening, on the
occasion of their second anniversary, and the
21st birthday of the Order.
Rev. J. H. Settle
gave an address on the past and present history of the Order. Mrs. Ada Cary Sturgis
sang several selections, and Miss 8. A. Dunlap
was heard iu readings. Mrs. Chas. A. Rogers
was
presented with an elegant plash easy
chair, in consideration of her services iu nursing back to life a sick Knight who had been
given up by his physiciaue.
BRIDGTON.

Our correspondent writes: Highland Lodge,
Knights of PjthiaB, at Bridgton, celebrated
the 21st anniversary of tho Order Thursday
evening in a very creditable manner. There
were interesting literary and musical exercises,

etc
and an able and eloan oyster sapper,
quent address Dy itr. James Ml. Gassaway,
surgeon in charge oi the U. 8. Marine Hospital, and a Past Grand Chancellor of the
Grand Lodge of the District of Columbia.
The doctor’s address was replete with interesting reminiscences of the early history of the
Order and was received with much favor by
the Bridgton Knights.
BATH.

The annnal meeting of the stoc kholders of
New England Shipbuilding Company was held
Wednesday afternoon. The Treasurer’s report
of the company
was read, and the condition
was shown to be good. The meeting was adjourned to March 18. There was no election
of officers. The company lias been in operation one year, aud has constructed in this time
the following schooners:
Charles W. Church,
844 59 tons; Charles A. White, 832 44; Loriog
C. Ballard, 006.73; San Domingo, 421.67; John
J. Hanson, 685.77, and the 6teamers Cumberland, 1500 tons; Morning Star, 471.05 tons;
and the Haytien Republic, now nearly completed, 800 tons.
The mayoralty question is becoming the
topic of the day. Among the candidates are
J. W. Wakefield, J. O. Shaw, Augustus Palmer, Seth T. Snipe, H, W. Swanton, H. A.
Duncan, G. C. Greeuleaf, Galen C. Moses and
D. T. Percy. Tub present Mayor, George H.
Nichole, has stated that he will not under any
circumstances accept tho candidacy, as be has
had enough. Artnur Sewall, Esq., is irequently alluded to as a strong Democratic candidate.
The next Collector, it is said, is to be either F.
B. Torry or Charles W. Larrabee. It is settled
as far as public opinion goes
that the present
Mayor, Geo. H. Nichols, is to be the next postmaster.
CHESTEBVILLE.

Tbe Fales pauper case has at last come to

an

end, adecisiou from the Law Court having
ooufirmed the verdict found by the jury which
was in favor of Ohesterville.
COBINNA.

List Saturday afternoon Mr. Henry Weymouth, who lives just beyond the Mower pond
in Coriona, on returning from the woods with
a load of wood, fonnd hiB
little nine year old
Bon lying
dead in the yard. An investigation showed that the boy, being alone in the
bouse, had found a revolver and accidentally
discharged it, the ball going through his body.
He seems then to have started to find his
mother, and went as far as the yard, where he
fell dead. The revo’ver was found in the
house.
CANAAN.

The house owned by James Irwin was burned Thursday aiternoon of last week dnriDg the
absence of the family.
Loss on houBe and
furniture 8600; iusared for 8300.
Not a cent’s
worth of anything was saved, as he lived some
distance from neighbors.

A New York man named Henry
Mackey
stole a suit of clothes in Skowbegan, Wednesday, and was arrested in Waterville the same
evening by Sheriff Hill, and taken to Bkowhegau. The fellow had the suit on beneath an
old one.
1JM

UUNKKAL.

Patents have lately been issued to Maine infollows: Edmund L. Young and L.
Dyer, Millbridge, Me., machine for making
wire solder. William A. Estes, Vassalboro,
Me., plough. Eben N. Higiey, Great Falls,
N. H., illuminated tile.
Mathias Brock, Boston, Mass., assignor to the McKay & Copeland
Lasting Machine Company, Portland, Me.,
nailing apparatus for lasting boots or shoes.
Albion L. Mitchell, Lynn, Mass.,
assignor to
Mitchell Heel and Edge Burnishing
Company,
Kittery, Me., heel burnisbiDg machine. James
M. Palmer, Cambridge,
Ma68., assignor to
Carburretta Company, air or gas carburettor.
ventors as

XLVIIItk Congress~-2d Session
SENATE.

Washington, Feb. 20.
Mr. Miller of New York reported favorably without amendment the House bill for the protection of
forests on the public domain.
Mr. Mitchell gave notioo that on Monday he
would ask the Senate to take up the private pension
bills on the calendar that had been passed
by the
House, including those that have been unfavorably
reported on by the Senate committees, which includes the proposed pension to the widow of Lieutenant Del-ong.
Mr. Hoar introduced a bill for the relief of seamen.
He said it was almost a transcript of the
Massachusetts law relating to the pledge of seamen’s wages and permitting such pledge
only for
support of their wives and children.
Referred to
the committee on commerce.
Mr. Gorman oflered a
resolution, which was
agreed to, calling on the Secretai y of the Interior
for information as to whether the subsidized Pacitie
railroads have constrnotea and are
maintaining
and operating their own lines of telegraph and
whether te egrapbic messages are accepted and
transmitted for all persons and corporations without discrimination as to price and other conditions
as provided
the act of duly 1, 1862.
The lies Moines river settlers’ title bill was laid
before the Senate and Mr. Lapham resumed his remarks in support of his proposed amendment to it.
His amendment was voted dawn.
Mr. Lapham occupied the time till 1 o’clock discussing the amendments proposed by him, and at
that hoar, he still having the floor, the matter went

by

over.

Mr. Morrill called up the anti silver
coinage bill
was ready to speak on it
Mr. Hoar said ha did not think the silver debate
of any importance to the oountry at this time. A
vote upon the silver question, however, would he
worth every inconvenience even that of an extra
session.
Mr. Hale said there were now two general
appropriation bills on the Senate calaudur that
should be considered and passed today.
They
could hardly be passed lomorrow, and other
appropriaiion bills would shortly be poured in on the
Senate.
Mr. Hale asked unanimous consent to
take up the agricultural appropriation bill. The
silver bill was informally laid aside and the agricultural appropriation bill was taken up and its
consideration procee led with.
The bill after debate was passed -substantially as
it came from the Senate committee.
The post office appropriation bill was then taken
up. The Senate committee amendment reducing
amounts for clerks in post offices from $5,300,000
to $5,150,000 was adhered to.
Sections of the bill as it came from the House
provided that letters shall be charged at the rate of
2 cents an ounce instead of 2 cents a half ounce;

saving Mr. Sherman

cent an ounce, and newspapers in bulk to regular
subscribers, one cent per pound, but sample copies
at one cent per four ounces. As to this provision
Mr. Beck said the appropriation committee had
concluded to strike it out as
general legislation. It was good legislation though in the
wrong

being

place.
After considerable discussion the

Senate disagreed to tbe committee amendments by a vote of 18
yeas and 33 nays, so far as that amendment related to letter postage, leaving the newspaper provision yet to be acted on.
The Senate then went into executive session and
later adjourned.

HOUSE.
House met at 10 o’clock iu [continuation; of
Thursday’s session and immediately went into com
mittee of the whole on the river and harbor bill.
One hour was consumed in slowly and indetermiThe

nately voting upon amendments to the paragraph
making an appropriation for the improvement of the
Mississippi river. Finally in order to expedite the
matter the friends of the bill yielded to a motion to
strike out the entire Micsissippi river clause.
This
withdrew the bone of contention from the committee and the clause will bo restored in the House.
The clause relative to the Hennepin canal
being
recurred to the chair delivered an elaborate decision on the points of order that were raised against
it. He held that the subject matter was germane
and that it was not in the nature of new legislation
and therefore overruled the points which were
based on those grounds, but sustained the point
that the committee on rivers and harboro had not
original jurisdiction of the subject and that it
should properly be considered by the committee
on railways and canals; upon this ground he ruled
that the clause was not in order and must be stricken from the bill.
Mr. Henderson of Iowa appealed from the decision, pending which tbe committee rose and the
House adjourned |and at 12 the session of Friday
began.
It

day

AUGUSTA.

branch ol its railroad, or in the construction
equipment of a connecting railroad and may

or

Other Important

Railroad Legislation Asked for.

The New Temperance Bill Formulated

GARDINER.

Clear

NW Clear
NE Clear
NW Clear

Respected Citizen Seriously Hurt.
(Special to the Press.)

ton was so

Mark Down Sale

W

MAINE.

no-

tify

eourt for trial.

SKOWHEGAN.

to

warrants from the Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Portland, I hereby
PURSUANT
and
the

Cloudy

NW Clear

_

Troubles, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Dyspepsia,
Lung Complaints, Heart Diseases, Cancers and

all
Tumors, all kinds of humors that flesh is heir to. He
also treats Fits and Spasms of all kinds such as
Epilepsy and all Nervous diseases leading to Insanity. Consultation free. Hours from 9 a. m. to 12
m., from 1 p. m. to 9 p. m.
JanlGsndtf
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Washington,D.C.

The leading 5 cent Cigar of New England. Ask your dealer for this brand.
M. A. JEWELL & CO., Successors to
G. W. SIMONTON & CO., Agents, 444 to
448 Fore St.

1

15

Portland Me.29.08
N. Y. 29.90
Albany,
New York, N. Y.. 30.01

Philadelphia

°l

|l

i I

Blook Island. 29.84
Boston, Mass.29.73

Eastport, Me.
Mt. Washington.,

I i'

i.
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FAIRFIELD,

Saturday an old man named Albert Williams, from Pittston, with an ugly bleeding
wound in his cheek, entered a coraplainst
against Randall Tattle for assaulting him with
an
axe.^ Tattle acknowled the assault, but denied ut£og the axe.
He was placed under
5400 bonds to appear at the March term of

houlton.

_[11.27 P.M.]
°

Clairvoyant

PRICE THREE CENTS.

_gjffK.tVSaH

NUTICEH.

ordered that when the House adjourn toit be to meet tomorrow at the call of the Skeakwas

er.

The conference report on the consular and dipl omatic appropriation bill was agreed to,
Mr. Walford of Kentucky called up tbe motion
to reconsider the vote by which the House some
days ago refused to pass the bill granting a pension
of $oO a month to the widow of Mayor Thoiubirg.
The motion to reconsider was agreed to and the bill

passed.

After passing a number of minor bills tbe House
went into committee on the naval appropriation
bill.
Mr. Keifer of Ohio favored tbe building of a navy
and therefore was against the plan contained in the
bill because he believed it would not give tbe country a single vtSBel that it would dare to put into the
water.
Mr. Long of Massachusetts said the position of
the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. Keifer) in favoring
an increase of the navy and in
opposing the means
proposed to secure that increase reminded him of
the story of a man who was “in favor of the Maine
law but agm’ its execution.” The plans proposed
might be faulty iu detail but he favored its general
features.
Pending further debate the committee rose and
tbe House took a recess until 7 p. in.
EVENING SESSION.
The House at the evening session passed 50 pension bills and at 9 o’clock adjourned.

by the Committee.
Another Hearing Upon the Cape
Elizabeth Perry Matter.

AugdiTA, Feb. 20.—The following explains
itself:

Augusta, Me., Feb. 20.
General Order, No. 1:
Having been elected Commander of tbe Department of Maine, Grand Army of tbe Republic, at tbe annnal encampment convened at
xoomaston,

r *#D.

mand,

loLn,

x

Hereby assume

com-

Headquarters aro established at Augusta. During the National Enoampment.
headqaarters will be temporarily.transferred
to

Portland.

The following comrades are
hereby appointed upon the staff of the Commander, and will be obeyed and respeoted ac-

cordingly;

Assistant Adjutant General—L. B. Hill, Augusta.
Assistant Quartermaster General—B. F. Beals,

Auburn.

Inspector—A. A Nickerson, Portland.
Judge Advooate—H. H. Burbank, Saco.
The Chief Mustering Officer and Aides-deCamp will be announced in future orders.;
Gratefully acknowledging my obligations
for this honor, and trusting iu the forbearance
of my comrades and the cooperation and assistance of tho department and post officers, I
shall endeavor to faithfully discharge the duties of the office.
Jambs A. Hall,

Department Commander*

Factory Burned—Loss $230,000.
New Yobk, Feb. 20.—The Norvin safe company's factory, a huge eight story building embracing Nos. 324, 332 West 37th street was destroyed by fire e»rly this morning with all its
contents. The tottering walls of the building threatened surronndnig tenements which
had to ba cleared by the police, and hundreds
of half clad children, women and men were
driven from their homes and forced to seek
shelter with hospitable neighbors
The firemen succeeded in confining the flames to the
loss
The
to
the
safe
factory building.
company is 8230,000; insurance 8125,000 in 30 companies is held. 250 mea are thrown out of emA Hate

ployment.
'ilie

_

planer mills, with machinery, belonging
Nulbegan Lumber Company, at
North Stratford, were burned flat yesterday morning. The loss Is $15,000. The insurance is $0,500
in several different companies.
and
to the

saw

branch

interests.
MISCELLANEOUS.

The bill reported to the House amends the
law in relation to assault, so that whoever wantonly and wilfully insults or annoys another
by looks, words or gestures, liable to provoke a
breach of the peace, is guilty of an assault.
The

Wants to Submit the Portland Sc Ogdens*
burg Bill to the People.
(Special

to

the Frees.)

Augusta, Feb. 20.
ACCIDENTS ON RAILROADS.
The railroad bill relating to accidents provides that when any serious accident occurs to

train, immediate notice shall be given by
the officers of the company operating the road
to the chairman of the board of Bailroad Com-

any

missioners,

who

shall, if

pnblio
investigation to

he deems the

interests to require it, canse an
once by said board by one of its
number and a full statement of the accident
shall be made in their annual report. The expense of such investigation shall be paid from
the State Treasury.
Another railroad bill thst was reported provides that no passenger train shall bs rnn ov-

be made at

any new railroad or over any railroad in
process of construction,until the Bailroad Commissioners have made an inspection of such
railroad and granted a certificate of its safety
for public travel.
Any person or corporation
er

violating

the act forfeits to the State $100 for

each offence.
The act to amend

the

statutes relating to
railroad crossmgs, provides that railroads may
cross highways or town ways, but cannot
pass
along them without leave of the town. The
conditions and manner of crossing shall be first

determined

provided by section 27, chapter
No crossing of a street in a city,
not a highway, shall be made without the
written consent of the mayor and aldermen,
Btating the manner and conditions thereof, to
be recorded in the records of the commissionas

18 of R. S.

Crossings not so made are nuisances and
may be so treated, and the directors malting
them are personably liable.

ers.

MATTERS.
The bill introduced by Mr. Thayer of Waterville, amends section 45, chapter 225, so that it
will read: To each brigade there shall be one
MILITARY

brigadier general,

dirsotor with

medical

one

the rank of lieutenant colonel,

adjutant general,

one

assistant

brigadier inspeotor, each
with the rank of major, one quartermaster and

commissary

one

and one

aid-do-camp, each with
of captalD, one aid-de-camp with the

the rank
rank of first Jieotenant and one hospital
ard.

stew-

CO-OPERATIVE BUTTER ASSOCIATIONS.
The petition for co-operative batter associations comes from Charles W. Deering and others of Gorham. They consider
dairying one of
the most important industries and

co-operative
butter associations are needed.
They ask the
Legislature to appropriate $1,600 to be paid
equally in each county in which shall be established a batter association or factory, and that
the board of agriculture see that the
money is

justly applied.
INSPECTION OP STEAM BOILERS, &C.
The bill reported in the House, establishing
and regulating the inspection of steam boilers
and the licensing by the Governor and Council, in each Congressional district of an inspector of stationary and portable steam boilers in

each district as often as once each year, and
make a return of the same to the Secretary of
State. It also provides that the inspectors
shall notify the owners of any boiler of any defects found noon any examination, with recommendations for repairs, and if his advice is
disregarded by the owner the inspector shall
call in the inspector from an adjoining
district,
and if they agree that such boiler is not in a
safe condition to run, they shall give written
notice to the owner not to use It until such repairs are made.
The tees for all inspections
nho.1

I

hft nairl

rliva/ttlw 44l>n !nnnnn4n.>

A

l_

of tbe boilers inspected Immediately
after the inspection is completed.
Tbe foar
inspectors in tbe State shall be a board of examiners ta determine the qaalifioations of
applicants for licenses as engineers of stationary
and portable engines and boilers.

owners

CUMBERLAND

ceeding 82,000.
THE PORTLAND &

OODKNSBURO.

Whenever the Portland & Ogdensbcrg Bailroad bill comes into the House Gen. Mattocks
will offer an amendment to the bill to have it
snbmitted to the people.
It was at Gen. Mattocks’ instance that the Ciark & Chaplin
ice bill was tabled today for the purpose of
haying inserted a provision that it shall be
submitted to experts as provided by the vote of
the mayor and aldermen.
Gen. Mattocks is
not in

Washington, as many of
although he has

have reported,

tbe newspapers
beau there on a

flying trip.
CO-OPERATIVE INSURANCE

COMPANIES.

A debate took place in the Senate oa the bill

regulating co-operative insurance companies,
requiring them to put up 850,000 as a deposit

with tbe State Treasurer.
It was conceded
by the amendment that this bill should Dot apply to Masonic or other fraternal orders. The
debate that then ensued was on the question
that this bill shall not apply to co-operative in'
now doing business in the
The debate was a vparm one.
It was
participated in by Messrs. Cutler and Weeks,
who were for the amendment, and Messrs.

surance

incorporators of the Lime Rock Transit
Company are Wm. T. Hiscock, Wm. A. Miles,
W. H. MoCormack, Francis
Cobb, N. A. Farwell, Mayard Sumner, John F. Berry, A. F.
Crockett, S. M. Bird, John S. Case, George
Gregory and Jarric 0. Perry. Place of business is Rockland; capital slock not to exceed
8260,000.
The bill presented in the Senate relating to
organization of corporations provides that sec.
18 of the Statutes of 1884 be amended by adding after the word “advance” in the section,
“and to the treasurer of the State for the use
of the sum of 880 before said certificate is filed
in the office of the Secretary of State.
The law, so far as the same apply to towns
in which the school districts are abolished by
vote shall apply to all towns in which the
school districts are abolished by the act reported in the House.
The bill relating to contagious diseases re-

ported in the House, was amended so as to include swine and sheep.
The bill relating to certificates of inspection
of steamboats and inspectors’ fees for
pilots,

provides for fees for carrying passengers in inland lakes.
The Senate voted to adjourn over ta
Monday
at 11 o’clock a. m. The House will hold its
regular session tomorrow.
(To the Associated Press.)
Augusta, Feb. 20.—The
committee

Lambert and Simonton for the original bill.
COMMITTEE

HEA RINGS

Mr. Dyer of Baldwiu, from tiie committee
on revision of the statutes, which was instructed by the Legislature to consider the
communication of Charles W. Goddard, excommissioner on the revision of the statutes,
will report tomorrow an act to amend the

statutes, a work which took nearly three years
for its completion,
Since then Judge Goddard has found inconsistencies in the old
statutes which had been overlooked, and that
in the final preparation and printing of the
text of the new revised statutes

a

few omissions

naa
cnanges
mauvertently occnrrea,
which Judge Goddard deemed it his duty to
call to the attention of the Legislature, in
order that in the one case contradictions may
be reconciled, and in the other that the origi-

nal law may be restored or made plain, if
each should be the legislative pleasure.
PEOPLE’S FERRT.
The Committee on Interior Waters gave a
third hearing to parties interested in the People’s Ferry, between Cape Elizabeth and
Portland. The opposing faction, this morning*
at 1 o’clock, took time by the forelock, withoat notice to those interested in the charter,
and secured the adoption of the following
THE

amendment:
Sec. 9.—And it is hereby expressly provided that
said People’s Ferry Company shall, for all tke purposes aforesaid and as contemplated by this act, use
only double-end team boat or boats.
This afternoen notice of the amendment having been brought to the attention of the friends
of the bill, they secured a hearing, and the
committee unanimously adopted the following
amendment as a substitute for the previous
amendment, whioh will be withdrawn:
The amendment is as follows:
Sect. 9. And it Is hereby expressly provided that
this act shall be void unless said
corporation shall
upon said ferry rout©, a double-end ferry
oat suitable for the
carriag e of teams within threo
months alter the date of its
organization.
The friends of the measure have every reason to believe that their bill as amended will
be given a passage in both branohes.

Elsoe

RAILROAD MATTERS.

The bill authorizing railroads to aid in conand eqniping branch and connecting
roada reported in the Senate provides that any
railroad corporation, wholly organized under

structing

the laws of this State, at any time when it has
paid dividends for the preceding three years
may by vote of its directors, anthorizad or con-

firmed by a two-thirds vote of its stockholders,
aid in the construction or equipment of a

on

following

county estimates will be reported;

ceptance of report.

Pending

third

reading

the act-to prevent the

throwing of refuse into Koyal river

was assignTaesday next.
Majority and minority reports relating to
seal in Casco bay, pending acceptance of report
was assigned for Tuesday next.
The AUequash bill was indefinitely postpon-

ed for

ed after debate.
Pending its passage to be engrossed the
Portland police bill was assigned for Tuesday
next.

The fertilizer station bill was debated pendMr. Walton of
passage to be enacted.

ing its

Skowbegan submitted the following amendment as a substitute for sec. 10: “The director*
of the station or any person by him
deputized,
is hereby empowered to select from three different parcels or packages of commercial fertilizers, taken from three different sections of the
State, held or offered for sale in this State,
quantities not exceeding two pounds from each
package, which quantities shall be for analysis;

the average of the several analyses shall be
taken to compare with the certificate found on
the given packages held or offered for sale, and
he shall select each year at least three samples
as aforesaid from each brand held for sale, and

secure these analyses at the State.
The agent
shall select these samples in the presence of
some representatives of tbe company from
which are the quantities so selected, and shall
deliver one half of the said samples properly

sealed by him to said representative.’’
The amendment was opposed by Mr. Moore
xuumastou ana otuers.

Mr. Walton’s amendment
passed to be engrossed.
PETITIONS

AND

was

adopted and

REMONSTRANCES

PRESENTED.

Against the act entitled an act to regnlate the
practice of medicine and registration.
Iu favor of the Co-operative Batter Associa-

Aroostook. 16.000

tion.
In favor of an appropriation of 85000 for
Commissioner HtRn at the New Orleans ex-

Hancock

position.
Against the medical bill.

Androscaggia.S28.000

Cumberland. 30 000
Franklin.
7j000

Kennebec.
Knox.
Lincoln.
•*
1886.
Oxford.....
1886.
Penobscot.
Pisoataquig.
Sagadahoc

11,160
32,000

21,000
8,600
8 100

11,000

32,000
10,600

The judiciary committee voted ought to paES
the bill to make the State liable for pau-

ou

pers’ supplies furnished by towns to persons
having no settlement within the State; same
on repeal of the law relating to the recover) of
land by the State; ought not to pass on bill

providing

that divorces shall become absolute
at the end of six months without application
by the parties; same relative to stocks of goods

brought into

town by a non-resident, and relating to contagious disease. The medical registration bill was dUcussed but not acted on.
It will come up next Tuesday when the bill
a

will probably be reported.
The Committee on Pensions

voted in favor
ou the recom-

of an appropriation of $25,000
mendation of the Governor that a larger sum
would be tbe wisest for Stale pensions.
This
is an in crease of $5,000.
The Committee on Education referred to the
Governor and Council the order in regard to a
cheaper supply of text books.
The new temperance bill which has been
formulated by the Temperance Committee,
provides that a liqaor notice shall not be published in the newspapers; that persons shall
travel from place to place in the State, oborders for liquor; that liquor agents
shall be appointed in towns where there are
not

taining

apothecaries, unless the
provides; that physicians shall

regular registered
town otherwise
file an affidavit

that they will not prescribe
liquors except in actual cases of Bickness; that
druggists shall sell liquor ouly on a prescripwivm

uuuj a

(lujroiiiittu,

uu

nu

ill

writing

or printing that it ia to be used for
mechanical or scientific purposes, with an affidavit that the statements are true; that arrests, fines and imprisonment for drunkenness
shall be imperative.

MAINE LEGISLATURE.
(Specially reported for

the

Press.)

SENATE.

The act to extend the time for the location
and construction of the Wiscasset & Quebec
railroad, the Messalonskee Sc Kennebec railroad, and the Somerset railroad, which was

passed to be engrossed in the House, was, on
motion of Mr. Marble, laid on the table to be
printed.
act to incor-

an

porate the Boothbay Railroad Company,which
was engrossed in the House was tabled on motion of Mr. Marble to be printed.
Resolve in favor

of Eli

Goss,

of

Portland,

pending its passage to be engrossed, together
with other private resolves, was tabled.
Resolve in favor of the Maine General Hos.
pital, pending its passage to be engrossed, was
tabled.
PETITIONS PRESENTED.

For appropriation of aid to New Orleans.
BILLS INTRODUCED.

An act to amend sec. 18 of chap. 18 of R. S.
of 1883, relating to organization of corporations.
An act relating to the support of paupers
who have lost their settlement by living, in un-

incorporated places.

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

An act in relation to the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company.
An act in relation to the election of selectmen.

An act to amend sec. 27 of chap. 18 of R. S„
to laying out ways across railroads.
An act to change the name of the Cumberland Farmers’ Club and to give it additional
powers.
An act to authorize railroads to aid in the
construction or equipment of branch and connecting lines.
Resolve to increase the salary of the county
attorney of Penobscot county, was defeated
14 to 11.
The bill to provide for the organization of
mutual relief associations was taken from the
table with pending amendments.
Mr. Cutler withdrew amendment "A.”
Amendment “B,” offered by Mr. Allen, and

relating

Hiau

vuoiou

sec.

15, chap. 225, public

An act to amend sec. 28, chap. 118 of R. S.,
in relation to assault.
Au act to amend sec. 28, chap. 51 of R. S. relating to railroad earnings.
Au act additional to chan. 51 of R. 3., lelating to railroads.
An act to render more effective sec. 126,
chap. 51 of R. 3., relating to accidents on railroads.
An act to authorize the city of Portland to
appoint commissioners of cemeteries and public grounds.
An act creating the Phillips village corporation.
Au act to incorporate the Rockport Transit

Company.

An act to incorporate the Lime Rock Transit

Company.

Au act amending seo. 37, ohap. 14 of R, 3.,
to contagions diseases.
Au act to amend sec. 23, chap. 52 of R. 3.,
relating to certificates of steam boilers and inspector’s fees for pilots.
Amend sees. 21 and 22, ohap. 17 of R. 3., relating to steam boilers and the licensing of en-

relating

gineers.

An act to abolish the school district system.
An act relating to the records and indexes in
the registries of deeds.
Au act relating to coroner’s inquests.
Au act for the appointment of
stenographers
as commissioners
to take depositions and disclosures of trustees.
Unfavorable reports were made on bill to
amend sec. 2, chap. 113 of R. 3., relating to the
fees of justices; regulating the salary of tbe
Judge of Probate of Cumberland coanty; to
pceveut doable taxation; fishing with set lines
in Phillips pond in the town of Dedham; concernment of taxes; regulating the taking of
clams in Casco bay; in relation to assaults; for
payment of salaries ol guards in the State prison; rednciDg the rate of interest required by
i-vj louDoui

xoai oiiata iur

lor a

uulsb,

regls-

try law for cities of 8000 inhabitants and over;
provide for speedy taxation of costs in civil
cases; in relation to use and repair of personal
to

property held in common; to iucorporate the
Farmington & Somerset Railroad.
ORDERS PASSED.

Orders of inquiry were passed relating to requirement of tish and game wardens to give
bonds for the faithful performance of their
duty; if additional legislation is necessary relating to fish weirs; transferring the State pension business to the Adjutant General’s office,
and devolving the duties of that department
upon the Adjutant Geneial, who has had 12
years experience in the same, and thus, with a
view to economy, utilizing the service of the
pension clerk, together witu the clerk in the
Adjutant General’s office, lu copying the muster-out rolls; of setting off the plantations of
New Sweden and Perham from the northern
to the southern registry distriot in Aroostook

uy

PASSED TO

{lamzatlons

Amendment G was adopted.
Mr. Cntler moved amendment C to amendment B.
Mr. Heath moved the indefinite postponement of the matter, LostPending the question of adopting amendment C, on motion of Mr Young, the bill and
amendment were tabled.
PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED.
An act to establish a State Boara of health; an
act to revise and amend the charter of the
city of
Gardiner; an act to increase the salary of the clerk
of courts for the county of Penobscot; resolve authorizing a temporary loan for the year 18S6; an
act to prevent the throwing of slabs and other refuse into the Meduxuakeag stream; resolve in favor
of schools in Bowerbank, an
unincorporated place
in the county of Pisoataqnis.
PASSED TO BE ENACTEB.
An act to prohibit the taking of fish (from
Taylor
Pond and Its outlet in the city of Auburn; an act
for the protection of fish in Allen
in the
Pond,
town of Greene; an act to amend an act to
incorporate the Harrison Fire Insurance
an act
Company;
to amend chap. 40 of the Revised Statutes
relating
to fish and fisheries; an act to prevent the
taking of
fish from Wilson Pond, in the
city of Auburn, for
the term of six years; an act to authorize
the
American Turning Company to issue
preferred
stock; an aet to make valid the doings of the Chesterville Union Meeting House
Company: an act to
amend chap. 180 of the private and special laws of

ENGROSSED.

An act to authorize James McCarthy and 14
others to dispose of their Interest in tbe Union
meeting-house iu the town of Westport; an aot

amendatory to sec. 29, chap. 91 of K. S. to create a
Hen on wood; an act to set off lots 1 and 2 in the
town of Wellington, in Piscataquis
county, and annex tbe same to tbe town of
Cambridge, la Somerset ecunty; an aet to Increase tbe salary of tbe
county attorney of Kennebec county; an act to authorize tbe First Parish of Falmouth to sell and
convey certain lands; an aot to authorize Charles K.
Wilson et als to navigate Pushaw Lake; an aet to
amend chap. 128 of R. S., relating to sale of unwholesome food.
The bill to incorporate the city of Brunswick,
its passage to be engrossed, was tabled
and assigned.

pending

The bill to extend the exemption of wages
for personal labor from attachment by trustee
process was indefinitely postponed on motion of
Mr. Adams of Brunswick.
The bill to Incorporate the plantation of
Allagash, pending its first reading, was iudeP

initely postponed.
PASSED TO BE ENACTED.
An act to extend the time for Monson Hotel Co.
to navigate Lake Hebron; an act to renew
chapter
123 of the private and speeial laws of
18ti6, entitled an aot to enable tbe city of Belfast to build
and maintain a free bridge over tide waters, an act
for the protection of trout and lanc-locked salmon
in Misery and Saccation or Socatiau rivers; an act
to regulate tbe taking of fish in tbe town ot Garland; an aot to incorporate tbe Blethen House Wa
ter Works Company; an aot to repeal an aot entitled an aot to iucorporate tbe town of
Lexington;
an aot to amend chamer 290 of
tbe private anu
special laws of 1880, relating to tbe compensation
of claim agents; an act to restore the
salary of tbe
county attorney of Somerset county; an act for tbe
protection of lobster traos; resolve authorizing the
Govern >r and Council to assist in
entertaiuing the
national encampment of tbe G. A. R. aDd other distinguished guests; resolve in favor of Hannah B.

Hutchins of Freeport.

THE OLD WORLD.
Gen. duller Compelled
Intrench His

to

Buller but also those
under Gens. Wolseley and
Brackenburg. The opinion Is widely expressed that the war office has received
more
startling information from Gen.
Wolseley than that conveyed in the telegram of this
afternoon In relation to Gen. Buller
being hemmed
in at the Aba Klea wells.
it is notice! that the
quanitity of ammunition and projectiles now under
process of manufacture and preparation at the
Woolwich arsenal for transport to Egypt is greater
than the quantity sent out of the county during the
entire period of the Crimean war. This fact iuducea
a belief that the government is preparing for a
long

campaign.
The Irish
week

News Received

Halt and

Troops.

of the

weekly

newspapers for the present
a feeling of jubilation ovor

generally display

the British

reverses

in

the Soadan,

LATRR,

Korti, Feb. 20.—The following report has just
been received from Aou Klea:
General Buller sent a portion of his foree. including all the native troops, to Oakdul on the ltith
lost., after which Arab scouts made their appear

ance about Abu
on ordered new

Klea,

and General Buller thereupforts to be constructed and the outposts strengthened with a view to
protection
The first Arabs appearagainst a possible attack.
ed about 3 iu the afternoon, and their numbers continually increased till within two hours the ridge
on the Berber road were fairly
swarming with them.
While a row of stone defeuee walls was being erected our infantry advanced several times aud fired a
volley at the rebels killing many of them and preventing them from coming nearer than in 150 yards
Lord Beresford also tired the Gardiner guns which
were
Until this time
placed in the fort.
the
Arabs had made
hardly
any
reply,
but at 6.30 p. m. without any warning they opened
a well directed fire from 5uO
Remington rifles, and
the bullets now rattled all over our camp continually, and there was no intermission till sundown.
After sunset an occasional volley was fired. All
fires and lights were forbidden in our camp taring
the entire night, which
was
cold and windy.
On the British side two men were killed and 11
wounded. Among the latter is Charles Williams,
c ^respondent of the Loudon
Ctironicle, who was
shot in the leg but is not seriously wounaed.
Gen. Buller has despatched a messenger to Qeu.
Wolseley describing his situation as critical and

tion with

an immense force.
Gladstone's Life in Danger.
Leading Liberals have expressed the opinion that
Gladstone will cease to be premier within three

weeks. His pastor has warned him he muit choose
between the sacrifice of his life and sacrifice of his
office.
In tbe Common*,

House of Commons this evening, Sir Henry Tyler, Conservative, gave notice that he would
move an addition to tbe vote of censure to the effect that it was incumbent on the government to
In the

take bold of Khartoum with a view of promoting
commerce in Central Africa.
The Marquis ol flartiugtou, in reply to a quesstated
that
Prince Hasson had been appoiuted
tion,
governor general of the Soudan at the suggestion
of Gen. Wolseley. and that Prince Hasson would be
under the authority of Lord Wolseley.
The Marquis also stated that the government expect that
Lord Wolseley will today nave received one volume
of Gen. Gordon’s diary. The remaining volumes, believed to be five in number, were on tue way from
Qubat to Korti. After be had seen these volumes,
the Marquis continued, he would be better able to
state whether or not their contents would be pub-

civilization and

lished,

Death of

question of grant-

ing a special allowance to the family of Gordon was
receiving the careful attention of the government.

In aocoruance with his

debate

on

promise to name a date for
Sir Stafford Northoote’s motion of ceu-

suro of Gladstone fixed next Monday as the
day. He
also annouuoed that on Monday the Queen’s message deeouncing the reseives would he considered
in the morning.
The government’s motion to give to the redistribution of seats bill, introduced by the
government,
precedence over all orders of the day was adopted
by a vote of 223 against 52.
Sextsn, the House ruler, moved that the conduct
of those answerable for the action of the police and
military in Irelaud in suppressing meetings called
by the national league in Derry, was one sided,
tyrannical and unconstitutional. Defeated-59 to
15.
The debate on tbe motion of censure will be conconcluded next Friday. The Parneliites will vote
with the opposition uule s the government will
pledge itself to abandon the renewal of the crimes
act in Ireland.
The government whips calculate
to obtain without the Paruellites a inaiority of 20
on the motion, but it is doubtful if

they‘succeed.

Wrecked by a Gas Explosion.
St. Johnsbury, Vt., Feb. 20.—An explosion of gas tooR place in the Sanborn's block
at nine o’clock this morning which burned
Charles Thayer who was working about it
severely abbat the head and hands. The force
of the explosion was sufficient to burst a door
through in the opposite direction from which
it opened, tearing ff the plastering and making a general wreck withiu twenty feet of it,
and taking out the windows forty feet away.
There were several girls working in Stevens’
tailor shop, a room adjoining, who were covered with debris but not injured except by

fright.

The Week’s Failures.
New York, Feb. 20.—Business failures of
the last seveu days in the United States number 253; Canada 37. Total 290, compared with
270 last week.
The post office inspectors stationed in the various
parts of the country, have been directed to make a
thorough examination of the affairs of the post
offices in thtir respective districts, so that the postal service may be turned

over to

ministration in good condition.

the

incoming

ad-

ON THE ROLLEK8.
GRANITE CITYS, 3j BIJOUS, 1.
The Bijous took another tumble last night, but
far as league games of late are concerned
they
are used to it.
The Granite Citys took them into
camp to the seore of 3 to 1 in just one hour. It
was rather rough and several
of the players re
ceived severe bruises. Merrill of the Granite
Citys
was struok over the eye and Me Andrews was
put on
in bis place. Farrell got a bad hit on the
hand,
and Smith of the B'j jus got a blow in the
eye and
a cut on the leg.
-Several other players sustained
bruises of various kinds. Tne Granite Citys had for
a goal tender Clark Drummond of the Jilites of
Waterville, and his guarding was splendid. He was
a bad man for the Bijons aud they
got discouraged.
Mastertou played in the Bijo-s'goal. The
playing
was animated on both sides, but the Granite
Citys
rather outplayed the Bijous. They played a stronger
as

game and earned the

victory.

The first goal was won by Day for tbe Granite
Citys in ten minutes actual play iug time. T he second Day also got in 16 minutes. The third Orr
secured for the Bijous in 2Vb mins., aud the fourih
was won by Locke for ihe Granite
Citys in Vi
minute. The actual playing time of the game was
29 minutes.

There should not be another game played at the
ou rubber rollers.
They are relics of the
past and should be put away. The Bijous may not
be able to do any better on
boxwood, but their
games are much more satisfactory as far as pretty
plays and freedom from slugging is concerned.
Rubber was once the roller ot the
day but that
day has passed, ami ir the Maine league does not
see tit to follow the example of
leagues that have
brains behind them, the Bijous should let the
Maine league have the rubber no suck all alone
by
themselves and get clubs to play with that use boxwood. The Bijous are now so low in the league
that their chance for the medals begins to look
rather small. It is the universal opinion here that
unless boxwood is adopted by the league, tbe
games
will soon lose their interest, aud it is
hoped that
instead of the exhibitions that are now given, some
flue games with Massachusetts clubs will be offered
by the Bijou managers. One thing is apparent,
of the kind must be done or polo will
drop to a low ebb.
THE RECORD.
The following score shows how the clubs stand
up
to data:

Bijou

something

Goal*

_

Played. Won. Lost. Won.
Alamedas 15
Gr. Citys.14
W.H.lYs.12

9
8
0

Bijous.14

5

6
7
(j
9

34
32
24
25

Goals Per oent
Lost.
Won.
29
32
22
32

60
.53
.60
.36

NOTES.
The Granite Citys are creeping up on the Alamedas. A few more games will make it warm for
the Bath boys.
In justice to Referee Barnes, It
may bs said that
his uecLion of Tuesday night was not without
precedent. In a recent game between the W. H.
T.’s of Lewiston aud Mascots of Gardiner, the W
H. T.’s won a goal afier a skate broke and it was
net allowed. A Bimilar case occurred in a
game
between ihe Greeks of Bath and Forest
Citys at
Forest City rink last summer. The referee in the
latter game was one of the originators of the
present set of rules, and it should have been a lesson to
provide for such cases.
If the game last night had been played by the
mice uuoiou i.u luo
league oy IQS xMiESS
a day or two ago, it would have been
pretty near a
draw.
There will be a polo game at Portland riDk touww

ui

night.

Gen. Stewart.

buo D4U1U fSOli

ator, were then pending, as follows:
Amendment “2}.”—Amend see. 8, line 6, of printed bill, by striking oat the words “such lice ns-.” in
said line, and inserting in place thereof the words
“the license required oy sec. 73 of chap. 49 of the
Revised Statutes, he,” also strike out from lines 7
and 8, the words "seventy-three of ohapter
fortynine of the Revised Statutes,” and insert between
the words in and section in line 7, the word "said.”
and by adding at the end of section S, the words
“and such delinquent shall pay to the
Attorney
General a reasonable fee for his services to be fixed
by the court and taxed as costs.”
Amendment “C.”—Amend sec. 9, by inserting after the word "organisations” in line 2, the words
“doing business upon the assessment plan,” aud by
inserting after the word "plan” in line 6, the following: “The payment of offloers of any bucIi orwho perform the official duties usually
ncumbent on secretaries and treasurers, shall not
be held to constitute them paid solicitors or canvassera of snob organizations.
And nothing contained
in this act shall be so construed as to
prohibit said
organizations from authorizing any member thereof
to assist in the formation of new
organizations and
compensating him for snch assistance.

BE

only the forces under Gen.

Gladstone annoudeed that the

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

county.

Augusta, Feb. 20.
Act to establish a State Board of Health,
pending its passage to be engrossed was tabled.

An act to revive and amend

BILLS INTRODUCED.

An act to amend
laws of 1880.

10,200

15,000
Somerset. 14,000
Waldo.. 17,000
W asblngton. 13,000
York. 22,600
These estimates are annual unless otherwise
stated.

companies

State.

HOUSE.
Order of inquiry if any plantations have
been taxed with state and county taxes contrary to the true meaning of the statutes, was
tabled on motion of Mr. Dickey pending ac-

ui

counties voted ought to pass on the bill providing that the treasurers of counties shall
make annual financial reports. The

FARMERS' CLUB.

The Cumberland Farmers’ Club wants its
name changed to Cumberland
County Central
Agricultural Society, and an aot was reported
in the Senate to that effect.
It is invested
with all the powers of agricultural societies is
the towns of Cumberland, Windham,
Gray,
New Gloucester, Pownal, Freeport, Yarmouth
and North Yarmouth.
Capital stock not ex-

auu

GRAND ARMY MATTERS.

and hold the securities or stock of such
or of such connecting railroad, and the
parties may make such leases or mortgages as
they deem necessary to secure their respective
own

1879 to establish a pollee oourt in the city of Belfast; resolve making an appropriation for repair of
roads in Indian Township In Washington county,

SUBURBAN NEWS.

General

Belief that

Gen.

Wolselej’s

A

Profound

Sensation

Sacearappa,
Parker Jaques, now living at Woodfords.and
who has been confined to his house for several
Rev.

Position is Critical.

nanaaH

in England.
An Explosion in Romo.
Home, Feb. 20.—A bottle of gunpowder exploded
last nigbt near the entrance to the
parliament
house which is used by the members. No harm was

caused. There is no clue to the miscreants wno
placed the bottle there.
Egypt’* War.
London, Feb. 20.—Intelligence was received this
morning of the death of General Sir Herbert Stew*rt from the effects of wounds received in the battle of Gakdul Weils on January 19.
His death occurred February 16. at Gakdul Wells, where the
wounded had been taken from Gubat.
The surgeons stale ttat Gen. Stewart’s wound was
of such a character that his recovery was hopeless
from the first.
The third battalion of Grenadier Guards started
for Suakim today.
Previousito their setting out
frona W indsor this
morning they were inspected bv
the Prince of Wales, who addressed them.
The
Queen commemorated the occasion by sending an
autograph letter to the ofllcers. In this she assured them of her good wishes and
The
prayers.
streets through which the Guards
passed were
brightly decorated with flags and banners, and

months by a complication of diseases, is now in a
fair way of complete reeovery.
At a regular session of Naomi I olge, No. 1 D of
R., it was voted to accept the invitation
Lodge, No. 5, D. of R., of Portland, to pay them a
fraternal visl on Saturday evening, Feb. 23
The Republican caucus for
nominating town officers will be holdeu at Odd
Fellows’ Hall neat

of' ivy

Thursday evening.

C umberland Jlill,.
C. Q. McGaily slipped aud fell down
stairs in the

bleaching works

nncnltored mind reached the belie

in spirits
and bad. With civilization and enlightenment man divests his mind of the idea of
personality in these workings of natnre, and
regards them as expressions of law set in mr,
tioa by a superior mind, bat this coaoeptioa
demands an education and knowledge higher

good

possessed by the average of the world's
population. From this it will be seen thel

than is

the obcession of men by malevelant spirits is
natural to the human mind end the! it is equally natural that the most proper way to get oat
of the evil results flowing from such obeeesion
is to destroy the instruments of it.
The speaker then referred to the belief ia
obsession of men by evil spirits as mentioned in
the earliest literature. He however went back
only to Athens and told the story of Thorls,
pat to death for alleged practicing of enohant
ment by various medicaments and alleged
charms ; of Cresimns, who brought to trial,
because his crops succeeded, when hie neighbors failed, showed that his plows and spades
penetrated the earth deeper than their* and
his dangbters’ limbs were hardened by toll.aed
tbns par his accuser* to the blash. The great
prevalence of the belief la witchoraft all
the fifteenth centnry was
over Europe in
dwelt upon and numeron* anecdotes narrated,
and the fact stated thatPop-JnnocentVIII felt
called npon to issne a “ball" against its practice. Towards the close of that oentnry the
executions lor
practicing witchcraft were
namerons annually in England, aged women
especially suffering. The different method*
employed to ascertain if people were witches
were dwelt upon, such as throwing the accosed into water aod if she floated she was a
witch. Moles were supposed to be
devil's
marks. In the sixteenth century the belief la
witchcraft had become almoet atenet of loyaltv
to the spurious Christianity of that age. In fact
the records of the lortares inflicted In the
fifteenth sad sixteenth centuries by Christians
npon those accused of witchcraft, compare favorably with those to which the victimi of
inoueru

savages

in

oeuiguiea

ainci are

ino-

jacted.

The lecturer then devoted a fair share of hie
time to the practice of so-called witchcraft in
England, beginning with Archbishop Oranmer's address to the clergy, ordering them te
inquire if any there were who used charms or
practiced sorcery, which stirred up much Inquiry and caused many to be prosecuted. Then
came King James I., daring whose reign there
was great activity in
the colonisation of Mew
England, and from that period down the lecture was full of anecdotes of the times,
especially in the old days of Salem witchcraft;
stories quaint and curious.
Among those told, of which we can mention
but one or two, was that mentioned by Campbell in his History of the Chief Justice* of
England. Chief Justice Holt, when a very
young member of the bar, was traveling
through England and stopped at a village inn.
The landlady’s daughter was subject to fils,
and the young lawyer laughingly traced tome
Greek characters on a piece of parchment and
told tbe landlady to bind it round ber daughter's wrist. This was done and tbe fits ceased.
The landlady would take no pay for the lawyer’s board, considering him as tbe carer et
her daughter. When Holt became Chief Justice, a woman was brought before him for
witchcralt, practiced by means of a charm.
The charm was brought into court and proved
to be tbe very same parohment tbe Chief Justice had bound on the landlady’s daughter
when a young man, and tbe then young woman
was now the defendant in the case and an old
woman besides.
A case of the many which fascinate us with
their horrible details will bring tbe present
consideration of the subject of witebcraft to a
close; that of Geo. Burroughs, tbe "little
black minister that lived at 0<>tco Bay.”
Burroughs graduated at Harvard College in
1670, and began his ministry In Portland about
1671.
His
house
was
near
the
site
of
tbe
Preble
and
present
House,
his
land
covered
the
traok
through
which
Cotton
and
Centre
streets now
run.
When tbe Indian attack was made at

Portland,

be

escaped

to

Andrew’s,

now

Cash-

ing’s, Island from whence he sent an acoonnt
of tbe massacre ot the inhabitants to tbe garrison at Black Point. Be was a generous and
kindly man bat appears to have had enemies in
“Salem where he bad preaohed before coming
to Porilaud.
While pursuing hts humble
ministry in the wilds of Maine his destruction
was resolved upon by his enemies
and be was
accused of witcnoraft, arrested at Wells and
to
8alem
for
trial.
The
conveyed
testimony in
this case is marvellous for its absurdity. Benjamin Hutchinson testified that Abigail WitMMUIB BM1U
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"a hundred miles away at his home in Maine”
that be, Hutchinson, "bad an iron fork in his
hand and threw it where the said Burroughs
was standing; that Abigail then fell into a lit
and upon recovery (aid “You have torn his
coat for I heard it tear/
He farther testified that
ooming to Lieutenant Ingersoli’s bouse
and
into
the great room.
Abigail exclaimed "there he is,” wherebe
his
drew
when
upon
rapier
she cried that Burroughs was gone but in hi*
wasa
oat
and
the
place
upon
place being
gray
pointed oat he struck with his rapier and she
weot into a fit, but ooming to assured him that
he had killed the cat, but that he oould not
see it as the spectre of Sarah Good had suddenly appeared and carried the dead cat away.
Hntchinson testified to this with as much soberness as though the events related had been
visible to him instead of being the senseless
ravines of a wicked aDd half erased woman.
Ann Patman testified that she saw the apparition of a minister at which she was grievously
affrighted and cried oat, "Ob, dreadful, dreadfall Here is a minister come, what are mlnieWhence came yon and
ters, witches, too?
what Is yonr name, for I will complain of yon,
though you be a minister, if you be a wizard.
Immediately I was tortured by him, being racked and almost choked by him and ha
tempted me to write in his book whieh I refused, with load ontories, and said I would not
write in bis book though he tore me all to
oieces bnt told him it was a dreadful thing
that he which was a minister that should teach
children to fear God, should come to persuade
poor creatures to give their souls to the Devil.
Tell me your name that I may know who yon
are.
Then again he tortnred me and urged me
to write in his book, which I refused, end then
present); be told me that his name was George
Burroughs, and that he bad three wives, end
that be bad bewitched the two first of them te
death, and that he killed Mrs. Lawson because
she was nnw'lllng to go from the village, end
also killed Mr. Lawson's child because he went
to the eastward with 8ir Edmund and preached to the soldiers, and that he had bewitched e
great many soldiers to death at the Eastward
when Sir Edmund was there, and that he had
made Abigail Hobbs a witch.
In another
deposition she said that Burroughs appeared te
and
afterwards
the
her,
forms of two women
in windiog sheets and napkins about their
and
facea
heads,
they turned their
towards Mr. Burroughs, and looked very red
and angry, and told him that he had been a
cruel man to them, and that their blood did
cry for vengeance against him, and also told
him that they should be clothed with white
robes in heaven when he should be cast into
hell and immediately he vanished away, nod
as soon as be was gone the two women tamed
their faces towards me, and looked as pale as a
white wall, and told me that they were Mr.
Burroughs' two first wives, and that he bad
l-

.1

_it..
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tbeir murder, aud described otbsr apparitions
of persons murdered by him.
It was on such testimony as this that Burroughs was executed, and with his death the
exoitemeut reached its height. No person was
safe; and soon afterwards the belief in witchcraft in this country slowly died out, the recovery making little progress, and the belief
not becoming extinct until the beginning of
the

flight of
Monday night,and waB

Falmouth.
Caruthers of North
Yarmouth, while returning home from a meeting at Yarmouth Monday
evening got out of his s'elgb, when the wind caught
bis robes npbostering, etc., aud whirled
th‘m
lie recovered the
away.
cushions, but has not
fouud the robes and a coat which ha had in the
Rev. Mr.

•leigh.
Capt. Hawley Folsom has resigned his position as
▼ ce president of the New Casco
Village improvement Society, and Capt.
Joseph Starling has been
elected to fill the vacancy.

Gorham.
crowds of people thronged the walks on either side
The opening of the High School is postponed one
and cheered as the Grenadiers marched
I
by.
The Mahdi has ordered all the tribes on the east
week, aud will now reopen Tuesday, March 3. This
baiik of the Nile to assemble
opposite Gubat.
term will be open to all scholais
living in Qorham
A despa ch from Korti
says that Gen. Sir Redfree of tuiiiou.
vers Buller, who
began his retreat from Gubat
The
caches
of
will be held
four
parties
political
several days ago. was compelled to halt at the Abu
afternoon, the assemblies occupying all
Klea wells and) intrench his troops in a position
the available public buildings iu the village. Probthere iu order to safely de'eud himself against the
ably if there were more builJings there would be
Mahdi’s men who are gathering in large numbers on
more caucuses.
his line of retreat and are continually
menacing ihe
The members of Dirigo Lodge, No. 21, K. of P.,
British forces.
Special despatches indicate that
met
at their Castle llall in this village on Thursday
Gen. Lord Wolseley will have to send
9trong reinevening, Feb. 13, in full attendance, to celebrate
forcements to Gen. Buller if the latter is to be
the
first anniversary of the establishment of
twenty
rescued from his perilous position. Grave fears are
the order.
Congratulatory remarks were made by
entertained iu some quarters here that Gen. Buller
Bros.Hinkley,Harding*,Paiker,
Bracket, Ayer.Thommay meet the fate ci Gon. Gordon unless speedily
as, Uralf-tm, Marston, Mot rill. Ridlon, Boltou and
succored.
the rapid growth, unprecedented
others,
respecting
The government has called out the militia and
success aud promising indications of
tuture prossuspended the transfer of officers from the regular
perity of the order, after partaking of the bouutiarmy to the reserves. This action of the governlul repast prepared by Bro. Thomas, the brothers
ment has created a profound sensation and a
gendeparted at a late hour, all having received much
eral feeling of alarm respecting the
safety or not
from the interesting ceremonies.

enjoyment

the Mechanic*1 free coune
delivered b; Mr. Jamea P. Baxter laet
evening who took (or hie subject ‘‘Witchcraft"
and he was listened to by a large and much
delighted audience.
The lecturer began by the aesertlon that ao
people has ever existed on this planet which
has not cherished a belief in the supernatural.
The savage fancied the mattering* of the
thunder behind the clouds the voice of a being gifted with superhuman powers, and by
the natural exercise of the logical powers the
The lecture la

was

eighteenth centary.

a

badly injured about the face and head.
It is said
that his cheek bone was broken.
At an aojourned meeting of the Cumberland
Mills
Mutual Relief Association the old beard of
officers
was re-elected for the present
year.
The association is said to be in a prosperous corditiou aud is
paying out $125 por mouth in benefits to members.

Saturday

WITCHt'BAFT.
Mr. Baxter’* Lecture Last

Treacherous Ice,
afternoon as a number of boys
were playing on tbe ice in the harbor near the
Union Rowing Association house, an 11-year
old son of Mr. Henry MoVey broke through.
The accident being observed from tbe boat,
house, a boat pat off to the boy’s assistance,
but as about 75 feet of ice which had to be
broken intei vened between him and the raft the

Yesterday

boy was abont exhausted when he was reached
by the rescuing party. The boy waa taken Into the boat-house, wrapped in flannels and
placed near a fire, and probably will escape
unhurt. This should be a warning to boy*
against venturing on salt water ioe, which la
weak and treacherous.
Accidents.
It was reported last evening that a youog
lad, named Bootbby, while coasting on Heggett’s hilt yesterday, was thrown from his sled
and had a leg broken.
A sleigh was driven rapidly round the corner of Elm street into Congress street
yesterday
afternoon and In front of the Farrington
Block, struck the parcel delivery team, throwing the driver of tbe latter to the ground and
bruising hitn somewhat. No other damage resalted.
_

All Alabama claims cases involving destruction
damage lo vessels by Confederate cruisers must
be ready tor trial by March 18th, and all other Ural
or seooud class oases, by May
20th, or they will be
or

summarily dismissed

‘""""""■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I
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PRESS.

SATURDAY MORNING, FEB. 21.
Morrison gained lour votes yesterday.
The contents of the barrel have began to
run

out.

It would be difficult to Ond a member of
the present legislature who does nst feel

better satisfied than

ever

with biennial

ses-

Wading through the snow drifts of
Augusta once in two years is enough, even
sions.

for the members from Aroostook.
of Col. Buller
from Gubatis quickly followed by news of
the death of Sir Herbert Stewart, who commanded the detachment that marched across
the desert and fought the battle of Abu
Klea weils. Gen. Earle who commanded
the detachment which followed the river is
also dead.
The less of these two brave
and skillful officers constitutes one of the
most painful episodes of Wolseley’s disas-

with reference to its possible effect upon the
business interests of Portland and without
the remotest suspicion that it could be made
to have any political significance.
be its sole purpose well and good.

If that
If busi-

have any changes to suggest in the
bill reported by the committee it is not only
their right, but their duty, to suggest them.
If they want the bill amended so that a lease
to become operative must be ratified
by the
people they should say so,but they should say
it in such a way that no aid and comfort for
anybody’s political “boom” can be extracted
frcm their utterances.

ness men

The news of the retreat

trous

campaign.

A curious evasion of the Maine liquor law
practiced up in wild ArooBtook. An en*
terprising store keeper has but! t his store on
the State line and in the Maine part of the
building sells country produce while in the
New Brunswick pan carries on a flourishing
liquor business. A Maine man can step up
and take a drink without molestation from
the prohibitory laws by simply walking the
length of the store.

Current Comment.
REVISED SLANG.

(El Mahal to Wolseley.)
“If you do not become a Mohammedan I
will wipe you off the face of the earth.”
OR THE AFFAIR WILL RE A FAILURE.

(Eastern State.)
Who will represent Dexter

Cleveland’s inauguration?
to

have

or

Democrat.

somebody

to

correspondents have gone

guessing in regatd to

the

probable

con-

tents of Cleveland’s message. The first attempt is somewhat timid, but a little practice

will give them courage and in the course of
a week they will be able to quote his exact
language. At present they have only pro
grossed so far as to say that in regard to the
tariff the “line of thought in his Newark
speech wiil probably be followed in a general

there—either

THE HERALD ONCE CRIED FOB A

by interposing the franchise bill and thus
saved his ministry from defeat. Apparently
he intends to

the same tactics
again, as he has given notice that he will demand that the bill for the redistribution of
seats id Parliament be given precedence over the motion of censure proposed by the
opposition. But the attention of Parliament
cannot long be turned away from the Soudan. News comes too thick and fast and is
too exeitlng for that.
resort

to

The silver men are greatly incensed at
what they claim is an Interference on Cleveland’s part with their prerogatives, and declare their intention to filibuster against the
sundry civil bill if a clause repealing the
silver

coinage is tacked on to it. They probably ate strong enough, if they hold together,
tode'eat it, and thus force an extra session.
Filibustering is the last resort of a desperate
minority, and is equivalent to a confession
that in the long run their cause is hopeless.
This Congress may not repeal the silver
coinage law, bnt It cannot survive another.
Whenever England is

pressed in her
foreign wrs the unfriendly continental
powers lose no time in starting reports calculated to increase her aDxiety. The recent
sore

rumors of Bussia’s advance upon the Indian
frontier can consequently be traced to alarmists. But the reports of an increase in her
armament seem to be well authenticated
and therefore cannot fail to cause anxiety in
England regarding British possessions in
the east. English statesmen know that the
BuBsian advance toward the Indian frontier
has thus far been steady and
substantial,
and that it would be thoroughly characteristic of Bussia to take advantage of England’s
present crippled condition to push it further.
Bussia understands better than England the
importance of making Persia the base of
operations and shoula an advance be made
from that point, as is predicted,
England

would

experience great difficulty in maintaining the Hindoo Koosh mountains as the
natural boundary of the Indian Empire.
England’s Policy in the Soudan.
In his speech in the Commons on Thursday night Mr. Gladstone frankly stated that
the government’s policy in regard to the
SouJan had not been changed by recent
The intention still was to evacuate
It. Other portions of his speech, however,
make it clear that conquest is to precede
abandonment. Kbartoum is first to be taken
and the Mahdi’s army routed. In other
words a war is to be prosecuted for revenge,
and when revenge is complete the
English
are to get out of the Soudan as soon as
possible.
The first part of the programme Is undoubtedly demanded by the British people;
the second part is forced upon the government by Inexorable necessity. In the present temper of the British
pnblic no ministry
that declared its intention to withdraw from
the Soudan without first avenging Gordon’s
death could snrvive a day. Khartoum must
be taken and the Mahdi’s army rooted. Bat
after that there is but one coarse for the
government, whether controlled by Conservatives or Liberals, to pnrsue. The Sondan
Is not worth holding, even if it were possible to hold it. It never could be made a
source of revenue to the British crown.
There is nothing there for England to
squeeze. Bat to hold it permanently would
he practicably impossible unless a network of
railroads were built throughout the
country,
an enterprise in which British
capital could
never be induced to invest.
Detached garrisons In the principal
towns would be
constantly in danger of having their supplies cut ofl by rebellious natives, and exposed to starvation or massacre. After the
English have avenged Gordon’s death they
must get out of the Soudan simply for ths
reason that they cannot stay there.
events.

Portland & Ogdensburg Bill.
The bill now before the legislature, providing for the foreclosure of the Portland &
Ogdensburg railroad and Us reorganization, was drawn by Hon. W- L. Putnam. It
gives authority to the city to sell or lease its
iuterestjin the same provided such sale or
lease is ratified by two-thirds of the city
couucil. Mr. C. J. Chapman appeared before the legislative committee Thursaav and
In behalf of the business men of Portland
claimed that no such sale or lease should be
made until the same had not

only been ratified by the city conncil, but by a popular vote
The Argus applauds Mr.
of the citizens.
Chapman and attempts to give the impression that the mayor is not disposed to protect
the interests of the city. A more gratuitous
assumption co'uld not be made. Mr. Kine
made no opposition to the amendment. He
has no concealed motives or interests. He
will not even be in office when the matter
The bill has been
comes up for action.
drawn in no interests except that of our
city, and has the sanction of the best legal
advice. If the city council cannot be trusted to protect the interests of Portland 1st

protected in town meeting—but no
misapprehension should exist in the public
mind on this matter. It has not political
significance. Republicans have the interst
oi the city quite as much at heart as have
the Democrats. An attempt is being made
them be

“NON PAR-

(Boston Herald.)
“The desire of the President-elect to have
in his cabinet one personal friend of approved political skill and experience is a very
natural one. And for such a position no
man in New York is better fitted than Daniel Manning.”
FREE

TRADERS MUST CHANGE THEIR TONE.

(New York Suo.)
It is plain that a great deal of missionary
work will have to be done in this country
before it is brought over to free trade doctrines. Perhaps our friends might get on

better if they would change their dictatorial
and infallible tone for one of philosophy and
mild persuasion.
“the young novices.”
(N. Y. Tribune.)
The President-elect’s lack of knowledge
on many subjects has been visible to the average eye for some time, and in the next few
months the astonishment of Democratic
wicn

Mr. Gladstone last snmmer succeeded [in
shutting out from view his Egyptian policy

Mugwump

TISAN” ADMINISTRATION.

is

The newspaper

at President
Our town ought

vuivt

o

puvuit;

BABNUM WILL BE AT THE PICNIC.

(Philadelphia Press.)
William Hadley Barnum isn’t squandering bis valuable time in setting up cabinet
slates for Governor Cleveland to sponge out,
but he will be at tbe Democratic picnic wben
the cake is passed around, and any man who
tries to take more than his share will be
promptly slugged with a wooden ham.
Colonel Barnum is fully determined to have
peace in the family, even if he has to kick
up row about it.
L1TEBATUBE

KEEPS

UP

WITH

THE

SNOW

STOBMS.

(Oxford Advertiser.)
Across the rugged pasture, which in summer time is covered with large rocks and
knolls, is now one smooth field, except here
and there the larger rocks and stumps are
vainly endeavoring to raise their heads
through their thick veil of snow. The housetops and barn roofs, which la summer so

plainly echo tbe pattering of the slightest
rain, now the heaviest shower poured upon
it could not be heard. Bat a change comes,

etc.

NOT AN

EXPENSIVE

LEGISLATUBE

AFTEB

ALL.

(Kennebec Journal.)
Much has been said about the extravagance of the present legislature, but comparison does not seem to confirm such a
statement. The fusion legislature of 1879
made an attempt to reduce the expenditures
of State government. Salaries were lessened,
eto., still the legislature was forced to make
a tax of four per centum on a hundred dollars of the State valuation. The next year
or account oi the extravagance of the fusion
legislature the necessary rate to cover over
the

appropriations

5 per centum on a
hundred dollars. In 1881-2, it was 4J per
centum. Th's year it has heen reduced to
3f, the lowest that it has been for years.
wa9

The Creoles of Louisiana. By George W.
Cable.
(New York: Charles Scribner’s
Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon).
This interesting book is especially valuable and appropriate at this time, when
so many Americans are turning southward
vay
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and to attend the
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exposition at New Orleans.

Mr. Cable in his earlier accounts of

Southern life surprised most of his readers, and in
his preeent work he does not fail to keep up
the charm, in his fascinating sketches of domestic scenes and ancient customs among
the Creoies, which we Americans have associated exclusively with European life and

landscape.
In our country, where the newness is the
most striking feature of our architecture,
and domeslie furniture and implements, a
glimpse of the decay and irregularities, re
suits of the mellowing processes of time, if
not accompanied by a mournful degradation
of the human family, gives a feeling of repose and luxury that cannot be Infused into
the spectator as he studies an orderly people, living in symmetrical houses arranged
with mathematical precision along the geometrical streets of modern times. The tourist to the Exposition cannot better prepare
himself to appreciate New Orleans and its
environs than by carefully reading this book.
Mr. Cable’s word pictures of the luxuriant,
almost wasteful productiveness of the country are full of rich coloring; in bold relief
against the weird, sepulchral views he paints
of the dark cypresses and dismal swamps.
Our enjoyment amidst the beauties of nature in its grandest aspects is tame when
compared with the emotions awakened by
the same scenes where History leads the imagination in peopling the stage with the
living forms of heroes acting the real dramas
of the past. As one travels about Louisiana
he frequently loiters at quiet places made
memorable by the impressive events and
deeds in the lives of men like Pere Antoine,
Etienne Bore, Gen. Jackson and Aaron
Burr, men whose spheres were not limited
by provincial bounds, and whose influence
has gone out over the whole civilized world.
Famous Women. Harriet Martlneau By
Mrs. F. Fenwick Miller. (Boston: EobertB
Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short and
Harmon.) Mrs. Fenwick Miller’s sketch of
Harriet Martineau, in the “Famous Women
Series,” is a fitting companion to the very
acceptable volumes which have preceded it.
Although the author has drawn, for many
of her facts, upon Miss Martineau’s own
Autobiography published in 1855, she has
still found much that is new to relate of
events which occurred both before and after that date. Iu regard to the volume
written by Mrs. Chapman in completion of
the Autobiography, Mre. Miller is rather unnecessarily severe; and the comparison
which she makes between her own success
and Mrs. Chapman’s failure in treating the
same subject, is in rather questionable taste.
For this monograph, however, we have only
praise. It is written in charming style, is
bright, vivacious, and full of interesting
matter. If Miss Martioeau made some enemies, she also had many and admiring
friends, and was undoubtedly a remarkable
woman, who struggled bravely against
physical disadvantages which would have
overcome many a slout warrior.
She was a

to those who have the
of mankind at hearl.

stimulating

benefiting

so

much virtue falls to

If the citizens of

your adversary.

Undoubtedly a great part of the gentlemen who signed the call for a meeting at Reception Hsll to-night did so in the full belief
that the only purpose of the meeting was to
consider the Portland * Ogdensburg bill

in-

Roslyn’s Fortune. A novel. By Christian
Reid. (New York: D. Annie ton * do..
Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.
The
works of >!his writer are very popnlar with
the class of readers who like a wholesome
and well-written novel, which is not sensational, and yet is far removed from dullness.
Roslyn’s Fortune Is a pleasant and attractive story, with sufficient plot to keep one’s
curiosity active, a lovely heroine, and a very
fair adjustment at the the end of all difficulties. The rather mild villain is properly un.
successful, and with equal propriety the
right triumphs, and everybody who deserves
to be so is made happy in due time.

eodtf

Bath.6s A 4s
Maine Central.. 7s A 6s
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No. Pacific Gold. 6s
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NO.

SHURTLEFF,
MIDDLE STREET.

Portland.
janldtf

January 1.1884.
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20 Years of

there could be nearly a dustpantul of scales taken
from the sheet of my bed, some of them half as
large as the envelope containing this letter.
In the latter part of winter my skin commenced
cracking open. I tried everything almost that could
be thought of, without any relief. The 12th of June
I started West, in hopes 1 could reach the Hot
Springs. I reached Detroit, and was so low I
thought I should have to go to the hospital, but
finally got as far as Lansing, Mich., where I had a
sister living. One Dr.-treated me about two
weeks, and did me no good. All thought I had but
a short time to Jive.
I earnestly prayed to die.
Cracked through the sain all over
my back, across
my ribs, arms, hands, limbs, feet badly swollen,
toenails came off, finger-nails dead and hard as
bone, hair dead, dry, and lifeless as old straw.—
Oh, my God I how 1 did suffer.
My sister had a small part of a box of Cuticura
in the house.
She wouldn’t give up; said, “We
will try Cuticura.” Some was applied on one hand
and arm. Eureka! there was relief,—stopped the
terrible burning sensation from the word
go. They
immediately got the Cuticura Resolvent, Cuticuba, and Cuticura Soap. I commenced by takone
tablespoonful of Resolvent three times a
ing
day, after meals; had a bath once a day, water
about blood heat, used Cuticura
Soap freely; applied Cuticurajmorning and evening. Result, returned to my home in just six weeks from time 1
left, and my skin as smooth as this sheet of paper.
HIRAM K. CARPENTER.
Henderson, Jefferson Comity, N. Y.
_

Sworn to, before me, this nineteenth day of JanuA. M. LBFFINGWELL,
ary, 1880.
Justioeof the Peace.
Cuticura Resolvent, the new blood purifier
and
Cuticura
and Cuticurx Soap, the
internally,
great skin cures, externally, clear the complexion,
cleanse the Skin and Scalp, and purify the Blood of
every speoies of Itching, Scaly, Pimply. Scrofulous,
Mercurial, and Cancerous Humors and Skin Tortures when physicians, hospitals, and all other
means fail.
Sold everywhere. Price Cuticura,
50o. Soap, 25c. Resolvent, $1.
Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston.

RF AIITV’Q
1 ■ w

Bath.

The Cuticura Medioinal and Toilet Soap.
W&S&w2w

febl8_

Jambs Jackson, Chief Justice of Ga.

SIXTH

is

is

350 pairs Men’s all wool Pants
only $1.50. Sizes 30 to 42
waist measure.
Men’s odd Vests at 1.00.

selling

Soft and Stiff
Hats at cost.

200 pair of Men’s all wool Pants
only 2.00. Vests to match 1.25.

At 3.00, 3.50, 4 00, 4.50 and 5.00
we are offering
many different
patterns in Gent’s and Youth’s
Pants at much under regular val-

Ik

▼

* CUFFS
are

ML,

|

^

the

FINEST QOOD8
ever made,

%3L. V
■

the bench.

accomplished .his work
in a most satisfactory manner, and with
the utmost skill and good taste. The result is a model biography, which will be
Mr. Magruder has

MARK

BEARING THIS

V?
<j-

All Linen, both
Linings and Exteriors.
Seiko

Ask for them.
1 dv#5

dtmar 18 rm

ay the use of Hos.mftTPTfllw.
P
1 ■ FWlL.tetter’s Stomach Bit■■

I

haggard ap|||Js£I
tlfvler8
of the coun||,r CEltBRATED MUwnearance
^tenance and
the

sallow-

of

dyspeptics are
Bupplanted by a healthier look, and as the
food is
assimilated,
the body aoqnires substance.
Appetite is
ness

restored, ana the uervous system refreshed
with much
needed
slumber, through the

of this medicine,
which is also beneficial to persons of a

use

rheumatic
and

tendency,

inestimable
preventative of fever
and ague. For sale by
all

Dealers

generally._

an

Druggists

and

feb2TTS&wlmnrm

in hereby given, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed Exeoutor of the Will of

Notice

MARY T. BUCKNAM, late of Yarmouth,
in the County of
Cumberland,deceased, and has taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands npon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same: and all
persons Indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
WILLIAM I. HUTCHINSON, Executor.
Yarmouth, Feb. 3,1886.
feb«41fiWF3w»

|

ue.

now.

St,19-1
Second-hand

SALE—A small fancy goods store, old
Good
and established business, rent low.
reasons given for Belling.
Apply to WILLIAM
DUNCAN, No. 51 Lafayette St.13-2

FOR

LET.—On Fore St., at the foot of Plum. No.
a three story brick store suitable for a
business, the cellar on a level with the

CLOTHING

255 Middle St.,
7

THIRTY-SEVENTH
—

ANNEAL

OP THE

Me.

For
For

by

a

HATTER,

FRESH FLOWERS.
Fresh Flowers is the title of a most beautiful
and attractive little Song Book for the younger
children in Sunday Schools, or the so called Infant
Glasses. Mrs. Bmma Pitt, the compiler, is widely
known and celebrated for Songs and Hymns for
children, whom she thoroughly understands. More
than 60 bright songs, such as “Little Lambs,”
“Snowflakes,” “Little Samuel,” and “Children’s
Sheaves.” Nothing babyish, All in good taste.
An abundance of Pictures. 26 cents. $2.40 per

dozen.

and New.

The large sale3 show this to be a perfect success
and no wonder! No brighter or more musical mel
odies were ever brought together than those of the
hundred Plantation) Minstrel and Jubilee
S ngs here collected. All the World sings them!
Accompanyments for Piano or Organ. $2 plain,
$2.60 cloth.

MUTUAL UNION

LIFE

COMPAIV

Anniversaries and Gatherings of Soldiers, also Songs and Hymns for
Memorial Day.
Like the book above mentioned, this is a very
great sueccss, and everybody likes the bright, patriotic songs.
A great favorite with the Grand
Army, ana with all who have been soldiers. Used
extensively in War Song Concerts. 50 cts. $4.50
per dozen.
Mailed for the retail price.
For

CO.,

2,145,174.02

$10,561^5^3^60

Matured Endowments.

41,523.00

n'v“rf

fit

a

1,417,223.36

Net Ledger Assets

as

above

Gross Assets, Jan. 1,1885,

45,101.12

$9,663,881

.....

26

to close

Boston. Another of 12 rooms near Columbus Avenue and Providence depot for $575;
cash.
G. L. POND to CO., 178 Washington
$300
20' 1
street, Boston.

HALE—Confectionery, fruit and variety
stores; all prices, from $05 to $2000; dining
rooms from $75 to $1000;
grocery and provision
several good openings in
stores $260 to $3000;

FOR

eod3w

manufacturing business; good office business; drug
if you come to Boston
stores; barber shops, etc.;
and want business don’t fail to call at our office. G.
L. POND to CO., 178 Washington street, Boston.

__20-1
nice

$10

Commencing

OFFICE HOCKS from 9
3 and 7 to 9 P. HI.
ocll

week,

lo

13

Consul lotion

Kotice.
my wife, Orrilla E. Maxwell, hag
without reason, and for no jogtidablo cause,
left my house and her home, and although requested has refused to return to the game, now, therefore
this is to give notice to all to whom it may concern,
that henceforth 1 shall not pay any of her bills, and
hereby forbid all persons from giving her assistance
or credit on my aeoonnt,
FRANCIS M. MAXWELL.
IcblSdlw*
Windham, Feb. 18,1886.

WHEREAS

month.
Tenement to live in if wanted.
call for particulars to JOHN W. RAY277 Washington street, Boston, Mass.
16-1

or

HALE.—At appraisal, the stock and flxtures of 1st class family grocery store, run by
12 years, well stocked, good teams,
owner
present
doing a business of $1200 per week, good lease, low
finest stores in this state, looated
the
rent, one of
within three miles of the State House, stock clean,

11SOR
1

best of reasons for selling, a money making business, the best opening on my books. W. F. CAR21-1
RUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.

H ALE—At a grat bargain sold solely on
account of sickness of the owner; one of the
best fitted dining saloons in this city; always done
a good business; located on a line of depots;
a first class patronage, seats 60; a place that will
star,.i the most thorough investigation; low rent;
safe sure and reliable; mast be sola at onoe. w. r.
CARRTUIIERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston. 2 i-2

FOR

enjoys

SA EE —Jnst
chase if you want

FOR

look at it and you will pura

first class bar

room

21-1

city and town, to
sell Lowell's Steel Engraving of Washingthe Washington
and
and
Garfield
Lincoln
ton,
Monument. Send for terms, oiroular and fac simile
LOWELL
A
CO
70 Kilby Street,
A.
JOHN
copy.
in every

febl7eod3t

Boston, Mass.

WOULD YOU
BUY THE BEST

PIANO ?

eodtf

Call at the Old Stand and
largest stock of

TO

MARKETJARDENERS.
dim

Easter Cards
At

STOCKBRIDGE’S Music Store,

see

the

Pianos, organs, Stools and

exchanged

for

either of the

TICKET* to all of the above

Stockbridge’*

now

sale at

on

Music Store.

on M. C., O. T., P. A 0. R. R’s.
feb20dlw

HALF FARE

CHILDREN’S

Fancy Dress Partj,
—’

AT

—s

Sonic rare bargains sliil remain.
Tuning and repairing to order.
I

At Wholesale and Retail.

I

Mbs. Philip H. Bkown,
Mbs. Geo.

Catalogues mailed free to any address.

KENDALL

febUl

&

WHITNEY,!
mkj

pobtlanp.

J2w&w2ui

mbs. Hollis

M. Moobe.

B. Hill,

Tickets, for Children in Costnme, 25 cts., to be
obtained of the managers only. General admissien
35 cts. Reserved Seats 15 cts. extra.
Sale of seats

will

Stoekbridge’s

at

commence

Monday morning. Feb. 23d, at 8 o’clock.
sion tickets will be for sale at the door.

Admis-

d5t

BIRTHDAY

LVHLOW’S

ENTERTAINMENT,
_

AT

_

HALL

CITY
Friday Even’g,

Feb.

27,

1885.

For the benelit of the Longfellww

Mtaiue Am
Nociatiou of Portland. J A.IIFN P
BAXwill
and
brief
addressee
umidr,
TER, E«q.,
by Prof. Chapman, Jadge Symoode and George F.
Talbot, Esq. Mosio by the Haydn Asscoiation.
Unveiling the Bust of Longfellow. Poem by Mrs.
Frances L. Mace of Bangor.
To commence at 7.45
p. m. Reserved seats on sale at Stockbridge’s. 25
each.
cents
feb20dtd

1880.

40th Annual Statement
—OF THE—

MUTUAL BENEFIT

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
NEWARK, NT. J.

AMZI DODD, President.
Receipts in 1884.
Received ior Prem-

iums.14,347,965 60

Received for Inter-

est and Net Rents

Profit and Loss.

Samuel Thurston
;

am 2

1,776,519 34
3,698 36

-S 6,127,183 20
Balanoe January 1st, 1884. 35,712,67'J 47
Total .841

,839,7Ji4Jl7

Expenditures in 1884.
Claims by Death.. .$2,169,272.76
Endowments and
Annuities.

212,937.02

Surrendered Policies.
Dividends orReturn

675,247.53

Premiums. 1,061,507.20
(Paid Policyholders

*4,118,964.51)

Taxes..

Expenses, including
Agents’ Commissions, advertising
Salaries, &c.

141,921.12
607,765.63

-$ 4,868,641.16
Balance January 1st, 1885_ 36,971,121.51

Total.844,839,704.67
Assets, January 1st, 1885,
Cash on hand and
inBanks.
Loans on Collateral, U. S. Bonds,

$1,417,715.26

and other securities...

6,890,000.00

United States and
other Bonds.
First

Bonds

Mortgages

8,812,996.09

and
o n

Real Estate.

13,184,136.28

Beal Estate, ComOffice
pany’s

Building,

New-

Real Estate
chased on

pur-

ark....

200,000.00

foreclosure.

uunuo

vu

1,949,596.87

uuuioe

tnforoe.
Premiums in transit, since received
Agents’ balances
and cash obliga-

4,447.314.39

61,441.60

tions.

7,023.12

Total.
Interest
due and
accrued. 8642,212.77
Net deferred and
unreported Premiums on Policies
in force.
249,087.37

836,971,121.61

791,300.14

Total.$37,709,191.65
Liabilities.
Reserve

Fund, 4
cent.835,440,168.00
Policy Claims in
per

process of adjustment.
Dividends due and
unpaid..
Premiums paid in
advance.

233,363.77
176.305.40
8,010.63
—

-835.857,827.70

SURPLUS.$1,901,893.95
From the
above
Surplus, a dividend has been declared to each policy entitled thereto, payable on its
anniversary

in

1885.
market valnes
the
Surplus

At

$9,757,491.69
York
By the New-V"i.
Standard (Reserve Fund four
and a half percent.. and market
values), the Surplus would be....
$5 4|
>J4i 50
Nombet of Policies in force January
jgt, 1883, 60
ool.
Insuring, 8135,843,543
DIRECTOR*.
Theodore Maoknet,
Horace N. Cougar,

uiZ
Benj

?,mVr)4ht*
Miller,
fit'll
D?ld’;
Ira M.
Harrison,
n
C.

Fred’k X Krefl.ighuiseu,
das. B. Pearson,
William Clark,
Fred’k H. Teese,
Fred’k A. Potta.

Policies Absolutely Non-Forfeitable After
Second year.
In case of Lapse, the
Policy is continued in
force as long as its value will
pav for; or. if preferred, a I’aid-up Policy for its full value is issued
in

exchange.

After the third year. Policies are incontestaexcept as against intentional fraud, and all restrictions as to travel or
occupation are removed.
CASH Loans are made to tue extent of 30
per
ceut. of the res-rve value, where valid
assignments
of the policies ctn be made ss collateral
security.
Losses paid immediately upon corapleti >n and
approval of proofs.
ble

lover*.

Forest Home, Deering, To Let,
good House and Barns. Apply to
J. P< BAXTER,
Office Portland Packing Co.
feb4

with

pool table, located corner of Washington St., Boston doing a first rate business; beBt of reasons for
selling; first class license; fine class of patronage;
low rent; price 81200, terms Vi cash, balance on
W. F. OARRUTHERS, 84 Treeasy payments.

WANTED.-Agents

237 MIDDLE ST.

feb7

3 lo

FKEE.
eodtf

a

Write

MOND,

PORTLAND,

other

and

on

NO. 58 BROWN STREET,
every

little

grocery
HALE—only $200
Tremont street, Boston.
FOR
confectionery store
Rent only
Owner leaves the State and must sell.

at cost, from $4.50 to $10.00;
reduction of all our profits!

THE HATTER,

on

bargain in

Maine.

at

October 13th.

house of 17 rooms

on

MERRY

OF GARDINER, ME.,

patientg

COUKME-MYT1 PHONY ORCHE*TRA.

from

HALE—

stock,
a

BLOCK,

POOLl
Metaphysician,

a

Lodging
FOR
Washington street; cost last August $1400;
account of sackness will sell for $950;
greatest

ROBES!

Mrs. A B.

gee

EXTRA—8TOPPARD LECTURE*. Ex
tru Course April 15, 22, 29.
Course tickets ftl.OO and $1.25; children under Iff, oO and 75 cents. Patrons of the “Stockbridge” 75 cts. and
$1.00.

store,

mont Row, Boston.

030 Congress St.
feb5_ eodtf

Where she will

Entertainment, April 8,
* TOPPARP
LECTURE.
Tickets 50 and 75 cents.

Boston.20-1

CLOTH
DERBY
HATS

DnnlmA..A

nice

Henby C. Bbown, Seoretary.
Jesse J. Babkeb, Actuary.

$1,812,360.31

Portland,5

3

stationery and fan-

HALE-82000;
splendid large
FOR
cy goods store in fine location;
with fresh stock of first class goods; trade
a

A. M. AUSTIN, GENERAL AGENT,
Street,

England,

can
a live business man in New
pay for it in 8 weeks. JOHN SMITH, JR. to CO.,
242 Washington St., Boston, Mass.18-1

C. Huey, President.

Samuel

Exchange
&

HALE, *800.— Wholesale Provision
Route and Business actually paying $100 a
week or $5,200 yearly, long established business,
fine team, city of 60,000, sold for o fault, owner
has too much’business compels a sale, no better op-

$400 to $800 per month, large trade in periodicals, eu%y grand chance to add gent's funnelling
goods; low rent; a nioe genteel and good paying business. G. L. POND to CO., 178 Washington street,

(Estimated.)

Edwabd M. Needles, Vice-President.
H. S. Stephens, Second Vice-President.

FOB

ening for

Mial irk Down Sale

rooing

extra if desired.

20-1

FOR

$9,131,330.11

.....

All the New Colors and Shapes! Everything
New for a Nice Stiff Hat.
Special Shapes of
Our Own Manufacture !

taken

er

gentle-

319,892.25

880,637.69
216,949,26

Surplus at 11-2 per cent. Pennsylvania Standard

hare

Wyer Greene & Co.,

two

164,560.75

671,810.80

699,052.16

$9,663^884.26

prices

is now going on, and we hare some
of the Finest Bargains ever offered in
our line.

one

HALE, *2,500—$1600 cash,Hotel, 33
rooms, 25 beds, always licensed, good stock
live
city 10,000, license runs to Nov. 1885,
liquors,
nice stable, work for 11 horses, good pool room,
fine office, buyer can pay for it In one year ont of
the profits, large stock of Uqnors and cigars, will
sell for $1000 sure, can’t make any mistake.
JOHN SMITH, JR. & CO, 242 Washington St.,
Boston, Mass.
_18-1

Losses reported, but not due.$133,831.07
Reserve at 4 per cent, tore-insure risks.8,064,248.00
Surplus on Life Rate Endowments and Unreported Poiicios, etc.. 170,592.86
Surplus, 4 per cent, basis...1,305,212.34

Go.,

we

nice parlor for
70 FEDERAL ST.

LET—A

TO

or

16-1

$2.00.

Has

Tickets 50 cents.

COUR8E—ISLh

__

We will not attempt to enumerate
prices, for all that know us will feel
sure that we will do just what we say.
Remember our

BROWN’S

HANP.

EXTRA—march 20, matinee and EvenCOURT
ing, HUNGARIAN
BaNP. Evening ticaets 6U cents;
matinee 25 cents; all tickets reserved; course tickets exchanged for eith-

FOB

Net Deferred and Unreported Premiums.
Interest due and accrued, etc.
Market Value of Stocks, Bonds: &c and Beal Estate over cost..

ASUhJAUVOOt

■“**

_

11th Entertainment, march
5J5lb, HUNGARIAN COURT

—

under

advance

ASSETS.

Better Goods and at Lower Prices
1m

_Tickets

COUR8E

house: first-class in every

and Water Bonds, Bank and other Stocks..$4,580,821.75
Mortgages and Ground Rents.
2,185,053.17
Premium Notes secured by Policies, otc.
Loans on Collaterals, etc.
Home Office and Real Estate bought to secure Loans.
Cash in Trust Companies and on hand.

you

A nirliailtT

COURSE—10th Entertainment,march 18,
NTODDARII
LECTURE.
50 and 75 cents.

as

City Loans, Railroad

—

a.

inserted

Net Assets, January 1,1885.$9,134,330.14

80

will do

arc

fer 25 cento, paid in

week

SALE—Furnishing Goods store and bus
iness. Also Custom Shirt Manufacturing and
Tailoring business combined; fine business location,
actually paying $4000 yearly profits; clean stock,
fine fixtures, surroundings first class; can pay for It
in six months from the
profits alone. JOHN
SMITH, JR., 242 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

BOUTS, MS AND RUBBERS,
we

one

12 rooms;

Salaries, Medical Fees and Office Expenses. 88.158.21
Commissions to Agents, Rents, etc.
130,968.54
Agency and other expenses. 80,363.02
Advertising, Printing, Supplies. 17.838.55
Fire Insurance, Office Furniture, etc.
3,475.48

AT THE BOTTOM IN PRICES.”

and

fltlv.niflMiisna

this head

rboins always rented; best street in Boston; good
prices; only offered on account of death; will bear
investigation. JOHN SMITH, Jb., to CO., 242
Washington St., Boston, Mass.19-1

“AT THE TOP IN QUALITY

u«

COURSE— Oih Entertainment. march II,
MVnPUONY ORC11E8TRA,
Tickets $1.00.

Rooms) TO LET.

Total paid Policy-holders,
$1,012,123.01
Taxes and Legal Expenses..$54,006.65

—

advertised in

0bU|L

SALE—Lodging
to location, furniture, patrons, &c.;
FOR
respect,
black walnut furniture, good carpets;

Surrendered Policies. 135,138.82
363,192.55
4,902.45

febUSTT&w2w

the law

finder will please
or
the office of the
TELEGRAPH CO. and

LOST.—On

men.

Claims by Death.$497,666.19

Boston.

Greene &

somewhere in the bus-

Congress street or near Congress
Square, one Seal Skin Glove for left hand, the
finder will be suitably rewarded by retaining the
same to DK. THOMPSON, 805 Congress St.
14-1

R,i.f

Premiums.$1,647,215.99
Interest, etc.
497,958.03

LIABILITIES.

WAR SONGS.

to

Course and Extras atCity Hall

19-1

COTT, 113 Pearl street, city.
bnnoh of

Cash and Note Dividends.
Re-insurance.

197 MIDDLE ST.

alway. doue—«ell

STOCKBRIDGE

on Congress street between Cenor on Centre street. Finder will
returning the same to S. H.LINS-

keys
iness part of the city. The
LOST.—A
at
leave them at this Office

—

DISBURSEMENTS.

jau24eodtf

are

eodtf

jan.31

diary
tre and Pearl,
LOST—A
favor
confer

PIIILADBlXiPHIA,

OF

COE

that

Marriages

feb21

advance.

STATEMENT

MUTUAL

INSURANCE

LOST AND FOUND.
Brief advertisements are inserted under
this head ane week far 35 cents, paid in

MANAGER.
dtf

W. C. WARE,

PENN

HOUSE

OO-,

Portland,

1anl4dtf

Portland, Me.

To Let.

Receipts daring the year:

all

n'nlArtlf

at No. 181 MIDDLE ST.
16-4

No, 126 Free St., formerly occupied by
F. N. DOW.
Dr. Weeks.
No. 12 Market Square.
nov4dtf

Net assets, January 1,1884.$8,406,379.48

sren

O» Q

SUBJECT:—“There are Marriages and
that are not Marriage.”
Admission Free and Collection.
Mrs. Chapman is at the Preble Honse.

a

BOSTON & PORTLAND

has an immense stock of
the above goods on hand,
and is bound to reduce it.

When yen have

trknro.low tfonnin/.

or

COE

AND

CHAPMAN,

MAY

a

ssellingTrunksand Bags

Wyer

Apply

on

of “Rock Bound Park,” Peak’s Island, will continue
the Course of Lectures in Mechanic’s Hajl. no**

TO

rear.

at

lecture

a

the
Monday
Ladies Circle. Tickets, children under 12 years, 10
cents; adults IB cents. If stormy on Monday Evening, to be given on Thursday Evening, 2fith.
SUBJECT; ‘'The beauties and wonders of the sea
feb21entd2t*
and land.”

in

COE

OF

ALVIN HALL will

give
the vestry of the Congregational Church
CAPTAIN
Evening. Feb. 23d. for the benefit of

CITY HALL,
good time to buy SUITS, OVERCOATS, ULtoletT
Thursday Afternoon, Feb. 26th.
STERS, REEFERS for MEN or BOYS. We have
the Thompson block, Nos. 117, 118
ORES
Doors open at 2, Grand March at 3 o'clock.
a nice variety of Gent’s and Youths’
SI 121 and 123 Middle street, few dt ors below
retail
the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale
MANAGERS:
Rent
low.
basements.
SUITS
DRESS
business, with light, finished, airy
selling very
Mbs. Geo. S. Hunt,
Mbs. C. W. Goddabd,
reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 164

at cost.

OLIVER DITSON &

LECTURE AT WOODFOKDS.

Stoddard extras if desired.

BENT—Brick house No. 22 Park St., corner
York St., containing 12 rooms, has recently
been thoroughly repaired and is in first class condition. Well situated for boarding house, or arApply to C. C. CHAPranged for two families.
MAN, 3iya Exchange St., Room 4.17-1

his Fur

Songs—Old

>flUmlOOlUH

Tickets

Brltf advertiaemente are inserted under
this head one week far 35 cents, paia in
advance.

Brackett street

Minstrel

I5CENTS.
iOCENTS.
SKATE CHECKS, 10 CENTS.
P. S. The management reserve the right to refuse all objectionable parties.
0. H. KNOWI.TON, Manager.
dec31dtf
A nifllQCIIlM

I3ENTS,
LADIES,

TO LET.

street in the

COE

THE

Herring

Enwill be sold at a bargain if applied for soon.
on the premises or 543 Congress St.. Port
land. N. B. 1) ALTON.14-4

TO
422,
wholesale

St.

EVENING.

EVERY

one

and 4.00.
We have just bought FOR CASH
1000 Doz. Boys’ SHIRT WAISTS
of superior quality and handsome
patterns, which we shall offer today at only 35 CUNTS EACH, size
4 to II. These Waists generally
telail at 50 cents and those who
are going to need these goods this
season would do well to stock up

Middle

ntarer Hrae.’ It lock,

corner

Boys’ Long Pants, age(10 to 17,)
1.00, 1.50, 3.00, 3.50, 3.00, 3.50

RINK

SKATING

PORTLAND

room.

home in a healthy location and good neighborhood.
Easy terms. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48V8 Exchange

and 3.00.

at

Now is

Than

\ \r

The house was
rooms
large
built in the summer of 1882, and offers a good opa
for
one
snug, pleasant
wishing
any
portunitv

Boys’ Knee Pants at 50, 75, 1.00
and 1,50 in sizes 4 to 11 years,
extra good value.
Extra sizes in Knee Pants, 11,
13,13 and 14 years at 3.00, 3.50

at

COE

Caps

Spring St., containing

bath

SALK—Cheap.
safe and desk. Inquire at 130 FREE ST. 19-1
FOR
MALE.—Two story house and stable atof Pearl and Deerlng St.,
FOR
tached,
special Bargains to be Woodfords.
acre of land,
lot contains nearly

some

Several large lots of all wool
Pants in Men’s sizes at only 2.50
each
Vests to match 1.50.

wiP sell any of

story brick house No.

two

near

quire

of all kinds at cost.

Swift’s Specific is entirely vegetable. Treatise on
Blood and Skin Diseases mailed free.
The Swift Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta. Ga..
or 169 W. 23d St., N. Y.
janld&wlynrm-4

**

17 Thomas St.,
For
and
eleven

closed out this week:

selling Horse Blankets

is

Brief adeertiaementa are inserted under
thia head %»ne week for 25 cent*, paid in

Immense Purchase Sale of Clothing.

GOE

come

COLLARS

wanted—a boy to
a first class
City. 14-1

city

SALK—The

dies' Furs at cost.

ULCERS 26 YEARS—A member of my church
has been euredof an ulcerated leg of 26 years standing with two bottles of Swift’s Specific.
P. H. Cbumpleb, Pastor Meth. Ch., Macon, Ga.

// (

cl.ekk

OUR

selling all kinds of La- We call your attention to

—

POISON OAK—A lady here has been entirely
cured of poison oak poison by the use of two bottles
of S. S. S.
R. S. Bbadfobd, Tiptonville, Tenn.

—A competent woman; one who
take an interest in a dining had

learn the retail drug business in
Drub
store. Address P. O. BOX 1176,

WEEK

OF

GOE

Atlantia, Sept., 1884.

INOCULATED POISON—After trying all the other remedies, Swift’s Specific has cured me sound
and
well of a terrible blood poison contracted from a
nurse.
Mbs. T W. Lee, Greenville, Ala.

WANTED
wants to

business; a thorough cook, and can come well recommended; no other need apply. Address ST. JULIAN HOTEL.14-1

TO

febl4

From experience I think Swift’s Specific is a very
remidy for cutaneous diseases, and at the

WANTED—Ladies

d3t

at cost.

—

valuable

or young men in
city or
country; we furnish, light, simple work at
your own homes; you can make $2 to $5 a day; no
canvassing, no misrepresentation: we have a good
demand for our work, and furnish steady employment. Address, with stamp, J. FOWLER St CO.,
8-6
Boston, Mass., Box 6117.

Canvasser Wanted.
Solicit subscription* for a dally and weekly
newspaper. Address with references,
A. B. Box 1667 Portland. Me.
oct24dtf

REMEMBER THE MOTTO

Statesmen.

career on

with an
M. D.’s

1.00

Polo

—

FARM

“

EASTMAN BR0.& BANCROFT.

issellingallkindsof Robes

Triumphant.

some

Me.10-1

WANTED.
Anyone having a good
farm for sale on the line of Maine Central
Railroad, within ten miles of Portland, may find a
parchaser by addressing or calling on JOHN O
PROCTOR, 93 Exchange St,16-1

“

A choice selection of EARLY SPRING NOVELTY DRESS GOODS.

COE

at cost.

psoriasis, and others leprosy, commencing on my
scalp, and in spite of all I could do, with the help
of the most skillful doctors, it slowly but
surely extended, until a year ago this winter it covered my
entire person in form of dry scales.
For the last
three years I have been unable to do any labor, and
suffering intensely all the time. Every morning

a

ffOB SALE.

Agony

been afflicted for twenty years
I HAVE
obstinate skin disease, called by

“

who wants

red, black points, and perfectly kind; good
roader, good style, Knox and Messenger blood.
Will be sold at once. Address BOX 30, East Deerdark

ing,

Polo and attraction

!*•
when admission will be 2oc.
A
Except by Ntate l.eogue T,.aB,i- The
attraction*.
first-class rink and only first-class
or
management reserve the right to refuse admission
skates to objectionable parties,
BERT C. WHITTIER. Manager
febodtf

nights excepted,

19-1

first-class
WANTED—Some
bhsiness horse: 15 hands high, 1100 pounds,
one

Admi«»io*J

Evening*

Evening JOc,

OPEN

AT COST

The Cuticura Remedies

Ended.

“

can

FINISHER in carriage smith
WANTED—A
shop. ALBERT CHASE, No. 182 Oxford
yard.
16-1
street.
“

35c
50c
75c

Flannel,
“

feblO

Hogg, Campbell, Chalmers, Wilson, DeQulncey,
Jeffrey. Edited by Edward T. Mason. With portraits. Cloth. 365 pp, $1.60. (New York: Charles
Seiibner’s Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Eepresentative American Orations to illustrate American political history. Edited, with introduction, by Alexander Johnston, professor of
jurisprudence and political economy in the college
of New Jersey. In th ee volumes. Cloth.
406,
314,282 pp. $3.76. (New York: G. P. Putnam’s
Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Papers of the American Historical Association. Vol. 1, No. I, Eeport of the organization
and proceedings. No. 2, A paper on studies in general history and the history of civilization.
By
Andrew P. White. Paper. 44 and 28 pp. 60 cts.

State St.

We shall open To-Day a large assortment of
LADIES’ ALL WOOL DRESS FLANNELS,
embracing all the New and Desirable
SPRING SHADES.

lernoou nod
noon lOc;

19-1

do plain
Apply with references, No. 97
who

WANTED.—Chambermaid
sewing.

30 inch All Wool Dress
“
“
“
52 “
“
“
“
“
54
54 “ Extra Fine “

re-

WANTED—A rent of 6 or 6 rooms,
Address B. E.,

Kent's Hill.

Hev. E. in. Smith, ill. A., President.
Spring Term begins March 10. Send for circular

in

in the central part of the city.
RENT
this office.

-ALSO-

MAINE WESLEYAN SEMINARY

Co.)
American Statesnen.
John Marshall. By
Allan B. Magruder. Cloth. 290 pp. $1.25. (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin ft Co.; Portland:
Loring,
Short & Harmon.)
The Spanish Treaty Opposed to Tariff Eeform. Eeport of a Committee of Inquiry appointed
by the New York Free Trade Club. Paper. 31 pp.
New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
My Lady Pokahontas. a True Eolation of
Virginia, Writ by Anas Todkill, Puritan and Pilgrim. With Notes by John Eaten Cooke. Cloth.
190 pp. $1.26. (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin &
Co.;
Portland: Loring, Short ft Harmon.)
Personal Traits of British Authors. Scott,

NEW DRESS FLANNELS.

educational.

Books Received.
The Tobacco Eemedy. By Gen. T.L. Clingman.
Paper, 42 pp. (New York: Orange Judd &
Co.)
The Peanut Plant, Its Cultivation and Uses.
By B. W. Jones. Paper. 69 pp. (New York:
Orange Judd & Co.)
Eoslyn’s Foktune. A Novel. By Christian
Eeid. Cloth, 288 pp. (New York: D.
Appleton &
Co.; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.)
Pbaibie Experiences in Handling Cattle
and Sheep, By Major W* Shepherd, E. E. Cloth.
Illustrated. 216 pp. (New York: Orange Judd &

■

oblivious of his public career as soldier, legislator, historian, envoy and statesrhan, both
previous to and after his elevation to the
first place on the Supreme Bench. These
pages are designed to supply these almost
forgotten features of his active, busy life
in addition to sketching his more familiar

lot.

that

in the
are

terested to see this writer of talent exhibited
in quite a different field of action.

reformer par excellence; brave, unselfish,
and with the courage of her convictions.
Such a life must be both interesting and

of fair play and decent government Republicans should not be misled by plausible
misrepresentations, to play into the hands
of their opponents. It is wise sometimes to
inquire what is the true inwardness of
movements whose natural results are to aid

single

rare

Biography of George Eliot, included
“Famous Women Series,” and we

hand.

BOXDS
Rockland.6s & 4s.

BIJOU SKATING PARLOR.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
On and after Monday, Feb. 9, Music Every Af.
After*

second-hand

feb!8

the remembrance of his other services to his
countrymen, as to render many of them

a

It is

Jan23

WANTS.

engine
good
WANTED—A
pair from 6 to 10 horse power. Apply at
No, 295 Commercial St.20-1

Choice Securities, suitable for Savings Banks and Trust Funds,
on

ENTERTAINMENTS.

advance.__

Cor. middle and Exchange St.
constantly

BVIUNERI CHANCES.

Brief adverliaenienta are inserted nailer
■hie head oae week for ‘AS cean, paid io

BANKERS,

ing, Short & Hannon.)

Portland

ests,

Woodbury & Moulton

storm of Italian vehemence and fervor.
Miss Blind has done excellent work in her

■

want such an amendment as Mr. Chapman
proposes, let it be made, but in the interests

Ex-Mayor Deering—who is being posed as
the only man who can guard the city’s inter-

showB great versatility in taking us from &
quiet German pastoral into an overwhelming

n

Publications.

New

John Marshall.
.American
By Allan Magruder. (Boston: Houghton,
Mifflin & Co., Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.) Mr. Magruder says in the preface
to his very interesting volume, “The great
fame of John Marshall, as Chief Justice of
the United States, has so far overshadowed

to use this incident to “boost the boom” for

A Romance. By Mathllde
Tarantella.
Blind. (Boston: Roberts Brothers, Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Miss
Blind’s romance is clear and brilliant, but
somewhat too long, being reallv three volumes In one.
In these days of many books
and writers the superabundance of very
good novels which claim more or less attention, one can hardly afford to give so much
time to a story which might have been condensedjiuto a much smaller compass. Tarantella has however, many points of interest
It is peculiar and original in plot, the
characterization is excellent, and it haB
mnch beauty of description. The author

aiivEiLAKiom.

FINANCIAL.

uvsmvsuo auu

school-boy statemanship will doubtless have
ample opportunity to expand to the utmost.
MB.

read with delight by all who are interested
in the history of onr country. Indeed the
whole Series of “American Statesmen” to
which this volume belongs may be considered
a signal success in every respect, and a
very
valuable addition to this class of literature.

Free M. Hlo. fc, PORTLAND.
an

HEDC3KM

«& flODUEN, Miale
Agent*,
Devonshire Street, Ho-tots.

AUO. H

Foitl), Agent.

€. E.

Dl'Ki.AP, Agent.
No. 28 Exchange St.
Portland,

Me.
eodat

THE PBESS.
SATURDAY MORNING. FEB. 21.

Extracts from Mab’s Journal.
EDITED BY

GOLDEN BOD.

June 20. 188—I have decided to keep a
1 shall not write it for my own
pleasure but for that of my grandchildren
and great-grandchildren. Bob, he is my

journal.

brother, aged thirteen, kept

a

journal

once;

but stopped 1 ecause we all laughed at him
for writlDg that he saw two dogs fighting;
“one had an ear chewed off and one an eye
out, and they were awful bloody. It was a

splendid sight."
I

eleven years old; Nell is eighteen and
Jacky is four and a half. My father and
Nell
mother are a very happy couple.
writes in a journal too. It’s just too silly
for anything. I read this in it the other
day: “Went to a ship-party last evening,
Maud
wore my blue satin and pink roses.
Nelson wore blue also; blue is not becoming
Danced every dance and four exto her.
am

Liked Hart best.

tras.

Perfectly splendid.

DaDced with him four times. Delicious]
Elegant time." If I couldn’t write anything
more Interesting than that I’d give up.
To
day is pleasant. The sun is shining bright.
I must stop now, because I’m going to
play paper-dolls with May, she is my cousin
aged twelve. She is my most impudent
frieud.
June 21st.—Last night was so warm that
after we got lu bed we couldn’t go to sleep;
so Bob, Jacky and I got out onto the shed
roof and danced and sang as loud as we
could boiler until Mrs. Josiah Jameson came
and told mamma, and she stopped us just as
we were in the middle of “Gaily the Troubadour caught his Catarrh." Anything I hate
it’s interfering neighbors. We had decided
to make up a bed there and stay out all
night so as to be cool.
June 22nd. —Our cat, Kinsom-tansomtizimotee, caught four kittens to-day. I got
ton oonta

o

niona fnr A
_-

vnimi «r» rr
----a

tViom

T nriorl
—--

—-

first, but am more calm now.
I made forty cents. Hope she’ll catch some
Fourth of July is coming.
more.
Boh has made a tent in the yard out of
old ironing sheets. He asked Mamma this
morning if he could; and when she said
“yes,” he hollered to the boys, “I say fellers
she’s the feller!” Bob and five other boys
are going to camp out a week in the tent and
sleep, and do all their own cooking. They
have bought a big leg of ham. Their tried
real bard at

potatoes are dreadful greasy.
June 23rd.—May is playing paper-dolls
with me to-day. My doll, Alphonso Van
Dusenhuysen, is going to marry her Isabella
Yanderbllt. They are a perfectly matched
pair. They were cut from the same pattern.
Mr. Hart is sweet on Nell. -He took her
out to ride yesterday afternoon. Mamma
made them take Jacky for a chaperon.
When they came home Jacky wasn’t with
them.
Mamma turned pale and said,
where’s Jacky? Mr. Hart and Nell both
blushed and Mr. Hart pulled up the flap of
the seat and there tucked away almost out
of sight was Jacky carled up fast asleep.
Mamma says I may go with them next
time.

I

mad with Jennie Carsou.
She
bought five sticks of candy to-day and only
gave me two. I call that real stingy mean.
She called me a “sarsy thing” too. She has
gone too far.
June 26th.—We all went on a picnic yesterday. Didn’t have a very good time. Nell
and Mr. Hart sat on the rocks and talked
sort of flat; co I wouldn’t stay with them
and I’m mad with Jennie Carson and May.

May

am

called me a

proud-cat

the

day

other

because 1 wouldn’t eat the raisins she had
saved out of her pudding. You see she had
sucked them all clean and I don’t like cooked
raisins anyway.
They, I mean Jennie and May, had two
great cream-cakes at lunch and wouldn’t
give a bite to anybody, though we were all
dying for some. They saved it till the last
thing and then May got real perky and took
hers up and with jnst the hatefullest smile
said, “Now, we will eat our cream-cakes.”
So she and Jeunie took two great hog-bites
and then began to sputter and screech, “Ob,
they’re sour.” We were all glad of it, mean

things.
When we were climbing on the rocks, Nell
fell down and hurt her wrist. I saw Mr.
Hart lift her up and kiss her hand. She
didn’t seem to mind a bit. She wasn’t
much like Aunt Hannah Jane when ebe
slipped down on the ic; once. A gentleman
tried to help her up, and she said in a stern
voice, “Unhand me, Sir!” and picked herself up and stalked off with a

very

dignified

air. Only her false front was one-sided and
her bonnet nearly off.
I have made a solemn vow not to speak
to May and Jennie ever again.
June 27th.—May and Jennie spent today
with me playing paper-dobs. Juanita Casabianca and Hortensia Montgomery are having
their trousseaux made to wear to Saratoga.
Julius Van Dusenbuysen had his funeral today and Eugenie Vanderbilt has just been
born. She has large blue eyes and golden
hair down to her waist. 1 am making her
lots of lovely party dresses. May and Jennie made up by bringing me some chocolate
creams.

Nell was dreadful anxious to go and see
Aunt Hannah Jane this afternoon. Mamma
was pleased, because Nell doesn’t very often
want to visit her.
We were all at tea when
Nell came home. She sat down to the table next to Bob aDd said Aunt Hannah Jane
was well; then Bob said,
“Say, Nell, who
was that howling swell I saw you riding
with this afternoon?” and Mamma, with a
smile full of pain, said, “Nell dear, that is
my foot you are stepping on,” Then we all
laughed, aud Nell looked kind of foolish.
Eugenie Vanderbilt’s head got torn off today. We had a very exciting time. I cut
out a doctor, and he set it. She started immediately (or Florida to recover her health.
Mamma says Florida is too hot at this time
of the year; so I guess it was Colorado
Springs she went to.
June

29th.—Jacky ran away yesterday
morning. All the neighbors and most of
our family went huuting for him.
Mamma
saw some little boys fishing in the Park
fountam. She got nearly scared to death,
because she was sure Jacky had tumbled lu
and was drowned, and those boys were fishing for his body. The water was only four
inches deep, and they were fishing for gold
fish. At six o’clock a policeman brought
the rnn-away home. A real nice Irish lady
had found him fast asleep on the sidewalk
in Nigger Alley, aud took care of him until
the policeman hunted him up.
To-day
Papa had some placards printed, and Mamma
sewed them on all of Jacky’s hats. This is
what they say:

l

This is John Stafford Banks,
Son of Henry Norton Banks,
201 James St.,

(

|

Maine.
and send

He came into the

room

this morn-

ing with his hands all covered with red
paint. Mamma cried “Jacky, what have
you been doiue?”
“Thath a thecrit,” lisped Jacky.
“Jack, you have been into mischief;
what is that on your hands?”
“Thath a thecrit,” he said again, in a
very low voice.

“John,” said Mamma

very

sternly,

“tell

this instant what you have been doing
or I’ll spank you.”
“You’ll tbpauk me if I do,” sobbed the
little sinner.
Mamma says be was so logical that she
hadn’t the heart to punish him for getting
me

into her

paint-box.
Hortensht Montgomery is just getting over
having the small pox. It has left her deaf

and dumb.

I wanted

stylish funeral,

I

all

was

out

of

little,

and jour mouth was

awfully small,

but you didn’t mind.” Nell looked as if
she would like very much to box my ears;
but Mr. Hart only laughed and said somethfhg about little pitchers having big ears.
I’?e heard that times enough. This morning Nell took tack that lovely blue ribbon
she gave me the other day.
July 6th.—Pleasant day. Mamma allowed me to wear my white muslin all day,
if I wouldn't get it dirty. I tumbled down
playing “Puss in the Corner” and covered it
all over with green stains from the grass;
but that’s a sort of clean dirt so I guess she
won’t mind. Bob was real funny to-day.
He dressed up In Nell’s clothes and went to
walk. He looked just like her only he took
longer steps. When he was switching along
down Maine street with her, I mean his,
bonnet and parasol, he saw a run-away
horse coming right for him. He forgot all
about the drees and shinned up a tree, and
lots of people thought it was Nell and were
surprised. Nell does not think Bob is funny. Neither does Grandma. She came to
see us the other day and stayed until nine
o’clock at night. Mamma made Bob go
home with her. He didn’t want to because
he said he had only forty-five more pages to
read of Swiss Family Robinson, but he had
to; so he lit a lantern and walked before
Grandma all Ihe way swinging it and hollering at the top of his voice, “This is my
aged Grandmother! She is afraid to go
home in the dark!”
morning that it 1 would
not go with her and Mr. Hart to get an ice
cream, she’d give me a plate of nuts tomorrow.
I love nuts; so I was good and
stayed at home.
July 7ih—Nell gave me the p'ate-of nuts
this morning.
They were doughnuts.
Thai’s the hatefullest thing she ever did.
July 8th.—May slept with me last night.
We carried "Gems of English Songs” to bed
with us and sang and saug aud sang until
Mamma came up and took the book, away.
Then we acted out a splendid play. May
knows how to faint just lovely; sol let her
be the heroine. I acted the villain because
I roll my i’s so nice when I say "r-r-revenge”
an dt r-r-r-r-aitor.’
July 12th.—Boiling hot. Took an umbrella, a pillow aud the “St. Nicholas” out
on the roof and read all the morning.
Went
out again in the alternoon but couldu’t read
because I was disturbed by Mr. Hart and
Nell talking down in the gardeD. They
were close to the bouse in the seat between
the cherry trees. Bob calls it the spoon,
holder.” Nell was sketching Mr. Hart.
Pretty soon she stuck her bead on oue side,
shut one eye aud put up her pencil to measure.
“Mr. Hart,’ she said “your nose is
jn eii told me tnu

just perfect.”
“So

are

your

to have
but

her

die and

couldn’t, because

black tissue paper for
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L’geBanknew2 6083 00
email.2 26®2 75 /
na...3 5084 00
English Cod, 4 60®6 00 Palermo
..3 00*3 50
Pollock.1 76@3 001
Apples
1 76822 6 (Green, p bbl 2 2682 60
Haddook...
Hake
1 76@2 26(Evaporated p.lb
8®11
I Dried Apples.... 4
Herring.
@6
11
Soal pbos
14818 Sliced
4Msg6
No. 1.
Oil.
12815
Kerosene.
Mackerel, pbbi.
®
Bay N 0.1.18 00320 00 Port. Eef.P’tr
®614
9
Bay 'vo. 2.10 OD3J1 60 Water White
Shore S- 1.18 00321 00 DevoeBrlU’t.
312 ya
10 00311 60 Print’ Astral,
No. 2
813
Large 3.... S 008 9 50 Ligonla.
9Vi
3 00® 4 00 Silver White 011
Medium
8%
2 5U33 50 Centenial.
Small
9ya
Extra

..

...

...

....

...

Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Circassian—6032 bush
corn 22,107 do peas 16,941 do wheat 1975 sacks of
flour 36,279 ttB bacon 189,423 do cheese 89,789
do meats 48,800 do lard 29,001 do potash 64.855
ao butter 4794 obis apples suo eases splints 7 do

leather 13 do sundry.
CARDENAS. Schr Sarah & Ellen—7000 (shooks
and heads 173 empty hhds 19 M shingles 407 boxes
herring 69 tbs tea.
Railroad

Receipts

PORTLAND, Feb. 20
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
47 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
roads, 110 oars miscellaneous merchandise.
Block Marker.

following quotations
daily bv telegraph:
fho

of

stocks

“Oh,” she answered lookiug at him out of
tbe corner of her eyes, “I was speaking from
an artistic point of view, I didn’t mean to
flatter you.”
“Nor did I you,” ho murmured, “you cannot be flattered; you are”-1 couldn’t
hear a single other word.
July 14th.—Tolay is my birthday. Mamma gave me a writing desk; Bob, a
pen
knife and Neii, her lovely turquoise ring.
She doesn’t need it now because she’s got
another one.' Is’s made of hammered gold
and has got a great big sottaire diamond in
it. Mr. Hart gave it to her.
I wish 1 couid have heard what else he

day in the spoon-holder.
going to whittle out oue for the Van
Dusenhuysens tomorrow. A spoon-holder
is a convenient tiling to nave in the family.
said to her that
I am

are

received

BOSTON STOCKS,
A. T.r S.F..
74V4
Boston & Maine........173
Flint & Pero Marquette preferred.
80%
14
do common
30
U R. & Ft Smith...,.
New York & New Eng..
16%
Mexican Central 7s..... 43%
NEW YORK 8TOOKS.
yiiesonri Pet......
93%
Northern Pactio prefe*, ed.-. 41 %
Omaha common......
27%
Omaha preferred.88%
Mo. K. & Texas... 16%
Texas Pacific.
12%

New York Stock and Money Market*

(By Telegraph.)
York, February 20 Money on call easy at
1@1%; closed 1 %: prime paper at 4@6. Foreign
Exchange quiet at 4 83% and 4 86%■ Governments
dull but firm. State bonds strong. R ailroad bonds
active. The it©
market closed weak at about the
lowest prices made during the afternoon reaction.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregatNew

—

ed j336 242 shares.
irne folio wing are

to-day's closing quotations cf
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s ..101

do
do
do
do
Pacific

do
do
do
do

do

do
do
do

4%s, reg..........111%
4%s,coup.112%

4e, reg.122%

4s, coup...122%

tts. *96.126
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:

Chcago * Alton
Chicago & Alton
Chicago, Burr*

..

.3 31

pref...145
Quincy,.. ..122

Erie.

12%
26
Illinois Central
.121%
Lake Shore......,,.,,..
.06%
65
Michigan Central............
New* Jersey Central.
37%
Northwestern
92%
Northwestern prof .130Ya
New York Central....
93%
Sock Island....
.111%
St.Paui... 71%
*-...105
St. Paulpref.
Union Pacifio Stock---.......
47%
Western Union Tel. ...58%

Eriejpref..

......

..

...

..

....

.....

Adams isx. Co.3 32
American Ex. Co....
90Ya
Alton & Terre Haute. 22
do preferred.. 82
Boston Air Line..... 90
66
Bur. & Cedar Rapids..
Uanaaa Southern. 33
Central Pacific.
32%
Del.& Hudson Canal Co...-. 76%
Del. &) Lackawanna.
99%
8
Denver & R. G.
3
E. Tenn., JVir. & Ga.
E. Tenn., Ya., & |Ga. prof..*...
6%
Kansas & Texas.
16%
38
Houston & Texas...
Hannibal & St. J©... 38
..

ao

preferred.

Hartford & Erie 7s....
hake Erie & West.
7a

Xr

KToah

88%
11%
35

Pittsburg.137

Pacific Mail
643,4
Pullman Car.112%
Richmond & Danville. 49%

17%
Reading.
St Paul, & Omaha.....
27%
do preferred..
,5 88%
Union Pacific 6s.111%
do L. G. 7s.108%
do sink fund 8s.
118%
New York Mining .Stocks.
New York, Feb. 20.—The following are the closing quotations for mining stocks to-day :
Colorado Coal.11.00
Homestake. 9.76
Onta io..17.00

Quicksilver. 4,00
do pret ..28.00
Horn Silver. 2.15
Plymouth ..16.12
Bodie. 2.10
2.70
Eureka.
California

Mining

Stock*.

(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, Feb. 20.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Bodio. 2 Vs
Clioliar. 2%
h ale & Norcross.
3*%
1
Navajo
Vellow Jacket
1%

Bid Dec 24, ihlp Kate Davenport. Port Townsend
Ar at Aujier Jan 7, ship Leonora, Peterson, fron
Manila for New York.
Sid fm Penarth Feb 6, ship Patrician, Jackson

Domestic Market*.

{By Telegraph.)

Witw York. Feb. 20.—Flour market—receipts
9562 bbiB; export* 277 bbls; low grades scarce and
firm with moderate export demand; others dull and
easy; sales 18,600 bbls.
Floor, No 2 at 2 26®2 80; Sup.Western and;State
at 2 60@3 00; oommon to good extra Western and
State 3 06®3 60; good to ehotoe do at 3 60@5 60:
oommon to choice White Wheat Western extra at
4 76®6 25; fancy do 6 30@6 50; common to. good
extra Ohio at 3 06®6 60; common to choice extra
St. Louis at 3 0b®5 40; Paten Minnesota extra
good to prime 4 75®6 40; choice to double extra
do at 6 60@5 80, including 1400 bbls City Mill
extra at 4 60®4 66; 1500 fine at 2 26@2 80; 3600
bbls Superiine at 2 60.®S 00; 1700 bbls extra No 2
at 3 05®3 60; 3700 bbls Winter,Wheat extra 3 06
60; 4600 Dbls Minnesota extra at 3 06@6 SO.
IV hen I
outbern flour steady. Rye flour firm.
receipts 17,326 bush; spot grades dull and priees

"Madam, can you tell me why two women
always stop in the middle of a street crossing

“I gnppcss they do it for
to talk?”
reason that a man runs at the top of
to get across the track in front of
cars, and then
go by.”

stands and

the 6ame
his speed
a train of
watches the train

_

The great American people are industristudents of medicine, as is demonstrated by
the great sale of the "Science of Life” Dr.
Parker’s best work. Over a million copies
have been sold, and it is recommended by all
its readers as being the par exoelience in medi-

ous

cal literature. We call attention
tisement in another coinmn.

to

the adver-

Miss Sawyer’s salve cures erysipelas, salt
rheum, blotches, pimples, scrofulous sores, old
Best famisores, and all diseases of the skin.

"Good morning;
you don’t look well.”
"Naw, caught aterwible cold id my head.”
“Ah! How did you catch it?” "Put my bat
on rawthar suddenly, ye
know. Rash of air
always gives me a cold id by head.”
Tbe Congress Yeast Powder is nothing new.
For years it has been the most popular baking powder in the market. All grocers sell it.
Perfectly Pare.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
l*orSlan«f

8>aily Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND, Feb. 20.

Corn iB

scarce, firm and i @2c higher. Meal is
Ic better at U0@61c. Few fares of Shore Fish in
to-aay, which sold quick at 5c ^ ft in a jobbing
way for cod and haddock.
The following are to-day’s c osing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.:
ITowr.

t*ram.

gnyenino and
High Mxd Corn
low gradee.. 3 00(g3 26!
X Spring and
)No2 do. cur lota.
S.% Strin* 4 76./j5 OOjOore, bag lots,
lOats oar lots.
Patent Si ring
Wheats.
WinMichigan

60@62
69@t50

C2@(33
40'tt41

42
hi

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND

At Kingston, Ja, 7th inst, sch Lizzie May, Conley
for United States.
Ar at Matanzas Feb 13, sch Jas M Riiey, Hayforc
Baltimore.
Ar at Cardenas Feb 13, sch Racked & Maud, Blok
more, Galveston, 6 days.

AT 6.15 A. 3M.- Way Trains for Old Orchard, Naco.
Biddeford,
Keunebunk,
Kennebunkport, threat Palls, Dover,
Exeter, Manchester nnd Concord, (via
Newmarket Junction,) Lawrence, Lowell
and Boston, arriving at Boston 10.45 a.

SPOKEN.
Feb 17. oft’ Barnegat, sch Carrie Bonnell, fron
Porto Bello for New York.

AT 8.45 A. M.—Way Trains for Old Orchard,
Naco, Biddeford, Kcnnebunk, Kennebunkport, Dover, Cireat Falls, Rochester, Alton Bay, Exeter, Lawrence,
Manchester nnd Concord, (via. Lawrence,)
Lowell and Boston, arriving at Boston,
1.15 p.

—

White nominai;Mixed Western at 33 u:40c;do White
at 4(!@41c; White State at 40®41o. Coffee dull.
Mugar is dull and easy;reflned firmer;C 4%@6c;Ex
C at 6%@6%c; White do at 5%@6%c; Yellow at
4%®4%c; off A 6%e; Mould A 6%c; standard A
6% cjOonfectioners A 5 16-16®6o; powdered 6%®
6Vsc; granulated 6%c; Cubes at 6%o; cut loaf and
crushed 6%c. Petroleum—united at 76% o, TalPork Aim:

mess

spot

14 25.

tions.

steam spot part at 7 35; reflned 7 66 for continent; S. A. at 7 80. Butter is steady for fine; Western at 10®36e; State 16@28c. Cheese dull; Eas-

Western flat at

8@11%.

Freights to Liverpool dull; Wheat t> steam l%d.
Chicago, Feb. 20.—Flour nominally unchanged;
fancy White Winter Wheat at 4 25@4 76;

choice to

ltfiehiean Winter Wl.AA,

at.

3 RlV-t

26: lOW IgradeS

This medicine, combining Iron with pure
vegetable tonics, auickly and completely
Cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weakness,
Impure Blood, Malaria,Chills and Fevers,
and Neuralgia.
It is an unfailing remedy for Diseases of the
Kidneys and Liver.
It is invaluable for Diseases peculiar to
Women, and all who lead sedentary lives.
It does not injure the teeth, cause headache,or
produce constipation—other Iron medicines do.
It enriches and purifies the blood, stimulates
the appetite, aids the assimilation of food, relieves Heartburn and Belching, and strengthens the muscles and nerves.
tor intermittent severs, Lassitude, Lack of
Energy, &c., it has no equal.
The genuine has above trade mark and
crossed red lines on wrapper. Take no other.
A«de only by BROWN CHEMICAL CO„ BALTIMORE, HO.

Winter at 2 26@3 00; fancy Western Spring extra
at 3 25@3 76; good to choice Spring extras at 3 00
@3 60; Minn, bakers 3 25@3 76; common to good
Minn. 3 00@3 40: low to choice Spring Superfine at
2 00@2 76: good to fancy Minn, patent at 4 60@
6 26. Rye flour 3 0(\®3 26. Wheat lower; February at 77%@78%c; No 2 Spring at 78%@78%c;
No 3 at 68@68%c;No 2 Red at blc; No 3 at 70%(&
71c. Corn firmer; February at 37%c. Oats better;
February at 25 %c. Rye firm; No 2 at 64c. Barley steady at 60f<g65c. Pork steady 12 95@13 00.
Lard in light demand at 7 00@7 02%. Bulk Meats
in light request; shoulders 4 80@4 90; short rib at
6 40,a)6 47%; short dear at 6 90,g6 96.
Receipts—Flour 11,000 bbls, wheat 48,000 b«sh,
corn 44,000
bush, oats 36 000 bash. ryel,OUO
bu, barley 29,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 13,000 bbls, wheat 4.000 bu,
corn 71,000bush, oats 44,000bush, rye 1,000 bush,
barley 18,000 bush.
Si’. Louis, Feb. 20.—Flour is unchanged. Wheat
better; No 2 Red at 86%@87c. Corn firmer 37@
373/8c. Oats better at 30%c bid. Lard 6 96.
Receipts—Flour| 2,000 bbls, wheat 27,000 bush,
corn 66,000 bush,
oats 4,000 bush, barley 6,000

DR.

_____

fiCaropeau markets.
(By Telegraph.)
Liverpool, Feb. 20—12.30 PM.—Cotton market
at
steady; upada 6d; Orleans 6 l-16d; sales 7,000
bau.«, speculation and export 1000 bales.
Liverpool,|Feb. 20—Winter wheat 6s 10@7s 2d;
spring wheat 6a 9d@7s; California average at 6s
7d a.6s 9d; club at 7s@7s 2d; Cornat 4s 7%d; peas
6s. Provisions, etc.,—Pork at 63s; bacon at 34s 6d
for short clear and 33s 6d for long clear; lard,prime
Western 36s 9d; cheese at 69s;tallow 33s.

ON THE ENGINE.
Running

a JLocomotive
While Deathly
Mick—Something the Passengers Did Not
Know—A Physician Hares an Engineer.
Taunton, Mass.
Dr, David Kennedy, Rondout, iV. Y.
Dear Sir: I am an engineer on the Old Colony

Railroad, and run the Fall River boat train between
Fall River and Lowell, residing in Taunton. For
ten years I suffered everything but death from dyspepsia. Often I had such blinding sick headaches
that I eould scarcely see. I think this was due partly to irregular habits of eating, and partly to the jar
of the engine. Sometimes my head would snap like
neuralgia, and again the pain would settle in my
eyes, which would feel as bigas a man’s lists. My
breath was very offensive, and my food soured as

OF 8TSAIIKMH1P8.

FROM

FOB

Adriatic.....New York..Liverpool
Feb 21
Furnessia...New York..Glasgow.Feb 22
Clenfuegos.New York. .Cienfuegos...Feb 26
—

Caspian.Portland ..Liverpool....Feb

26

Toronto.Portland....Liverpool....Feb 26
City of Alexandria New York..Hav&VCruzFeb 26

Saratoga.New

York. .Havana. Feb 28

Geiser.New York .Copenhagen.Feb 28
Waesiand.New Yora. .Antwerp.Feb 28
Zeeland......New York, .Antwerp.Feb 28

In fact my stomach
soon as it entered my stomach.
felt as though it was a great raw and sore
and what agony it gave,
you can
In the summer and fall of 1876 when we had the

heavy centennial travel, the constant jar brought on
acute attacks nearly every week and I thought I
should have to leave the road. But I kept at work

..

MiuKINJS
PORT OF

until the next spring, when I grew so much worse
that I could virtually eat nothing, and concluded
that my labor, and my life too, were about over.
Remember that I had tried every medicine I heard
of, and had been treated by some of the best physicians in Taunton and Lowell.
At this critical time
DR. DAVID KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY
was recommended to me.
It was new to me, and
with my experience of medicines, you can easily forgive me for saying that I had not a particle of faith
in it.
I haa taken it but a few days when I began to get
'better. The raw and sore feeling left my stomach,
and the snapping pains left my head, and soon 1 was
all right, and have been ever since.
It.is the only
thing that ever did me the least good, and it drove
every ache, pain and discomfort completely out of
Now I keep KENNEDY’S FAVORITE
my body.
REMEDY with me on my engine, and it goes whenever I go.
Why, I believe FAVORITE REMEDY will cure
anything. One night, a while ago, John Layton, an
engineer who runs the main line boat train from
He was
Hoaton, came on my engine sick as death.
worn out with work, had a high fever, and was so
nervous he almost broke down crying.
“Nonsense,
John,” I said, “cheer up, I’ve got something on my
engine that will set you up in a liffy.” I took out
his
my bottle of FAVORITE REMEDY, lifted
head and gave him a good dose. He went to bed.
Two days after I saw him looking healthy as a
butcher. “Dan,” he said, “whut was the stuff you
“It was DR. DAVID
gave me the other night?”

NEWS,

PORTLAND.
FRIDAY, beb. 20.

ArriTied.

Sell Porest Maid, Bulger, Eastport, with 120,00
herring to E H Chase.
Sch Anna Bell, from Eastport with 70,000 herring to E H Chaso.
OOu u d

xvjmuaii,

muiuoxi,

xiovni, \nuxiu

surface,
imagine.

perhaps

MINIATURE ALiUANAU.... FEBRUARY 21.
I
3 04 AM
rises......6.31 I Hi h waw>r
WAt_r
{
3.40 PM
Sun eats.6.18 I Ml*n
of
1 in
..-10,47
.10ft
Length
days.
l
tide* (...
Moon sets.moru. I
9ft 0in
Sun

uwiu-

bay.)
Scb Mary E Hagen, shooe fishing, (broke mainboom.)
Cleared.

Scb Sarah & Ellen, York, Cardenas—Isaac Emery
Havana, Feb 14— The following charters were
made duriug the week;—Barque Ada Gray, sugar
at Calbaricn to New York or Philadelphia, at $3.26
or to Boston at $3.50 pr hhd, with sugar ballast at
Havana; sch Clytie, molasses at Matanzas to North
of Hatteras, at $2.12y> pr 110 galls; Belle Hooper,
molasses at Havana to Philadelphia direct, private;
Helen A Chase, sugar at Cardenas to North of Hatteras, at $3, if for orders at $3.26 pr hhd; sch A R
Weeks, molasses to North of Hatteras, at $2.12Yj
or $2.25; brig David Bugbee. molasses at Cardenas
to North of Hatteras, at $2, if east of New York at
$2.25 pr 110 galls.

KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY, Rondout, N.
Y.,” said I.” “Well, I don’t care whose Remedy It
is, it’s the thing for a man on the railroad.” So say
Yours, etc., DANIEL FITTS.
preparation goes to the root of, disease by
purifyiDg the blood and rousing every organ into
healthy action. It is useful at home, shops, in
office everywhere.
all.
This

we

FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.
New York, Feb 20—Steamer Franconia, fm New
York for Portland, is icebound between Steppenstone and Throgg’s neck.
At Sourabaya, (Java) Feb 14, barque Charles G
Rice, from New York for Anjier.
Ar at Liverpool Feb 19, steamer Oregon .Williams,

Dr. David Kennedy, Physician and Surgeon,
febl2TS&Tlmnrm
Rondout, N. Y.
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Waste Embroidery Silk, assorted
ounce, Waate. Sewing Silk, Black
per ounce.

iu

cents In

Stamps.

colors, 40 cents per
or assorted, 25 cents
^

EUREKA SILK CO.
MASS.'

mar 4

eod&weowly

~A

FACT
FACT

that Is only 5 years old.
Murdock's Liquid Food will make
blood faster than all foods or
preparations known, In health or
disease, from infancy to old age.
To show tlio medical profession its value, induced
our Mr. A. L. Murdock to establish his Free
Hospital of

70 beds, two yeare ago, for Infauts and Women, and it is the oi.ly one in the world supported by
a single individual, without contribution or
taxation.
Each department is under the control of a
paid staff of some of the best physicians and surgeons in Boston. Beds are at the control of any
physician and surgeon in the United States that
wish one, and they can treat their own
patient if
desired. If not they have no treatment except
Liquid Food, unless the patient grows worse or needs a

surgical operation.

The staff of the Surgical Hospital at Wo.
•fO l.everett street is iu attendance daily
from 11 to 10 A. M. except Halurdays and

Sundays.
We do this to show the value of raw food which
our liquid food is. condensed and free
from insoluble
matter, which enables us to save life when all other
foods and treatments fail.

We quote

one

of the many

cases

Surgical Hospital to show
we are willing
and

The friends of Mrs. O., having for six weeks vainly endeavored to procure her admittance to some
of our city hospitals, applied to ns to
get her
admitted here if possible. She came to us on De«.
11. Keports herself as
having suffered since the
birth of her last child, twenty-one
yeare ago from
extreme prolapsus uteri, with very
badly lacerated
cervix and perineum. She was not able to ait
up,
and was, of course, much prostrated
nervously. It
was hoped that in three to four weeks we
might
put
her in condition to be operated upon.
She commenced at once with lour tablespoonfuls
of Murdock’s Liquid Food daily, and in twelve
days
the first operation was perlormed by a
surgeon connected with two of the leading hospitals of the city
the operation lasting nearly two hours and a
half!
From that she made a rapid recovery, and on Jan.
23, the second operation was performed, which occupied two hours, and she again made a good and
rapid convalescence, which, ton a woman of sixtythree, who had suffered agonies so many years we
think speaks well for the value of Murdock’s
Liquid Food as an aid in surgery,
having her in our
home only nine weeks.
.--

UUC VI
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many unsolicited testimonials, to show
that other institutions do obtain the same
results with our Liquid Food that we do.

CherryPectoral

use

emergencies of
mother, startled

in

Many

a

the household.
iu tho night by

the ominous sounds of Croup, finds the
little sufferer, with red and swollen face,
gasping for air. In such cases Ayer's
CherryPectoral is invaluable. Mrs. Emma

vessel
Sch E A Hayes, Hayes, from Port Spain for New
York, which went ashore 18th, atJPoint Pleasant,
near Station No 11, is listed off shore and has three
A bad storm would maka a
feet water in her^hold.
wreck of her.
for
Sch Charlotte Augusta, of and from
New York, is badly wrecked on Lloyd’s Neck.
The fire in the cargo of sch E L Gregory, at Owl’s
Head, has been extinguished, and she will proceed
to New York.
Schs B K Wood8ide, and W T Donnell, of Bath
were towed into Rockport by steamer Woodbury,
having been found in dangerous positions.
Sglp-See general news columns.

Gedney,

West 128 st., New York,
“While in the country, last

169

writes:

J

Boston, Feb, 5,1885.
*

Gent.g;—

We have been using your
Liquid Food at the
Home for three years past, and we must
say that
your Liquid Food has saved one-half their lives. We
have 32 children, and have lost
one during the
only
time. \Vhat other institution can show such
results? We consider it of great value in cases of exhaustion, also where children are brought in a halfstarved condition, as it relieves exhaustion
quicker
tnan stimulants, and in cases of starvation it will
relieve the sufferer in the shortest time of
anything
known. 1 am able
testify from experience, having been in this work nearly five years, and I consider it a duty to say that Murdock’s
Liquid Food is
indispensable in a family of children.

Yours resp’y,

we

BENEDICT,

Matron.

teel the

THOSE

THAT

KNOW

T ME V ALCE OF Murdock’*!
Liquid Food
take it for thirty ilays,
knowing that it will
make lO pouuds of new blood if u tablespoonful In taken 4 timet* a day before
rncalt*; frequently it in only necessarg to
take for one week,
confirming its value
over all
preparations, as the system contains from
to 38 pounds of blood.

w«<71»

Tostun111
BRANCH 1 7

mod

CO,

snow Hill, Loudon.
WORKS, 1 383 St.
6 oz., 55 cts.; 13 oz., 81.00.
Kn nil Mnrkets and Countries.
feb21
SM&Wtf

Fanl’si Montreal.

UNITED STATES HOTEL.

winter, my little boy, three years old, was
taken ill with Croup; it seemed as if he
would die from strangulation. Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral was tried in small and

months ago wo began using Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral, and it acts like a charm. In a
few minutes after the child takes It, ho

breathes easily and rests well. Every
mother ought to know what a blessing I
have found in Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.”
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Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

and the inconvenience is

soon

forgotten.”

PREPARED BY

Dr. J. C.

& Co., Lowell, Hass.
Sold by all Druggists.

Ayer

SCOTCH

Diphtheria

Also GOLDEN

M. W.
46

a

bottle at ouce.

SALVE tor PILES.

BATCHELDEB,

DR.W.WILSON'S
Unparalleled

In the cure of upwards of Six
Thousand of the most difficult complicated cases
within the last four years is the best evidence

Of his Skill that needs only a Trial.
His Ladies’ Periodical Regulating Magnet is
Working Wonders Without Medicine.

vitij

uo

uo longer, caII and inqnestions asked but your

oinurui)

m hu vi

described.

paiu

is

lauuiuuj

Consultation
and Examination
Free from 9 a. m. to 8 p. m.
febll

dtf

mothers!
LOOK INTO THE .HERITSTOF THE

SOLARTIP
SHOES!

FOR YOUR BOYS. They
will be A GHEAT SATING
In MONEY, and your boya
will be pleased. None genuine
without trade-mark and John
Munoell & Co.” on each pair.
Beware of iuiitatioiiM with
names
sounding similar to
Solar Tip. THERE 1SNO
DISAPPOINTMENT with

THESE SHOES,for they are as good as wc
represent them, and your dealer will say so too.

MW
UecuritiesImortgageU
NEGOTIATED BY TUB

FIRST NATIONAL

February 17,1885.

day dis*

Copartnership.
undersigned have this day
THEnership
under the firm
and will continue

formed a copartcf Simon ton &
the wholesale grocery
name

Randall,

business at 219 Commercial street,
GEO. W. SI MONTON,
CHAS. H. RANDALL.
February 17,1885.
was
dlW

7.00 a. m.
$The 11.15 p.
slet

ping car

C. L, BARTLETT Sc CO.,
IS State Street, Car. Bread St*, Realm*
dtf
feb3

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
the largest, fastest and best passengw and

BY

mall steamers between America and Europe.
Kates: First cabin $6(1 to $100; second cabin $40
to $60; intermediate $36 to 40: steerage, outward
and prepaid, to and from British ports, $16, round
trip $30; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and
from Continental porta, $17 to $2o. Scandinavian
and Sterling sight cheeks at lowest rates. Apply to
)el9dtf
J. L. FARMER. 22 Exchange street.

LINE.

DOMINION
1884.

1M».

ARRANGEMENTS.

WINTER

and Portland.

Liverpool

SERVICE.

DIRECT

DATE OF] 8AILINU
From Portland:
TORONTO.16 th Jan.
DOMINION.22nd Jan.
MONTREAL.29th Jan.
OREGON.6th Feb.
BROOKLYN.12th Fob.
CABIN—$60.00, $60 00.
IN RETURN—$90.00, $110.00.
Prepaid Steerage Ticket, issued for $16.00.
For passage or Ireight apply to DAVID TORRANCE, General Agents, Grand Trunk R. R.
Freight Offices, Foot of India St.
dec9
dtf

Boston
—

AMD

—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
From BOSTON

Erery Wednesday and Saturday
From PHILADELPHIA

Erery Tuesday and Friday.
Long Wharf, Boston, •

From
p. m.

From Pine Street Wharf
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
'sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Pe&£. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of oon*
mission.

Philadelphia,

Pannage

Tea Dollars.

Trip $ll«

Bound

Meals and Room included.
or passage apply to
E. B. HAnPiOff,

For freight

Ageat,

31dtf70 Losg Wharf. 11 os to a

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For Mew Fork.
Steamers leave Franklin Whart, on Wednesday,
and Saturdays at 6 p. m.. Returning leave Pier 88
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and Satux
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen'l Ag*tdaysatdp.m
sepiil
dcf

nr
Steamers.

train is the night express with
attached and rnns every night Sun-

FARE $1.00
The Favorite Steamer

Elegant New BUun
JOHN BROOKS and
TREMONT
wtU alternately leave FRANKLIN WHaRF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded that they
secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night. Through Tickets to New York, via th.
various Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight
taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr.,
sopSdtf

Monday mornings

or

to Belfast and

Dexter

1884.

Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augtista and Bath 8.35 a. in.; Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.; the day trains from Bangor, and
all intermediate stations and connecting roads at
12.40 and 12.45 p. m.; the afternoon trains from
Waterville, Augusta, Bath, Kocklaud and Lewiston at 6.40 p. in.; the night PuLman Express
train at 1.50 a. m.

Portland andWorcesterLine.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
of Trains.

___—On and after Hvudny, Dec. **th
g?“!!???*????*£■ 18M4, Passenger Trains will leave
at

7.30

a.

.

gent.

Winter Arrangements. 188JS.

or

beyond Bangor, on Sunday Mornings.

Arrangement

(General

ALLAN_LINE.

m.

and

1/ivfrp—I
From Liverpool!
via. Halifax.

|

THURSDAY,
•Jan. 29
Feb. 5

March

12
19
26
6

Portland

ctp.
MtlAMEg'

T

[

service.

From Portland
via. Halifax.

Circassian,

THURSDAY,
Feb. 19

Sardinian

March

Caspian,

*•

Peruvian,
SARMATI

'*

>N

26
6

12
19

28
Polynesian,
Parisian,
April 2
_"12
For passage apply to LEVE & ALDEN, General
Passenger Agents, 15 State St., Boston, and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN
422 Congress St., or for
passage or freight to H. A
a- ALLAN,
Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

nov20

dt

and

in.,

I‘J.35 p. m., arriving at Worcester
2.15 p.m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.45 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.16 p, m. and 6.40

at

m.

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and £ppiug at 7.30 a. m« and 14.35 p. m.
For lUancheater, Concord and poists North, a

For

14.55.

For Rochester, Hpriugvale, Alfred, Wat
erboro and Waco Biver, 7.30 a.
m.,
14.55 p. m. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Returning leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m.
11.10 a. m. and 3.35 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.15 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
For €«orham, Waccarappa, Cumberland
JIIIIh, Weal brook aud Woodford’** at
7.30 a. m., 14.55, 0.40 and (mixed) *0.30
p. tu>
The 14.53 p. m. from Portland connects at
Ayer Juuct. with Kloosac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Cine and all rail, via
Mpriuglield, also with N. Y. & N. E. R. It-,
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington, and the Mouth and
with tioMtou «V Albany It. R. for the Weat.
Close connections made at Weatbrook June
tion with through tram of Maine Central R. R., and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. II. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of
Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
*Do©8 not stop at Woodford’s.
y26tfJ. W. PETERS.

OF

TIME,
1884,

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered Impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation.
A public
trial of over 80 years duration In every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe**
its unsolicited endorsement by
Schnapps,
the medieal faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for It the reputation of salubrity
claimed for It. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

m.

18 BEATER STREET,
NEW YORK.

dlv

BANK,Corning, Iowa

Arrangement in Effect Mepf. 9ih.

IMM4.
via Grand Trunk Rail
Portland for Bucktield and
g-^^-^i^^ACanton at 7.35 a. m., 1.30 p. m.
Leave Canton for Portland 4.15 a m.
ana w.*t> a. m.
stage connections vntn p. m. train
for Turner. Chase Mills, West Sumner, Brittou’s
Mills, Peru, Dixtield, Mexico and Kumford Falls.
jan21dtfL. L. LINCOLN. Snpt.
T-— -:—Couneotions

L,;S!ffi8PffI|way

Portland k Ogdensfetirg R. R,
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Connnenciug Monday. Oct. 13, 1884.*
Loaves Portland S.2J a. ui., for all stations on
through line as far as Burliugton and Swsnton,
connecting at Wing Road tor Littleton,Wells Riv
er, Plymouth, Montpelier, and at St. Johnsbury
for all points on Paasumpsic R. R.
Leaves Portland tf.Od p. ni., for all stations as
far as Bartlett.

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
a. m. from Bartlett and intermediate
ons.
and
p. m. from
stations on through line.

10.50
5.60
all

Burlington

J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Oct. 11, 1884.

WINTER

sta-

Mwnuton, and

CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.
oclStf
RENO RTS.

PALMETTO

HOTEL,

TAMPA, FLORIDA,
Entirely new. Handsomely fitted

up.
Overlooking the great Tampa
Bay.
Accommodations for two
hundred. Passengers by notifying
the conductor will be lauded at the
door of tne house.
G. T. Bacon, Cashier.
dec23d3m
II. I,. Ncranlos, l*n p*r.

II. B. PLANT

N1OT*%OW>M^£V?rT ‘io^VELW'

is our Motto In I.oaiiing. Send for circular
giving full particulars as to loone. references, etc
Interest from Date of Receipt of Money.
SOLICITED.
UT CORRESPONDENCE
CHAS.C.NoRTON.Ca.Mh’r. Lf.w E.DAuaow.Pres’L
Gilman, Son A Co., Bankers, N. Y. Cltv,
tferer to JJ uaucuxuta' National Bank, Chicago, I Hinds

novll_TTSly

CONSUMPTION,

I have a positive remedy for the above disease; by its use
thousands of cases of the worst kind and of long standing
bare boon cured. Indeed, so strongs my faith In Itseffleaey
that M ill send TWO BOTTLES FREE, together with a VALCABLE TBEATISEou this disease, to any sufferer. Give express A 1\ O. address. 1>R, T. A. SLOCUM, 131 Pearl St N. Y

BQY20

:ir,

TrSSwly

A Great Metical Wo.'kfn Manhood,

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and the untold miseries resulting from indiscretion
or excesses.
A book for every man, y:>ung, middleaged and old. It contains 126 prescriptions for all
acute aud chronic diseases, each one of whteh is invaluable. So found by the Author, whose experience for 23 years is such as
probably never before
fell to the lot of any physician. 300 pages, bcund
in beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, full
gilt, guaranteed to be a finer work In every sense—
mechanical, literary and professional—than any
other work sold in this Country for $2.60, or the
money will be refunded in every instance.
Priee
only $1.00 bv mail, ooft-naid. Illustrative samnle
o cents,
bend now. Gold medal awarded the author by the National Medical Association, to the
President of which, the Hon. P. A. Blseell, and associate officers of the Board, the reader is respect-

fully referred.

The Science of Life should be read by the
young
for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief.
It
will benefit all.—Loiuloi rhnctt.
There is no member ot soc:*»t* to whom The Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth,
parent, guardian, instructor or clergyman.—Argonaut,
Address the Peabodv Medical Institute, or Dr. W.
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulflnch Street, Boston, Mass.,
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill
and experience.
Chronio and obstinate diseases
that have baffled the skill of all IT K1 A T other
physicians a specialty. Such treftXlXJiXXi ted
successfully without any In-TP TlTT^l? T T?
stance of failure. Mention this T II X ty Jj XiX

paper.jan31eoddrwly

CAD WELL,

PH OF.

HOTEL,

TAMPA, FLORIDA.
Just completed.
First-class in
every appointment.
Baggage and
carriage free. Location unequaled. Rates 14.00 per day.

dec23d3m

J. T. ANPERSON, Proper.

to Geo. W. Frank & Dakkowj

WTTWElVE YEARS’ EXPERIENCE

J. F. RANDALL,
C. H. RANDALL.

Aroostook County, 1.25 p. m., via Lewand 1.30 and $11.15 p. m.t via Augu*ta;
for Baugor Ac PiMcataquis R R., $11.15 p.
m
for Skowhegau, Reliant and Dexter,
l. 26, 1.30, $11.16 p. in.; Waterville, 7.00 a.
m. 1.25, 1.30, 5.16, $11.16 p.m.; for Augusta,
Uallowell. Gariliner and
Brunnwick,
7.00 a. m., 1.30, 5.15, $11.15 p. m.; Bath, 7.00
a. m., 1.30, 5.16 p. m., and on Saturdays only at
11.15 p. m.; Bocklaud, and Knox Ac Cinct In B. R., 7.00 a.m., 1.30 p.
m.; Auburn
and Eewintoa at 8.15 a. m., 1.25, 5.05, p. m.;
Uewinton via Rruunwick, 7.00 a. m., $11.15
p. m.; Farmington, Phillip*, IRoumoiith,
Winthrop, Oakland and North Annon,
1.25 p. m.; Farmington via Urumwick,

i«ton,

Ladies’ suffer

vestigate,

T. J. STEVENS, Cor. North and Congress Sts.
H. H. HAY, Junction Free aud Middle Sts.
d3in

tirm of J. F. Randall & Co,, is this
THEsolved
by mutual consent,

1

success

(Snocessor
Choice First Mortgages in the best Farming
Districts in Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska,
Intereat paid at uour own home in N. Y. Exchange.

Dissolution*

1

Rutuford Fulls and Ituckfleld Railroad.

Turner 8t., Portland, Proprietor and Manufact’r
For Sale in Portland by

anl

Passage, sailing listsi and furth«
information, apply to or address the General Easfr
Agents.

ern

Bangor.

Mummer

bead the following testimonial.

secure

and Australia.
For Freight,

AKK1VAI.8:
Prout I.ewiMOD and Auburn, 0.85 ». m.,
3.16 and 6.60 p. m.
Prom t.orhaui, 0.46 a. m. and 8.30 p.m. mixed.
Prom Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12.36 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train am
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and Mon.
treat.

and Sore Throat

Every family should

Japan, China, and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand

Portland ns follows:
Fllnwortli, Bar Harbor,
Vaueeboro, St. John, Halifax, and the
Province*, St. Andrew*, St. Stephen,

For

:.j,0; 1.30 p.

I

Pobtland, Jan. 6,1885.
Mb. Batcheldeb-Dear Sir: I have used your
Scotoh Liniment for ten years, and for sore throat
its equal cannot be found, and X firmly believe it
has kept Diphtheria ont of my family, and will cure
the worst eases if taken in season.
Mbs. John Socle, 71 WilmotSt.

'’
steamer of 10 th does not connect tor San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly or

RilLKOAD

DEPARTURE*:
Por Anbtr. and Iifwiiton, 7.16 a. m., 1.15
ud 5.20 p. m.
Por Oorham, 7.35 a. m. ami 4.00 p. m. mixed.
Por Oorham, Montreal, Quebec and t ill-

LINIMENT

THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

and
Inland*, New Zealand
Australia,
on
York
for
New
from
sail
AsplnwaU
Steamers
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month, earrylii|
named
above
all
the
for
passengers and freight
Mandwich

On and after MONDAY, Oct. 20,
1884, Passenger Trains leave

CHANGE

a

“In our family, Ayer’s medicines have
been blessings for many years. In cases
of Colds and Coughs, we take

JAPAN, CHINA,

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.

II. Bad .tier MONDAY, Nepl, 8th,
Train, will run a. follow,

Saved My Life,

of whom have been, from infancy, subject
to violent attacks of Croup. About six

MilT«Ei\mL

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

frequent doses, and, In less than half an
hour, the little patient was breathing
easily. The doctor said that the Pectoral
saved my darling’s life.” Mrs. Chas. B.
Landon,Guilford,Conn., writes: “Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral
and also tho life of my little son. As ho
is troubled with Croup, I dare not be
without this remedy in the house.” Mrs.
J. Gregg, Lowell, Mass., writes: “My
children have repeatedly taken Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral for Coughs and Croup.
It gives immediate relief, followed by
cure.” Mrs. Mary E. Evans, Scranton,
Pa., writes: “1 have two little boys, both

sleeping

Mount Hope Home for Children. )

WHEREAS

Should be kept constantly at hand, for

WESTERN DIV.: Parlor car on 1.00 p. m.
train Portland to Boston; 9.00 a. in., Boston to
Portland.
EASTERN DIV.; Portland to Boston, Pullman
car, (through car from the East,) 2.00 a.
Parlor cars on 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p.
m. daily.
m.; Boston to Portland, parlor cars on 9.00 a. m.,
and 12.30 p. m. week (lays, 7.00 p. m. daily.
Pullman sleoping car 7.00 p. m. daily.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Portland depot ticket offices, and at Uuiou Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., Portland.
JAS. T. FUKBEK, Gen’l Manager,
dec 19
dtf

in
of
to

now

the class
anxious

necessity of cleansing
the blood, and to accomplish the same wo take one
or more preparations for 30 or GO
days.

MEMORANDA.
Brig Elizabeth WinBlow, Locke, from Boston for
is
at entrance to the latter port.
ashore
Cardenas,
A cablegram from the captain to the agents, J S
states
she will probably come off.
&
Winslow Co,
Brig Edw H Williams, a«hore at Indian river, has
a cargo of 740 bhds molasses, part of which may be
saved. There is also a possibility of saving the

AT 7.30,0.00 a. in., 14.39 and 7.00 p. m.,
week day*, and 7.00 p. u>. Sunday*.
PARI.OK AND PUCLHAN SLEEPING
CAR SERVICE

one

M. B.

Sid fm Liverpool 18th, ships Alameda, Niekels,
San Francisco; James Drummond, CurtiB, for Port
Moody, BC; 19th, steamers Peruvian, Ritchie, for
Portland Montreal, Bouchette, do.
Sid fm Cardiff Feb 19, barque Ormus, Frost, for
Havana.
Ar at Valparaiso about Feb 17th, barque Grace
Deering, Pratt, New York.

9 30 p. m.
SUNDAYS AT 4.00 P. M.t Express for Bon
ton and principal Way Stations, arriving in
Boston at 6.3o p. m.
g-_ 5
TRAINS LEAVE BOSTON FOR PORTCAN D

required.
oar

TO CALIFORNIA,

Couway Division), Kittery, Portsmouth,

port, Lvun, 1 heln«a and Ronton, arriving at 1.15 p. m.
AT 1.00 F. ill: For Saco, Biddeford. Keuuebunk, Conway Junction, Kittery,
Porininouth,
Newburypor',
Salem,
Lyon and KoNton, arriving at 5.00 p. in.
AT tf.OO P. U.t (Express) for
Boston
and
principal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at

And when other foods are
available, we
can show that with
l iquid Food we can
build up a patient in half the time
nsuully

patients
take.

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO

tou, arriving at G.30 a. m.
AT 8.45 A. M-: For Cape Elizabeth, Nearboro. Naco, Biddeford,
Kcnnebunk,
Wells, North and Nouih Berwick, Conway Junction^ (connecting for all stations
on

Every spring

Portland.

Boston. Feb. 20. -The following were to-day's
Butter, Choose, Eggs, &c:
quotations
Pork—Long cuts, 16 00@15 60: short outs 16 50
Eastport
@16 00; backs $16 00@16 60; light backs 16 60@
$i 6 00: lean ends 16 00@$16 60; prim© mess 14 60 j1
@$15 60; extra prime 12 o0@$13; mess, 13 60@
14 00; pork tongues $16 00@16 60.
Lard at 7%@8c
ft for tierces; 8%@8%o for
10-ft pails; 8%@8%o for 6-ft pails; .8%@9o
for 8ft pails.
Fresh Boef—Fair steers at 8%@9a
ft; light
steers 8@8%e; choice 9%@10c;cnoice heavy hinds
DOMESTIC PORTS.
at 12@l3o; good do at 10%@ll%c; light at 9%
@10%c; good heavy fores at 7c; second quality
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 19th, ship Joseph S Spinat 6@6%o; rattles at 6c; ribs at 6@8%c; rumps at
ney, Curling, Queenstown.
12%@14c; rounds 8@9%c; rump loins 12@16%c:
aSTORIa—Cld 10th, barque Geo S Homer, Perry
loins at I6@18c; light 12@15c.
Cork.
i»eans—choice large hand pioked pea at 1 56@
MOBILE—Sid 18th, §cb A J Fabens, Peck, for
1 60 ^ bush; choice New York small hand-picked
Kingston.
do.atl 60@1 65; small hand-picked pea. Vermont,
PENSACOLA—Cld 19th, schs R F Hart, Humat 1 75@1 80; common to good at $1 40@1 46;
phrey. Norfolk; Evio B Hail, Hall, Cardenas.
choice screened do
@1 40; hand-picked med
MaY fORT, FLA—Sid 16th, sch Millford, Look,
1 45@i 60, and choice screened do 1 35@1 40;com(from Jacksonville) for New York.
mon ao 1 26@1 30; choice improved yellow-eyes at|
GEORGETOWN, SC-A 17fcb, sch E V Glover,
2 16@
: old-fashioned yellow-eyes 2 10@2 16;
Ingersoll, New York.
red kidneys 2 10@2 20.
Ar 19th. sch Herace R Sturgis, Spear, Savannah.
Apples—We quote good Greening?;i 76@2 00;PipWILMINGTON, NC-Ar 19th. sons Fred Jackpins and Sweet Apples at 1 50@2 00; common Co
E R Emerson, Child, Ranson, Snow, Matanzas;
$1 26; Baldwins 2 25@2 60 ^ bbl. Evaporated Apcander Cay.
ples at 6(et8c $> ft.
Cld 19tb, Bch Elizabeth Arcularius, Marston, for
Hay—Choice prime hay quoted 18@$18 50£> tor ;
New Bedford.
fancy $19; medium to good hay $16 00@$17 00;
BALTIMORE
Cld 19th, brig Gipsy Queen,
choice Eastern hue $16 00@$17 00; poor at $13
Chandler, Matanzas.
@$15; Eastern swale 10@$ll. ttye straw, choice,
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th, brig M C Mariner,
$17 50@$18 60; oat straw $9@$il ^ ton.
Wharton, Cardenas.
a utter—Wo quote Northern creamery at 28@29e;
Cld 19th. Bch A B Perry. Bunker, Sagua.
Vermont
New York and
dairy at 24@26c;
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 18th, sobB Maud, and
Franklin County at—@26c; fair to good 22@24c;
John H Converse, from Cuba.
long dairies at J 6@20e, fancy higher; extra WesNEW YORK—Ar 19th, barque Rose Inness, Martern fresh-made creamery at 32@31c; June creamwick, Caleata Buena vi« Hampton Roads 89 days;
eries at 24@26c; Western dairy at :7@18c; ladle
scb Albert H Cress,Watts, Morgan City.
packed at 18@19c; do fair to good 12@16c; imitaAr 20th, ship L Scbepp, Gates, Liverpool; Irig
tion creamery, choice, at 22@24c.
Jobbing prices Starlight, Libby, St Jonn, PR; sebs Nina Tilson,
range higher than these quotations.
Matanzas; Carrie Bonnell, Foster, Porto
Achorn,
Cheese—Choice Northern at 12%@12%c, fancy
Bello.
12%@13c; lower grades according to quality; West
Cld 19th, barque Edward D Jewett, Smith, for
ll%@12c.
Dunkirk; sch Washington, Jordan, Nuevitas.
At. Cltv Inland 1harnnA Slonal fnr Uin .laEggs—All strictly fresh stock at
@28c, held
stock 125.18c; limed 15@16.f
neiro; schs Abby Wasson, Helen Thompson, Lncy
potatoes—jNortnern ltose at dd^dyc; eastern ao
M Colli us, Elizabeth DeHart, Sarah Hunt, Fiore. e
bush at the roads;
66@58c; Houlton at 68@80c
N Tower, Eliie J Simmons. Charlie & Willie, Thos
Northern proliflcs 65@58c; Eastern ao 65@58c.
W Holder, and JM Morales.
PROVIDENCE-Below 19th, sch Carrie S Hart,
Gloucester Fisb Market.
Briggs. Baltimore.
NEWPORT—In
port 19th, brig Carrie E PickerFOE THE WEEK ENDING Feb. 20.
ing, fm Pascagoula; schs A W Lewis, Peak, norse
island for New York;
Georges Codfish—We notice a marked improveSpeedwell, Webster, Rockment in trade with a sharp advance in prices. New
land for Fall River.
VXNEVARD HAVEN
Ar 19th, brig Mary E
Georges are mostly sold in advance of curing, subject to the market price when delivered, and it is
Pennell, Mitchell, Gonaives for Boston; sch F L
difficult to fix prices. Some curers hold stock as
Richardson, Balano, Charleston for Weymouth.
high as $5 ^ qtl. Old Georges are being closed out
Ar 18th, schs Geo S Tarbtil, Knowles, Newport
at $3@$3Vfe
News for Boston; Daylight, Hodgdon, Bal imore
qtl; old Bank are in good demand,
and prices have advanced to $3
for Portland.
qtl., with some
lots held higher. We quote Shores at $4 and $3 p
Ar 20th, barque Jennie Cushman, Hardy, from
qtl for large and medium; Cusk at $l3/i@$2Vfc
Cape de Verds for Boston.
In port, schs Nile. Clio Chilloott, Allie Oakes,
qtl; Haddock $2y*; Hake $2 and Pollock at 1%;
slack salted do at $2y2
qtl.
Lyra, Sarah Louise, Speedwell, Cumberland, Etta
PBoneless and prepared fish 3 to 4%c ^ lb for
M Bartor, Minnie C Tayor, Helen, C C Lane, Mary
Hake, Haddock and Cusk, and 4@7*4c for Codfish F Pike, 0 H Fabens, Maggie J Chadwick, Noras to style and quality.
Smoked Halibut 9@llc
mandy, W Abrahams, Red Jacket, F L Richardson,
Helen Montague, Geo S Tarbeil, Daylight, and brig
lb; Smoked Salmon at 17c; Scaled Herring at 18c
•p1 box; No 1 and tucks at 13c. Bloaters 60c; new
Mary E Pennell.
lb.
Smoked Mackerel 8c
PROVINCETOWN
In port 19th, sch Chas H
Maokerel—We quote jobbers’ quotations at 3 CO
Morse, fm Kennebec bound west, Fleetwing, Mad@$4 25 & bbl for Shore bs, $8 for Bay 3s, $6@$8
dox, Rockland for New York.
for Shore 2s, $U'@$12 for Bay 2s<$12@$18 for Is,
BOSTON—Ar 19th, sch Sea Queen, Nickerson,
$20@$25 for extra mess.
Eaatport.
Off Cape Cod, PM, Boh Mott-Haven, from Calais
Herring—We quote Nova Scotia large split $6 $>
bbl; medium do,at $4; Labrador atj$6y2 ; round for New York,
Shore $3; splints $4.
SALEM-Sid 19th, sch Mott-Haven, Collins, (fm
Fresh Halibut—Sales at 14 and 7o
lb for white
Calais) for New York; Lady Ellen, Clark, do for do;
and gray in cargo lots.
Uranus, Mason, Portland for do.
Frozen Herring at 70c 4^ 100.
G1X)UCESTER—in port 19th, scbs S J Lindsay,
cwt for codfish
Market Fish—Last sales at 4 10
Rockland for New York; Anna L Palmer, Holmes,
and 3 75 for haddock.
Eaatport for do; Nettie B Dobbin, Kumery, and
Trout at $9 $9 bbl; Pickled Codfish $4^; HadMott-Haven, Collins, Calais for do ; H S Bridges,
dock at $4 25. Halibut Heads $3, Tongues at $8;
Portland for do; Olive Howard, Dempsey, Booth bay
Sounds at $14, Tongues and Sounds at $10, Alefor Norfolk; Metropolis, North Haven for Boston;
wives at $33,4 ; Salmon at $13@$14; Fins at $12;
Nat Meader, Brown, Wiscasset for St Augustine;
Fins and Napes $6; No 1 Shad $10; Swordfish at
Relief, Wiley, Rockland for New York.
$10 50.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 19th, schs Frank Barker, MeaPure Medicine Oil at 85c P’ gal, crude do at 66c.
der, Portland; Bmperor, Brewer, do for East BoothBlackflsh Oil 60c; Cod do 36c; Porgie do $30c.
bay; A B Littlejohn, Latham, do for Swan’s Island.
Porgie scrap at$12 ^ tonjFish do $9;Livor do $6.
bucket.
Fresh livers 60c
Sid 18th, soh8 Annie Gus, (from Portland} for
Fish Waste $4 & ton.
Dennysville; Bienzi, do for Brooks rille; Orient,
for Winterport; Flavilla, for Rockland; Maud S,
for Eastport.
Fhiciise LireSiocb Market.
Sid 19th, schs O D Witherell, Garfield, for Balti(By Telegraph.)
more; Maggie G Hart, Nickerson, for Friendship,
Ohio ago, Feb. 20.—Cattle—Receipts 3000 Lead;
to load ice.
shipments 5500 head; good grades higher; steers at
HORSE ISLAND—Sid 19th. sch H A Barry.Chat4 25@6 00; exports at 6 76 @6 60; butchers cows
lield, New York.
2 40@4 26; Texans at 3 60@4 76; Stockers active
In port 19th, sch L C Ballard, Bearse, for New
at 3 60@4 00; feeders 4 00®’4 80.
York.
Hogs—Receiptsl8,000 headjBhipmentsBOOO head;
Sid fm Harmon’s Harbor 19th, sch Fannie A Milgood grades stronger; rough packing at 4 46@4 86; llken, Sinnett, Palatka.
packing ana shipping 4 90@6 80; light 4 40@4 85;
skips at 3 60@4 40.
fobgiurTports.
Sheep—receipts 3000 head; shipments 1600 head;
Ar at Hong Kong Jan 8, barque W H Beseee,
firm; inferior at 2 20; common 2 60@3 00; medium
Gibbs, Portland, O.
at 3
00; choice 4 00 @4 00.
C

Daily, (Night Pullman) for
Naco, Biddeford. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Bos-

WORLD 1

A

For the Care of Kidney and Liter Com*
plaints. Constipation, and all disorders
arising from an impure state of the BLOOD.
To women who suffer from any of the ills peculiar to their sex it is an unfailing friend. All
Druggists. One Dollar a bottle, or address Dy>
Daria Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y.

tions at 1.00 p. ui. Leave Bostou for
Portland at 0.00 p. in. Leave Portland
for Dover and %Vay Stations 1.00 nnd
3.00 p. in.

AT 2.00 A. M.i

5000 years old.
New blood
will always make new life.

Feb. 20.—Cotton steady.Middling up10% c.
Charleston, Feb. 20.—Cotton is firm; Middling
uplands 10 10-16@10y8c.
Memphis, Feb. 20.—Cotton is flrm;Middling uplands 10% c.

SUNDAY TRAINS
Leave Portland for Boston nnd Way Nta-

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND

over

Savannah,

*’

y

SILK

BOSTOJV,

lands

a. in., 12.30 nnd 3.30 p. m.
Morning
trains leave Keunebunk for Portland
7.25 a. ui. and Dover for Portland 8.00

9.00

Eastern Division.
•«*'

DAVID

barley 0,000.
Detroit, Feb. 20 —Wheat steady, No 1 White at
87%c; No 2 Red 86%c.
New Orleans, Feb. 20.—Cotton steady; Middling
Uplands 10% c.
Mobile, Feb. 20.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplauds 10 7-16c.

LEAVE BOSTON FOB PORTE
LAND

THE

KENNEDY’S

bush, rye 4,000
Shipments—Flour 9,000 bbls, wheat 20,000 bu,
corn 62,000 bush, oats 1,C00 bush, rye 1,000 bUBh,

TRAINS

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity
blength and wholesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short
weigh alum or phosphate powders.
Hold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powder Co.. 106 Wall St., N. Y.
mar7
dlyr

*ug2eod&wlynm

bush.

SAILINO OaSS

Pure*

Absolutely

tern

9@12%c,

5*30

P. M—Way Train for Keunebunk,
Kennebunkport, and all intermediate sta-

AT

Bern

quiet. Fiartl 2@3 points lower, closing weak with
moderate export demand; speculation tame; Western at

ui.

AT 1.00 P. UH.—Express Train for Naco, Biddeford, Kcnnebunk, Kennebunkport,
Dover, threat Falls, Koche-ter, Alton
Bay, Exeter, Lawrence. Lowell and
Boston, arriving at Boston 5.00 p. in.
AT 3.30 P. M.—Way Train for Naco, Biddeford, Kcnnebunk, Kennebunkport,
Dover, Great Falls, Rochester, Alton
Bny, Manchester and Concord, (via. New
Market
Junction.) Exeter,
Lawrence,
Lowell and Boston, arriving at Boston,

—

A little girl of seven exhibited much disquiet
at hearing of a new exploring expedition. “If
they discover any countries,” she said, “that
will add to the geography I have to study.
There’s countries enough now.”

Western Division.

Port Spain.

—

Wit and Wisdom.

PASSENGER SERVICE
Iu Effect Monlay, December 15, 1884.

graded Yellow 53%c. Oaf* %@6fco higher, only
moderately active, closing steady; roeipt* 20,900
husli; export*
bush: sales 112,000 bush on spot;
No 3 at 38c; do White at 38c;No 2 at 38%@39c in
elev; No 2 White at 39%@39%c; Noland No 1

low is Arm.

&J1ETI

BOSTON

Ar at Portland, Eng, Feb 14, ship Corlnga, Gib
son, from Hull for New York.
Sid fm St Thomas 3d, barque Lorena. for Carde
nas and Boston; sob A L Henderson, for Arecibc
and North of Hatteras.
Ar at Ponce Jan 6, brig Rachel Coney, Bryant
Demarara; 8th, sch Jos Wilde, Urann, Humacoa.
Ar at Calbarien Feb 11, sch Agnes I Grace,Small

without important change; sales 113,000 bush on
spot; No 2 Spring at 91%o; No 3 Red 87@87%o;
No a Red at 92 %c in elev; No 1 Red State at 98%;
No 1 White at 91%c. Rye Arm. Barley Arm. Dorn
without quotable change with a light export demand; speculative trade moderate; reoeipts 41,438
bush; export* 186,696 bush; sales 164.000 bush on
spot; No 3 at 63@53%c; No 2 at 63@64 in elev;

8TEAJHERN.

RAII.BOADft.

nafNCBLLANEEVa.

Singapore.

f.5

OM

Missouri Pacific.
93%
Morris & Essex
.. 120%
8
Mottle & Ohio.
Metropolitan Elevated. 99
Manhattan Elevated. 76
New York Elevated...120
tsorthern Pacific common.... 17%
67
Oregon Nav.
Pittsburg & Ft Wayne.120

Boston Market.

eyes.”

him home ! i

sittiug

have a

a

ly salve in the world. Sold by all druggists,
and sent by mail for 25 cents.

Southport,

Spank him

I am going to make s
deaf and dumb school instead. Jessica Van
Voost is a lunatic. I am going to let the
deaf and dumb school be a lunatic asylum
part of the time.
July 1st—May and I are in a disagreement.
She said I cheated playing croquet. She is
not very sweet tempered I don’ think. It it
so easy to be sweet tempered I should thinl
she’d try it once in a while. It is dreadful
for her to grow up so. I shan’t speak to hei
again as long as I live.
Nell sits on the door steps with Mr. Hart
most every evening. At eight o’clock he always kisses me good-night, and of course
I go indoors. They don’t come in though, i
think Mr. Hart must be fond of me. Wonder
if he thinks eight o’clock is my bedtime. It
isn’t.
July Dtb.—Yesterday was awful hot.
Bob, Jacky and I got up at four o’cleck and
threw torpedoes out of the window. The
sidewalk was so wot that hardly any of them
went off. Bob has a splendid cannon.
Papa says splendid is not the word for it.
It makes more noise than anything on the
street. Nell was real sweet and gave me
forty cents, and I had my kitten money; so
I bought three bunches ot snapping crackers,
two bunches of torpedoes, two soda waters,
a flag and some candy.
I fired off lots of
the ether children’s crackers, because I told
them they might get burnt, and I didn’t care
f I did. They thought I was real good to
help them. Our fence is all black on top,
we had so many cat and dog fights with
fusees.
May and I have made up. She is going to
have a party next week and has decided to
invito me. Kitty Jones isn’t invited, and
she says she is going to give a spite-party
aud not invite May.
Mr. Hart called on Nell last night. I was
in the bay window behind the curtain. She
looked just lovely and sang “Kathleen Mavonrneen,” “Auld Robin Gray,” and lots
of other things to him, and he leaned on the
piano and looked spooney at her. Bye and
bye I heard him say, “Miss Nell, do you
know yon are very pretty?” Nell cast down
her eyes and said she never thought of such
a thing.
Then I spoke right up and said,
‘•‘Why, Nell Banks, you told Maud Nelson
the other day that Mr. Vane said you were
a raving, tearing beauty, and you said
you
knew you had pretty hair, eyes and complexion, and you liked your nose if it did turn up

mourning costumes.

for the Directory is now completed,
publishers request that all recent
places of business or of residence, or
which may be made during the next few weeks, he
reported to them at once so that they may be given
correctly in the new edition; also that any who
may wish to advertise in the same will hand in
their copy, naming space they want to occupy.
canvass

THEandofthe

changes

B. THURSTON St

GO.,

Futol 1 sliors,

97 1-2
febl7

Exchange

St.
dlw

x* n.

ax> .a. Mio nr,

the .Greatest of all fle.meri.ta and flaKuetic
»' lijaiciana, will show the
only true method of the
fliud or Knilh Cure, at CONS. REHM HALL
every night at 8.
Admission only 10 cents. Special Matinee for ladies and
children, Saturday.

Prof. tadwcll nnd Dr. Dnmon
be consulted professionally
tty Hotel from 9 a. m. to N p.m

etui

at A

feb7

dtf

Cured
.knife.

Ml

without

the

use

of the

WILLIAM READ (M. D.,
Harvard, 1842) and ROBERT M.
| READ (M. D. Harvard, 1876), Avail

Houae, 174 Treutout (it Boei.u,
treat riaillLA, PICKS, AltD
THE
OK
«LI.
DISEASES
»itheut detention from
111
r~ e RLtTl.tl
business. References given. Send for
III! !
I I f A pamphlet. Office Honrs, 11 a. m. to 4
f
I i LLU p. m. (except Sundays).
,

AKl)

Iebl3

eodly

PORTLAND MECHANIC BLUES.

THE PRESS.

The

SATURDAY MORNING, FEB. 21.

Yesterday the Portland Mechanics Bines
gave their annual drill at City Hall, and also
received as geests the Yarmouth Rifles, who
took part in the drill and the ball which followed.
The Rifles arrived in the city by the afternoon train, and were received at the Grand
Trunk station by the Blues with
open ranks
and the usual military courtesies. The line

NKW ADVERTIN EM Eft TM TODAY.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Children’s Fancy Dress Party.
Lecture at Woodfords.

ADVERTISEMENTS,

NEW

Groceries—Geo. C. Shaw & Co.
Water, Smoke, Water—Elder & Douglass.
Monday Next —Mlllett A Little.
Owen, Moore & Co.—Special for Saturday,
SpriDg Styles—Somers.
Europe—Coik’s Excursion Parties.
To Let

Ro«

OFFICIAL OPINIONS.

Reception and Ball Given te the
Yarmouth Rifles.

then formed as follows:
Chandler’s Band.
Portland Mechanic Blues. Capt. P&vle.
Yarmouth Kifies, Capt. Merrill.
The ronte to the Falmouth Hotel—the headquarters of the Rifles—was filled with spectators who commented favorably on the soldierly
bearing and good marching' of the two commands.
The original enlistment papers of the Yarmouth Rifles were signed by 57 men, and on

W. F. Carruthers—3.
Warned—Lady or Gentleman.
Sunday Time Tabie—Congress Street Line.
A Big Offer—The National Co.
AUCTION SALES.
Fire, Smoke, Water—Fine Clothing, &c.
Advice to Mother*.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrap should always bo used when children are cutting teeth.
It relieves the little eufferer at
once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the
ohild from pain, and the little chernb awakes
as 44bright as a button.” It is
very pleasant to
taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums,
allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
bowels, and is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes.
Twenty-five cents a bottle.

July 31, 1383, 49 men were enrolled under the
supervision of Capt. N. D. Winslow, of the
Portland Cadets, assisted by Dr. James M.
Bates, formerly of the 13th Maine Volunteers.
The Rifles participated in the reception of the
Hartford City Guards, in this city July 30,
1884, acted as escort for W. L. Haskell Post G.
i A. R., on Memorial Day, and have given creditable exhibition drills at various places during the brief history of the organization. They
declO_WS&M&wlyr
are a fine looking body of men, tall, well setHave you the«e dangerous symptoms,—
and admirably adapted to military exercough, pain in the side or breast, fever, ehort- up,
cise. The average height of the picked drill
breatb, night-sweats, tickling, risiDg, or soresquad is six feet. The company now numbers
ness in the throat,

debility,

nervous

asthmatic

or bronchial affections? if
so, use at
Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam.
Feb16
MVP&S&w

once

__

Peb-onal. Mr. Geo. Smith, of firm Smith
& Blackstone, Portland, Me., recommends
Boderic’b Cough Balsam as the best remedy
for coughs and colds, and Bays he
always keeps

H in the house;

requested to

Monunj Lvemug, Feb. 23d, 1885,
at 7.30 o'clock,
To choose seven delegates from each ward, to attend

convention to be

a

City Building,

M.,

o’clock P.

held at Reception HallFeb. 24th, 1886, at 4
for the purpose of nominating a can-

Tuesday,

on

didate f.T Mayor.

Also to nominate

Alderman, three Common
Counciimen, a Warden, Ward Clerk, two City Constables, and ttve members of the Republican City
Committee from each Ward.
Also each of the following Wards will nominate a
candidate for Superiulendiug School CommitteeWards 2, 4, 6 and 7.
Per order Republican Citv Committee,
JABEZ

an

FRANK S. WATERHOUSE, Chairman.

TRUK, Secretary.

Muudav Services.
Abyssinian

Church—Preaching
by
3

Rev. J. G.
o’clock. Sabbatn School at 4%.
Wilson, pastor
Sabbath School Concert in the Evening.

All-Souls Church—Deering, (Stevens Plains.)
Rev. R. T. Polk will preach at 11 a. m.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church
Preaching by
Rev. Dr. Basbford, pastor 10.30 a. m. and 3
p. m.
Sunday school 1.30 p. m. Young people’s meeting
6. Social services 7 p. m.
—

Church of the Messiah—Universalist, corner
Congress and India Sts. Rev. Mr. Crosley, pastor.
Servioes 10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m. Morning: “The
Place Prepared for us.” Evening: “CUrist and the
Devil in the Wilderness.”
Clark Memorial M. E. Church—Woodfords
Sunday School at 1% p. m. Preachiug by Rev. W.
F. Berry, pastor at 2.30 p. m.
Young People’s
meeting at 6.16. Prayer meeting at 7.15.
Congress Stbeet M. E.

Church—Rev. E. T.

Adams, pastor, will preach at 10% a. m„ and 3
m.
Sunday school at 1 Vs p. m. Prayer meeting

46 men, and is well-eqnipped with breech-loading rifles of the Springfield pattern. The uniforms are of cadet gray, trimmed with gilt
braid. The roster is as follows:
Captain—F. B. Merrill.
First Lieutenant—F. A. Pendexter.
Second Lieu1 enact

p.
at

7 p. in.
First Baptist Church.-Preaching at 10.30 a.
m. by Rev. A. K. P. Small, pastor. Sabbath School
at 12 m. Praise Meeting at 7 p. m.
Second Lecture on Daniel.

Sergeants—W. B.

Hale,

F. A. True.

Universalist Church—Services at 10%
The pastor, Rev. Henry Bianchud will officiate. Sunday School at 12.16 p. m.
First Free Baptist Church—Congress street.
Preachiug by Rev. J. M. Lowden, pastor, 10.30a.rn

Sabbath school at 12 m. Prayer meeting at 7 p.
m.
Free St. Baptist
Church—Preacbiog at 10%
a. m. and 7 p. m. by Rev. C. H.
Rowe, of South Ablngton, Mass. Sunday school at close of morning
service. Sunday school prayer meeting at 0 p. m.
Gospel Mission.—Prayer meeting 9 a. m. Sun-

day School 10%

a. m. Preaching by the
pastor,
Rev.S. F. Pearson 3 p. ni. Service of song at 6.45.
Prayer and testimony for vice at 7.
New Jerusalem Church, New High
St—
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by Rev. Mr. Higgins, of the
Boston Theological School. Sabbath school at 12
m.
Vestry lecture at 7 p. m.
Park St. Church.—Rev. John A. Bellows, pastor, will preach at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School at
m.

Pine Street M. E. Church.—Sunday School at
1.30 p.m. Preaching at 3 p. m. Praise and prayer
meeting at 7.
PortlAND Liberal Fraternity, Congress
Hall,
at 2*30 p. in. Subject—“The Heavens declare the
glory o; God, and the immortality of man.”
Poetlaicd

Spiritual

Temple.-Cor. Congress
p. m., bv Mrs.

Lectures at a ana y

aiiu jk.hu am.

Colby,
speaker, of New York.
dren’e Progressive Lyceum at 1.30 p. m.
Pukblk Chapel—Sunday school at 2
A. li.

trance

Religious services at 3 p.
at 7. Free lo alt

m.

Cbilp.

m.

Temperance meeting

Second advent Chdech.—Preaching
A. Phelps, at 10% a. m. and 3
p. m.
school 12 m. Social service at 7.00 p. m.
C.

by

plauded.
Overture—The Silver Belt .Sclilepevrell
Selection—La Mascotte.Audran.
Medley—Brio a Brae.Missud.

Selection—Iolanilie.Sullivan.

Frolic—Medley.Damrn
After the concert the two companies marched into the hall amidst the warm applause of
the audience, following which came the company movements executed by the two commands separately.
To each company much

praise

must be

awarded.
The RifleB showed
much precision, the result of careful drill, and
the Blues were np to the standard, and were
especially good in oblique movements. Then
came the excellent bayonet drill of the Rifles,
followed by the manual without command, by
the Blues. The drill was witnessed by Mayor
King and a number of invited guests, as well

by 'the military, and evoked frequent applause.
The drill over, dancing was in order, and
was continued until a late
hour, the order including twelve dances. Capt. C. W. Davis
was floor director, ably assisted by Lieut. J. L.
Tryon and Sergeants J. B. Marsh and M A.
Ross, with privates J. W. Mountfort, XV. G.

as

Hale and F. D.

McCarthy.

The dance orders
were very pretty and in excellent taste.
PROHIBITION

THE
Mr.

Augustus

P.

_

Robert Ferguson.
the county jail.
in

Intoxication.

Larceny.

Fined

Thirty days
Three

in

months in

Minnie Bell.
Common drunkard.
Thirty days
city bouse of correction.
William H. Quinn. Search and seizure
Dis-

charged.

Brief

The public
Feb. 23d.

library

Joltings.
will be closed on

Monday,

Traders from

the country report that the
sleighing is excellent.
A first class track has been scraped on the
Back Bay, and trotters are speeded there.
Professor Cadwell and Dr. Damon continue
their successful mesmeric exhibitions at Congress Hall.
The woman’s gospel temperance meeting
will be held at the Mission this evening at 7.30.
AH are invited.
The entertainment given in City Hall Feb.
13tb, under the anspicesof the Congress square
aociable committee for the benefit of the Homs
for Aged Men, realized the sum of 8306.10.
The tenants of the buildings on the corner of
Brown and Congress streets have been notified
to vacate the premises, as a new block will
be erected there the coming summer.
A party from this city rode out to bluff Cot-

tage yesterday and enjoyed a fine dinner.
Eastman & Goodwin’s boat Bleigh carried the
patty.
Dr. H. A. Lamb will give his third lecture
Astronomy in Congress Hall, entrance on
Temple street, at 2.30 p. m. Miss Randall will
preside at the organ.
The postponed concert and lecture at the
Congress street M. E. church will be given
next Monday evening. The lecture is to be on
“Music and its Influences,” by Dr. Crandall
of this city.
Owing to the Washington’s birthday supper
to be given at the Chestnut street church on
on

Monday evening, Feb. 23, the Longfellow
Circle, will meet on Wednesday, Feb. 25th, instead of Monday.
The Deerlng Lodge of Masons installed its
new officers last evening, after which there
were literary exercises, a sapper end dance.
The lodge is in a prosperous condition,number103 members.
Rev. Henry Blanchard will preach tomorrow
morning in the Congress square church on
All
"The Theology of the Poet Longfellow.”

ing

now

persons interested are cordially invited to attend.
On Thursday evening a delegation from

Ivanhoe Division Uniformed Rank, Knights
of Pythias, of this city, visited the Division in
Lewiston, and were received with knightly
courtesy by their brethren in that city.
At the First Baptist church tomorrow even,
log Dr. Small will give the second lecture in
his course.

Subject,

"Daniel the Prophet.”
This promises to be of even greater interest
than the first one, and will be appropriately

illustrated.
Mr.

Basbford

will

for

Seabury,

secretary. The chairman read the call for the
meeting and a committee of seven was appoint
ed to nominate a candidate for Mayor and three

delegates

from each ward to nominate ward
officers. The following is the committee: I,
H. MoDonald, I. N. Sylvester, J. A. Kennedy,
J. S. White, J. F. Sheldon, George A. Wilson,
R. H. Murphy.
The committee reported that they had agreed
unanimously ou the name of Mr. Augustus F.
Cox, and presented that gentleman aB the prohibition candidate for Mayor.
They also reported, as far as completed, the list of delegates. The report was accepted and the meet-

ing adjourned until

next

SAD

Wednesday evening.

FATE.

Frozen to Death in the Storm.
C. Wesley Brown, who for many years has
lived a peculiar, almost hermit life two and a
half miles away from Gorham, was found yet-

terday morning

far

from his home frozen
to death. He undoubtedly lost bis way and
perished while endeavoring to walk home lu
the storm of last Monday night. Be was found
near the residence of Mrs. Miranda Elwell in
the town of Buxton.
not

Personal.

JUDGE GOULD.

Intoxication.

MEETING.

Nemiwttcd

In response to a call issued by the chairman
of the city committee of the Prohibition Party
between thirty and forty men assembled in the
Reform Club Rooms last evening
The meeting was called to order bv I. H. McDonald,
and an oaganizatlon waB effected with Rev. S.
F. Pearson, chairman and W. H.

imtnicipal Canrt.
Friday—Edward Carroll.

Cox

Mayor.

Second Congregational Chdech—Rev. C. H.

$3 and costs.
Edwa-d Fay.
county jail.

A.

ty assembled in City Hall, and from 8 to 9 n.
m. Chandler’s orchestra discoursed the following fine programme, which was warmly ap-

Sunday

Daniels, pastor. Pleaching at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p.
by pastor.
Sunday School at 1.4,"> p. m.
Sunday school Concert at 7. p. m.
St. Lawrence St. Chdech.—rreaching by Wm.
E. Gould Esq., at 10% a. m., and by Rev. E. C.
Cmnmings at 3 p. m. Sunday school 1.30 p. m.
Evening meeting 7 o’clock.
Williston Chdech—Preaching at 10.30 a. m.
by Rev. L. H. Hallock pastor. Sunday School 3 p.
m.
Temperance meeting 7 p. m.
Yodng Men’s Christian Association.—Gospel
meeting at 7 p. m., conducted by Mr. George F.

BEFORE

F.

pany.
After dinner the Rifles visited the Blues armory and later made a short parade of the
streets. In the evening there was a large par-

Elder

m.

French.

Bussell,

Corporals—G. M. Lovering, G. H. True, B. Black,
D. W. Frye, F. C. Moody, S. M. Seabury.

First

a. m.

12

H. A. Merrill.
Allen, F. W.

Privates Edward Russell and Edward L. Baker wear the “crack shot badges” of the com-

REPUBLICAN CAUCUSES.
The Republicans of Portland are
meet at their various Ward Rooms on

What is Thought of Co-operative
Life Insurance by the Men
Who Understand It.
Testimony of Insurance Commissioners
and Ex-Insurance Commissioners
of the United States—From
Their Official Reports.

was

m.

diarrhoea,

CITIZEN'S MEETING.

preach

upon Paul's
Theology at Chestnut street church tomorrow
forsnoon, and in the afternoon on Paul’s
Philosophy—his treatment of the question of
slavery, wine and women.
Next Wednesday morning at 11 o’clock,
there will be a rehearsal in Gilbert’s Hall for
the grand march of all the children who are to
take part in the fancy dress party.
The party
will he in City Hall on the afternoon of Thurs-

Prof. J. B. Foster of
in the city yesterday.

Colby University

was

Rev. Mr. Daniels will deliver a sermon to
young men tomorrow afternoon. All such are
specially invited and made welcome.
Edward L. Dyer and Benjamin Gibson left
yesterday for a fenr weeks’ trip to New Orleans.'
James T. Furber of Lawrence, general manager B. and M. R. R., F. H. Fletcher of New
York and Charles D. Johnson of Cincinnati
were at the Falmouth Hotel last night.
Edward W. A. Rand, for the paBt eighteen
years an operator in the Western Union telegraph office in this;city, died at his residence
on Lincoln street yesterday.
He entered the
service as a messenger twenty years ago. He
has taken the Associated Press despatches for
the Advertiser for many years.
He leaves a
wife and three small children.
His funeral
will be attended by his brother operators and
others on Sunday afternoon.
He will be
much missed for he was a thoroughly gopd fellow.
Work of the Woodbur
The revenue steamer Woodbury was busy on
the coast near Rockland during the recent
On February 18, she found
heavy weather.
the schooner Electric Light of Vinalhaven solid in the ice at the eastern entrance of Fox
Island thoroughfare.
She was cut out and
towed into clear water
The same day the
Woodbury found the three masted schooner
Woodside of Bath, from Boston to Rookport,

becalmed between Alden’s Rock
and the
Southern Triangles drifting on the ledges. She
was towed to Rockport.
Thursday she towed the schooner Ella and
Annie out of Rockport harbor clear of the ice.
The same day she fonnd the schooner William
J\ Donnel of Bath, Boston for Rockport, in
the ice off Fisherman’s Island, trying to beat
to windward and losing ground.
She was

Hon. P. H. Spooner, Insurance
Commissioner of Wisconsin.
"I do not regard co-operative life insurance as sound in theory, or likely to be beneficial in practice. I do not consider them in any
sense certain to be continuously successful. My
knowledge and experience with them gives me
no faith in their stability.
I do not view them as being really life insurance companies fit to be compared in responsibility and likelihood of fulfilling their promises to the well known
old line organizations.
They oannot give insurance as cheap for any
resonable length of time as the old line companies. The opportunities (or dishonest management in them are greater than in the old or-

Opinion of

ganizations.”
Opinion of Hon. Julius L. Clarke of Massa-

chusetts.
“As a substitute for pure and genuine life
insurance, the whole co-operative scheme is a
wretched failure, unworthy a moment’s consideration.”

Opinion of Hon.

W. S. Selfe, Insurance Commissioner of Missouri.
“From their very nature, leaving out of
view all questions of fraud and mismanagement, they must be short lived, and hence only those members comparatively soon after becoming such may reasonably expect to have
their death losses paid.
No society doing life
business, which ignores or disregards the mortality tables ana interest accumulations as
theBe do, can hope to be successful.
In the
matter of levying false and fraudulent assessments, and in swindling their members in the
settlement of death losses
the opportunity is unlimited, and there is absolutely
no check upon or protection against dishonest

management.”
Opinion of Hon. John W. Stedman, ex-insurance Commissioner of Connectictit.

"Assessment life insurance societies are unsound in theory, and their tenure of life but

temporary.”
Opinion of

Hon. Elizur Wright, ex-insurance
Commissioner of Massachusetts.
"II the co-operative scheme is to be called
insurance at all, it is merely temporary insurance on credit. Jnst as snre as the down-hill
road of life grows steeper and steeper, and the
ucmatiuo uu

tuo

uvuiK UieUiUtTS

spondmgly heavier, this credit

COrtewill prove a
cease to pay.
D3C01316

failure. The hale members will
The moribund will be disappointed. They have
been thus far apparently insured to the full
value of the money they have paid. If the
insurance bad really been of a good quality, it
might be said they enjoyed all they paid for.
But the insurance has been miserably imperfect, because it all the while ran the risk of
what has now happened. They have contributed largely to the indemnity of others,
acd are now, when health has failed, and no
sound company will admit them, left in the
lurch as to their own.”

Opinion of Hon.

Oliver

Pillsbury, Insurance

Commissioner of New Hampshire.

‘‘Similar companies, after a brief existence,
have proved disastrous failures, enriching a
few officers only, and leaving their deluded
victims to claw at the air.”
Hon. Henry C. Kelsey,Insurance Commissioner
of New Jersey.
Keports “that no outside assessment company
is permitted to do business in New Jersey and
that he is happy to say there is little prospect of
a change in the law in that
respect.”
Opinion of Hon. Joseph H. Wright, Insurance
Commissioner of Ohio.
At a meeting of State Insurance Commissioners in Massachusetts, Mr. Wright Baid
"that the multiplication of these societies was
the result of the people not informing themselves concerning the laws and experience of
life insurance; that if they ehould so inform
themselves they would scon see that the cooperative plan was the more costly one in the
end.”

Opinion of

Hon. A.

If.

M’QiU, Insurance

Commissioner of Minnesota.

"I consider the existence of these societies to
be at a'.l times precarious; that the history of
the co-operatives condemns both the theory
and its practice; that they lack the adhesiveness, stability, financial strength and other elements of permanence, which the old system so

eminently possesses.”
Opinion of Hon. Thomas B. Needles, Insurance
Commissioner of Illinois.
“In my judgment,co-operative life insurance,

offered by the various muiual aid societies
in operation, is unsound and fallacious,
full of errors, and sure to bring disappointment
and lo-s to those who trust to their protection.
They are money-making concerns, intended to
benefit their originators, officers aud managers,
while their real object is disguised under
various benevolent aud mutual aid titles.
The bond
of
union is
so
weak lhat,
should the societies fail to fulfill the large
promises of their agents, should the mortality increase aud the assessments multiply
more rapidly than
was anticipated,
and the
members find that it does not pay to remaio,
and there is no loss in withdrawing, they will
drop out iu large numbers. The rate of mortality changes from year to year. The average
age of the members advances, and cannot be
off-set by the accession of new members; and
in consequence the rate of mortality is certain
to increase. The assessments for death losses
bvuu uecuuie n uuruen wnicn me
members, disappointed in their expectations of cheap insurance, will no longer bear.
Those whose health has become impaired,
and who are no longer insurable, will be compelled to remain or forego the benefits of any
kind of insurance
I regard them as utterly irresponsible, and
have no confidence in their permanenoe, and
believe their large promises will result in
nothing hat disappointment and loss to those
who trust to their protection.”
as

now

Opinion of

Hon. Orrin T. Welch, Insurance
Commissioner of Kansas:

This plan of insurance, so far as its working
has come to my knowledge,managed asjit is,|is
deceptive and dangerous to the welfare of the
communities where operated.
The persons
who organize these associations do not invest a
dol'ar of their own money in them; their patrons furnish all of it.”
Hon. J. M. Forster, Insurance Commissioner of Pennsylvania, says: “Experience has demonstrated the fallacies of the co-o, erative
system. For a limited time these companies
have an apparent prosperity; but their decadence is as marked and rapid as their rise. The
principles by which they are governed will not
stand the test of examination, and it is impossible to find an actuary of ability and character to sustain them. If the managers of these
companies expect to commend them to the public as economical substitutes for regular life
insurance, they must produce a better record
than they have."
A Massachusetts Report says: “Claiming to
be mutual in name and character, and in the
distribution of promised benefits, these societies are only practically mutual in the interest
of managers and agents.”
A Missouri Report says: “The delusive plan
of co-operative life insurance demands some
action by the Legislature. In two former reports the superintendent has alluded to it
briefly, but emphatically. It is mentioned
again because in the West it is making headway, seriously to the detriment of the public
good. It bears the relation to the regular business of iife insurance that the wildcat fire
companies of former years bore to legitimate
fire insurance.”
An Ohio Report says; “A more transparent
delusion and snare for the unwary and for the
ignorant could scarcely be imagined.”
A Kentucky Report says: “These concerns
are called cc-operative perhaps because
practically the officers get the money for th9ir salaries and expenses in advance, and leave the
members by voluntary cooperation to pay each
other In case of loss.
A New York Report says:
“These institutions are well calculated to deceive the unsuspecting. They are put in operation without
capital, and are, for the most part, lawless, irresponsible and dangerous concerns.”
A Kansas Report says: “Pay as you go, or
co-operative companies, few of which, outBide
of thoBe that confine their business to insuring members of particular societies, are anything more than a lot of wild-cat associations
organized for enriching managers.”
Opinion of lion. A. W. Paine, Ex-Insurance

Commissioner of Maine:

careful reflection and a full hearing
__:_
l_n_

thn

held

High street chnrcb, Anburn, Wednesday
evening, Key. George D. Lindsay the pastor
formerly of Congress etreet church iu this city,
in

The Rev. J. M. Williams of Pine
street M. E. chnrcb, Portland, dwelt upon
"The Peculiarities of Methodism.”
He said
many of those which were once peculiarities,

presided.

not so now, other denominations haying
adopted them, by which means they have been
greatly quickened and helped. The class meet
ing, lay preaching, Methodist fire, a distinot
and clear way of presenting the doctrine of
sanctification, and the itinerancy, were emphasized.
are

Wooden Wedding.
Mr. and Mrs. X. J. Little celebrated the
fifth anniversary of their marriage at their residence on Pins street Thursday evening. The

invitations, engraved on wood paper, were
About 125 guests
uoiqae and appropriate.
were in attendance and the evening was spent
mo9t agreeably. All united in expressing most
hearty congratulations to the host and hostess
and the many presents represented a great variety of wooden articles. The inner man was
abundantly and elegantly cared for by Robinson.

__

Correction.
Gol. Merrill was not present at the wardroom, or at the Democratic caucus in ward
1 until after the regular time called for the
A

day, Feb. 26.
There will be a temperance meeting under
the auspices of the Law and Order League and
the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union, at
7.30o’olock p. m., Sunday, Feb. 22d, in the
There will be addresses by
Williston church.
Rev. Mr Rayley, Mr, W. L. Dana and Mrs.

meeting Thursday night,and took no other part
in the proceedings than to move the adjournment of the caucus to last evening and that
when the caucus was held that the check list be
used. The Colonel won his title by gallant
Bervlce daring the war and Is not the man to

Sunt.

engage in any underhanded proceeding),

the

■

a

,,

other conclusion than that a system
bo nnsafe,
and at the same time so deceptive
and illusive, could not justly, with a proper regard for th^best interests of the people of this
State, be permitted to do business. He accordingly refused the applications of the several
companies applying, and authorized the announcement that none could be permitted to
practice the system in this Stale.”
Opinion of Hon. Joshua Nye, ex-insurance
Commissioner of Maine'
come to no

“Co-operate or assessment companies are a
great humbng, a cheat and snare, usually organized to give office to individuals. Built
GDontbesaDd, they cannot stand the test of
the true principles of sound and reliable life
insurance.
Steamer Movement*.
The City of Richmond arrived at this port
from Eastport at 11 o’clock Thursday night.
The vessel reports a rough passage.
A great
amount of ice was encountered, detaining the
steamer for some time in making Rockland.

Eggemoggin

Reach
The ice was

found

to be frozen
over.
eight or ten inches*in
thickness compelling the taking of the outside
was

passage.
The LewiBton came in from
day afternoon. She brought

Eastport yestera heavy
freight

and reports a pleasant passage.
The cutter Dallas has been to the eastward
doing good work in assisting vessels through
the ice.

Bargain*

Mhoe*.
offer $9,000 worth of boots

In Bool* and

Elder & Douglass
and shoes (which were slightly damaged by
smoke and water at the Tuesday night fire)
during the next ten days at remarkably low
prices. Many of these goods were really not

damaged at all by
moval, and they oan

fire or water, only by rebe found at Ho. 431 Con-

gress street, nnder Odd Fellows’ Hall.
sale will begin at 8 a. m. to-day.

The

Legislature.

Charles J. Chapman and Malcolm
F. Hammond waited upon Mayor King and
presented him the following petition:
To the Hon. Board of Mayor and Aldermen of the
City of Portland:
We, the undersigned, citizens of Portland, qualified by law to vote in city affairs, respectfully request your honorable body to oall a public meeting
Of citizens, qualified to vote *in city affairs, to be
held Saturday evening, Feb. 21st,at Reception Hall,
City Building, for the purpose of consulting upon
the public good in regard to the bill concerning the
Portland & Ogdensburg. K. R., now pending before
the Legislature of Maine, and to take such action
as the citizens may deem necessary.
Chas. J. Chapman,
Malcolm F. Hammond,
Fessenden V. Carney,
Thos. Shaw,
Win. K. Hilton,
H. M. Howes,
Ben j. T. Harris,
Geo. Tolman,
H. L. Sherman,
F. A. Gage,
S. A. Simpson.
S. G. G. Wood,
Cousens ti Tomlinson,
Theodore A. Josslyn,
F. A. Pitcher,
John Q. Twitehell,

Yesterday

Geo. A. Hunt,
Jas. H. Hall,
J. H. Fletcher,
G. H. Purington,
Howard E. boule,

Hunt,
Washington Ryan,
E. Corey,
Stan wood T. Soule,
F. Southworth,
Archeiaus

Eugene Merrill,
W.H. Woodbury,

O. O.

Woodbury,
J. K. Emery,
N. A. Sanborn,

D. W. True,
D. P. Perkins,
E. C. Hersey,
R. D. Woodman,

G. O. K.
Geo. H.

W.H. Shurtleff,
D. McClure,
J. W. Deering,
Harry A. Fletcher,
Edward H. Carney,
F. H. Little,

Cram,

Fletcher,

W.S. Corey,

Lord,
D. W. Kensell,
John H. True,
Geo. E. Davis,
Geo. W. True,
A. H. Berry,
Samuel

J. W. Tabor,
Samuel A. True,

Chas. McLaughlin,
Chas. D. Merrill,
Emery & Furbush,
Frank E. Davis,
A. H. Knight,
S. B. Hersey,
Geo. W. Woodman,

J. T. Eustis,
Daniel F. Emery, Jr.,
W. C. Webster,
Charles L. Jack,
Henry H. Burgess,
J. H. Crockett,
M. A. Holden,

Chas. Fobes,

Ammonia in

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

The Celebrated Chemist and Professor,

McAleney,

Martia J.

expelled during baking, but remains in
to the

1.

It is free from the Ammonia which contaminates the

2.

It

a

R. A.

usual to-day.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Royal;

produced by
1884.

a

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, University of Buffalo,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, University of Vermont,
Professor of Physiological Chemistry, University of the City of New York,
City Chemist to the City of Buffalo, N. Y.

GROCERIES
"T-jEE 'O

—

SILK
UKUA1IWAK

WITTHAUS, A. M., M. D.,

—

LOWEST PRICES EVER MADE
Owing to the extreme depressions of values and the
large accnmulation of stock in the hands of importers
and manufacturers, we are to-day enabled through
recent purchases at first hands to offer some most
extraordinary bargains in all kinds of Groceries.

KOTES.

occasion of the unveiling of the bust of
Longfellow, at City Hall, next Friday evening, the
HaydnAseociation will sing the following selections:
Choral—To God on High (from St. Paul).
Mendelssohn
Choral—The Heavens are Telling (Creation!.. Haydn
Duet and Chorus—Excelsior (arranged bv Kotz..Haifa
Chorus—Hallelujah, Mount of Olives_Beethoven
John Parselle, the veteran actor, who was connected with the Union Square Theatre, was buried
'i hursday in Greenwood Cemetery.
The services
were conducted at the “Little Church around the
Corner,” by the Rev. Dr. Houghton. Among those
preseut were Lester Aiailack, John Gilbert, Ro.e
Cughlan,Osmond Tearle, Theo. Moss, Wm. J. Florence, Sara Jewett, Maud Harrison and John Stetson.
The pall bearers were fellow aotors of the
deceased.
Our people want only the freshest in the dramatic market," said the Dakota dramatio oritio
wh im the representative of an eastern
tragedian
questioned, “t know this 'Merchant of Venice’
you talk about. I saw It in Salt Lake as far back
as ’81.
No such wormy chestnut will go down with
a cultured community that had ‘Young
Mrs. Winthrop’ and ‘The Banuit King* three mouths after
they were brought out at Drury Lane."
A correspondent of the Buffalo Express tells a
story auent the Christmas music at Trinity
hurch, New York. The girls were practicing some
ancient chorals written in the missal style of the
16th century, which Dr. Dix, to his great
delight,
had been able to borrow.
A huge page of the
precious melody, with notes as big as plaques, and
embellished with heads of saints and angels, was
displayed on an easel in front of them. They were
expected to enthuse mightily over this treasure of
art and religion, and raise their voices
reverentially
to the mummified tune. There was one girl, a
high,
squeaky soprano, who seemed to have a vocal ex
at
a
certain point, sending one note uo like
pression
a sky-rocket.
Dix was a little startled, and let her
try it over and over again, and ever with the same
“I beg your pardon, Miss Sophie,”
e said,
“but where dd you find that note
away up in high G?” She gazed fixedly at the ornate sheet of rnnsic, with its conglomeration of
notes and cherubim. Then she emitted a te-he and
said: “Well, doetor, it I haven’t been singing the
head off that bald angel every time I came to it.”

good

Shenomenon.
blandly,

Reform Club Convention.
of the Reform
Clubs of Maine will be held at Auburn, Me.,
Wednesday and Thursday, March 4th and 6th,
1886, commencing at 10 o’c'ock a. m. Free entertainment will be provided by the Auburn Club for
all who may attend the convention. Reduced fares
may be expected from the railroads, ft is hoped
that each club in the State will send at least one
delegate to the convention.
Per order State Committee:
P. H. Oliver, Bath, Chairman.
J. A. Kennedy, Portland, Secretary.
Papers throughout the State please copy.
State

Quarterly State Convention

3

lb Choice

Oolong Tea

"
lb
Boasted or Ground Bio Cofl'ee
..
6
lb Best
Java ••
*Vi lb Extra
••
3% lb Mandehling
3
gals. Choice Cooking Molasses...
Beet
2% ••
30
lb Best Scotch Oat Meal.
40
lb
Graham Flour.
50
lb
Corn Meal.
"
40
lb
Eye Meal.
14
lb
English Currants.
10
lb Choice Cooking Baisins.

B

Ailll

STYLES
All Silk Hats

bought of

city, j?cd. zu, unarms MUl-in, agea 44 yrs.
[Boston and St John, N. B., papers copy.]
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, Feb. 20, Harold Allen, only child of
Fred E. and Minnie A. Rundlett. aged 10 months
and 18 days.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock
at No. 213 Cumberland street. Bath papers copy.
In this city, Feb. 20, Johnny L„ youngest child of
Henry R. and Lulls M. Stlckney, agod 4 months
and 12 days.
[Funeral this (Saturday) afternoon at 2 o’olock
at No. 27 Dow street.
In Biidgion, Feb, 16, Mrs. Polly Sylvester, widow
of Amasa Sylvester, aged 89 years 9 months.
In Bridgton, Eeb. 16, Miss Lovina E. Seavey
aged about 44 years.
In Harrison, Feb. 13. Mrs. Eunice, wire of Calvin
Stearns of Lovell, aged 23 years.

9
16

14
20
11

lb Best

"

10

SOMERS,
lAilMRM! AW RETAIL

TER,

MIDDLE

I suffered with catarrh 6 or 8 years; tried
many wonderful cures, Inhalers, etc., spending nearly one hundred dollars without benefit.
I tried Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and was greatly
improved*” M. A. Abbey, Worcester, Maes.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is characterized by
Ihree peculiarities : 1st, the combination of
remedial agents; 2d, the proportion; 3d, the
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Bend for book containing additional evidence)
Hood’s Sarsaparilla tones up my system,
purifies my blood, sharpens my appetite, and
seems to make me over.” J. P. Thompson,
Register of Deeds, Lowell, Mass.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
Is worth its weight in gold.” I. Babbington.
130 Bank Street, New York City.

Hold’s

Sarsaparilla

Bold by all druggists, fit; six for fi5. Made
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

l008Doso8_On©^Dollar«

St.

Cross

feb21eodtf

Cook's Excursion Parlies sail from New
April, May, June and July ,by First-class
steamships.
Npecial Tourist Tickets for Individual
Travellers ct reduced rates, by the best routes
for pleasure travel.
Cook’s Excursionist, with maps, contains
full particulais; by mail for 10 cents.
THOM. COOK A MON, 261 Broadway, N. Y.
or 197 Washington St. Boston, Mass.
feh21'
S&W16 w
York in

100
100
100
1 00
100
1 00
100

100
100
100

100
1 00

••

lb Choice Eioe ...
lb Carolina
lb New Turkish Prunes.
lb Choice Evaporated 4pples.

lb

1 00
1 00

00
100

1

SPRING_STYI.ES

WAITED.-

Goods.

New

A

SPECIALTIES.

high

11 Bromfield Street, Boston, IV|as9,
feb21

A

585 & 587Congress Street and 235 Middle Street.
feb21
eud2w

WATER! SMOKE!! WATER!!!
9,000 DOLLARS WORTH
-OF-

BOOTS and SHOES
That must be sold in the next 10

Elder &

LET-One

OSLY"‘$*2.eO.

ST.

Under
Sale to

commence

Fellows

Saturday Morning,

private famBROWN

14

21-1

every Lady to examine our Spring
Styles. Ladies’ Kid Foxed Button only $2.00.
Ladies’ Kid Button only $2.00. Ladies' Goat Button only $2.00.

ACCTION MA3.91N

Children’s and Misses’ School Boots.
Children’s and Misses’ Spriug Heel
Boots.
Youths’ and Boys’ School Boots.
Youths’ and Boys’ Button Boots.

FIRE! WE! WATER I
$8000 Worth

GEYTLEIEN’S

—

Solid Durable Congress and Balmorals only $2.00.
Gents’ Calf Congress $2, $2.50, $3, and $3 50.
Gents’ Cloth Top Jersey Congress.
Plain Top Foxed Congress, Jersey make.
"
Jersey Newark goods in all the leading
styles at sign of Gold Boot.
Buy your boots at Sign of Gold Boot. Rent and
Expenses only one third as much as our competitors. This fact alone should prompt you to examine our goods and get our prices for good, solid,
durable goods.

FINE

OF

—

CLOTHING,

FllMSHMG GOODS, &c„
BY

PEOPLE

AUCTION.

ENTIRE STOCK

of the city are invited to call at Sign of
Gold Boot for their Boots and Shoes.

T. F. Darin, WMwisst,
Oppoile Preble Ilou.r,

on

TUESDAY, February £1,

at lO

and £.30 o’clock, continuing until
the entire stock is sold,

THE SHOE HEALER

Cl CONGBESS SE.

ROWLAND,

feb21

BAlijKY

F. O.

TELEPHONE 583.

eo4tf

&

CO.,

AUOTIONKE RS.

fel>21

IE.

att

GREAT BARGAINS

DOUGLASS’,

Odd

with gas,

room

Inquire

Wanted,

have removed their stock to 431 Congress
St., under Odd Fellows Hall.

ELDER &

furnished

ily; gentlemen preferred.

Douglass

The stock is slightly damaged by water by the Fire of Tuesday
night.
Many ol the goods are not damaged at all by water only by removing,
bnt we have decided to sell every dollar’s worth of the goods and go
back to our old store with a new stock the 1st of March.
The cheapest place in the world for the next ten days to buy Boots
and Shoes is at

D||2

DIU

Operating Washing Machines.

large
and furnace;
TOhot and cold water,
at

Living out

days

d3t

rt IT CCD To introduce them, we will
urrc.n.j.ive away 1,000 Self-

If you want
one send in vour name, address, and express office
atonoe. THE NATIONAL Co., 23 Dey Street. N.
Y.feb21d3t

half sizes.

GEO. C. SHAW & CO

LADY or gentleman of good address to take
orders tor “Picturesque Canada.” a new and
class subscription hook, good inducements.

BELDON BROTHERS,

200 pairs Woodmansee & Gars ides’ French, Oil
Goat, Foxed, Button Dongola Top, New and Stylish. London Toe, Arch Instep only $4.50, former
price $5 50, A A, A. B, &c,t sizes 2 Vs to 7.
Ladies’ French Kid Button, London Toe, Arch
Instep, New and Stylish, Boyd’s make, AAA, AA,
A, &c.
Ladies’ French Kid Foxed, Woodmansee & Garsides* make. French Matt Top, AA. A, B, 0 and D.
Ladies’ French Kid Common Sense, with low
made Heels.
Ladies’Cloth Top Button, all widths, sizes and

BOOTS & SHOES

Hall.

—

ONE

at 8 o’clock.

FOR

—

WEEK.

dlw
-------

MONDAY

PERRY’S Slue1 Store

NEXT!

233 York

COLORED CRO GRAIN SILK*.
MILLETT

&

Saturday NIgrht, February

LITTLE.

once.

Colors, Blue, Garuet, Brown, Stone, Olive, Bronze, Grey,
71 Drab
Electric, Red; all desirable colors.
shall
not
We
display these goods on our counters until the sale commences, Monday. If stormy sale will be postponed until llie first
pleasant day.
—

Millett & Little.

Peb20____

SUNDAY

BOOKS.

Vaughan St.

TIME-TABLE.
High

2 40

great variety in stock or

4 15

manufactured to order.

6 40

_

8 40

St.

9 62
10 17
12 02
12 27
2 22
2 47
3 57
4 22
6 22
6 47
8 22
8 47

——

1010
11 56
12 20

A

att

CONGRESS STREET EINE.
WINTER
ARRANGEMENT.
Atlantic st.
1010
1165
12 20
12 46
2 40
3 05
4 16
4 40
fi 40
7 06
8 40
9 05

RUNNING TIME
d3t

Between Vaughan Street ana Office 10 minute..
Between Atlantic Street and Office 16 minute.
rortiaaa, freb. lt>, 1885.
febl4d2t

magazines
Specialty.

Kind ingot'

Easter Cards

At

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
Special forSaturday

LOW, SHORT &
feb7

474 Congress Street.

Easter Cards
At BTOCKBRIDGE’S Mnsic Store.

HOSIERY DEPARTMENT.

at 75 cents a

& CO.
dlt

dlw

1886

eod2m

200,000 just received and for sale by

Ladies’ Fleeced Hosiery in real ingrain colors, Black, Brown. Navy, Garnet and Grey, will
be sold to-day at 50 cents per pair.

STOCKBRIDGE’S Music Store.

febZO

HARMON,

One thousand yards Silk Crepe Suisse Neck
Ruchings will be sold at 10 cents per yard. No
more than 12 yards will be sold to one purchaser

■'

DrPERRY.

GEO

ACCOUNT

a

OWiOOORE

28th.

All goods now on hand will be
sold regardless of cost until that
time.
A few
dumnged goods
left that must be sold.
Uepairing attended lo as usual.

We shall offer commencing Monday morning one more opportunity to the Ladies of Portland and vicinity to secure an elegant silk
dress for little money.
30 pieces French Gro Grain Silks worth $1.00 our price 58 cents.
This is the greatest bargain we have ever offered in silk goods.
We make iliis unprecedented price in order to close them oh! at

teb21

Street,

will be closed for repairs

Catarrh Cured

I suffered with catarrh fifteen years. Took
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and I am not troubled any
with catarrh, and my general health is much
better.” I. \V. Lillis, Postal Clerk Chleags
a St. Louis Railroad.

STREET,

Head

Opp.

20

teb21_
Catarrh is a very prevalent disease, with
distressing and offensive symptoms. Hood’s
Sarsaparilla gives ready relief and speedy
cure, from the fact it acts through the blood,
and thus reaches every part of the system.

READY.

Ironed Free of Charge.

us

MARRIAGES.

in icis

WLAIS’

VUlilir

WOW

Fine Stiff and Soft Hats made to order Without Extra Charge.

253

Fancy Evaporated Apples.$1 00
lb Choice Sliced Apples. 1 00
13
qts. Best Pea Beans. 1 00
12
Yellow Eyed Beans. 100
Medium Beans. 1 00
17
18
lb Leathe & Gore’s Best Family Soap.. 1 00
20
lb Pure Starch..
l 00
17
lb Best Tapioca. 100
4
lb Strictly Pure Cassia. 100
•*
1 •
4
lb
Cloves. 100
5
lb
Pepper. 100
"
6
lb
Allspice. 100
6
lb
Ginger. 100
23
lb Best Baking Soda..
1 00
2>/a lb Pure Cream Tartar. 1 00
13
cans Best Maine Sweet Corn. 1 00
13
Choice Tomatoes. 1 00
*■
8
Baltimore Peaches. 100

$1 00
1 00

Soinera.

DEATHS.

Special Spring Color, the
it leads them all. Every-

HATS!

WHAT ONE DOLLAR WILL BUY:

Somers, the hatter, No. 253 Middle street,
has artistically arranged in one of his large

In Naples, Jan. 30, Herbert M. Lyman of Dover,
Vt., and Miss Idella M. Foye of Upton, Me.
In Waterville, Feb. 14, Ralph L. Partridge and
Miss Mary E. Sonic.
In Litchfield, Feb. 17, Josiah D. Buker of Litchfield and Miss Lizzie M. Mitchell of Monmouth.
In Wess Athens, Feb. 18, Elmer M. Bowden and
Miss Inez E. Horn, both of Athens.

Special

EUROPE,

feb2i

show windows all of the materials nsed in the
manufacture of fine stiff, soft and silk batsBeing a practical hatter he understands the
wants of the retail trade and he shows the hat
when first formed and in all the different processes until finished.
He is the only hatter in
Maine that makes fine stiff, soft and silk hats
for the retail trade.

onr

WE MANUFACTURE OUR

baking powder.

On the

The

We will also show on onr counters our
most stylish color ever shown in the city,
thing new and correct for shapes.

greater proportion of the only gas,

carbonic acid, which should be

Buffalo, N. Y„ Aug. 22,

greatly

because:

Royal Baking Powder,

yields during baking

as

BARREMDRE.

Leading Spring Styles.

the bread.

I consider Cleveland’s Superior Baking Powder

preferable

THE WINDSOR

The above cuts represents two of

Flaherty.

Washington’s Birthday.

as

Superior

ing Alum, concerning whose deleterious qualities so much has been
said; particularly as it has been shown by direct experiment that
Carbonate of Ammonia, if present in a baking powder, IS not

Patrick

As Monday will be generally observed as a
holiday, instead of Saturday, the Custom
House will be closed on that day, but will be
open as usual to-day. The banks and public
library will be closed Monday. The post-office
will be open Monday the regular holiday hours
from 8 to 9 a. m., and from 2 to 3 p. m. The
carriers make one delivery only, and that in
the morning. The window in connection with
the carriers’ division will be open from 8 to 9
a m. and from 2 to 3 p. m.
The office will be
open

Subject.

In my opinion a baking powder containing Ammonia is much
more liable to produce disturbances of digestion than one contain-

Alderman—John S. Russell.

City Committee—John S. Russell, William

the

Powder does not.

express their views.
The meeting is called at 7.30 o’clock.

man.

SPRING STYLES!

powders are the same, with one important exception: the Royal
contains Carbonate of Ammonia, whereas Cleveland’s Baking

citizens coma

Warden—Charles M. Cushman.
Clerk—Anthony O. Fernald.
School Committee—Charles B. Merrill.
Constables—Stephen D. Hall, John B.
Smith.
Delegates to nominate a candidate for
Mayor—Charles B. Merrill, D. D. Hannegan.
Samnel J. Anderson, Patrick J. Welsh, John
Hollyhood, Daniel Driscoll, 2d, Isaac D. Cash-

on

qualitative analyses of Cleveland’s

I have made careful

a dramatic company.
It was decided therefore to bold an informal
meeting at Reception Hal), this evening, a*

Councilman—Thomas McMahon,
O’Neil, Jerome Rnmery.

to

Injurious

Baking Powder and of the Royal Baking Powder, and have also
I find
determined the amount of available gas yielded by each.
that the substances which enter into the composition of the two

by

A Noisy Caucus.
The adjourned caucus in Ward i last night
was a very tnrbnlent one.
There were about
as many people present as
could be packed IIto the room and the hooting and
howling was
incessant. Col. Charles B. Merrill presided
and endeavored to see that the factions had
fair play, but he had bard work at times to
control the crowd
The
check list was
nsed. The following ticket was nominated:

Powder More
Health than Alnm.

Baking

DR. WITTHAUS,

Winthrop Jordan,
John W. Perkins,

C. B. Varney.
After reading the petition and the signatures
appended to it. the Mayor stated that he had
to call, officially, the
no authority
meeting
asked for, as to make such a meeting legal, a
seven days notice would be necessary.
Besides
City Hall was engaged for the night ©quested

wmcn

“Upon
The Methodist Centennial.
At the Methodist centennial exercises

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

To Consider the P. & O. Bill Now Before

\

SPRING

FROZEN IIERRING.

E.H. CHASE & CO.,
LONG

WHARF,

HATS.
We

can

show all the New

Hundred.
Spring Styles that have
d»t
feb20__
been issued thus far; alTO

OWNERS_OF
call at

HORSES.

E.

Morrill’s,
Cumberland Sts., Portland,

Cor. Preble and
and examine the
Neverslip Horse Shoe, with removable calks;
always sharp. Entire set can be changed iu live
minutes without removing the Bhoes.
The calks
are oast steel wrapped with soft Iron.
The Iron
wears aud leaves the calks sharp.
tabl7
dlw

PLEASE

_

Easter Cards
At STOCKBRIDGE’S Mnsic Store.

so all the New Colors in
the English Cloth Hats.

COE,
Tile Hatter,
feb7

•

197 Middle 81.
eodtf

